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This thesis describes an experimental investigation of the mixing
characteristics of stirred vessels agitated by single and double Rushton or
pitched blade impellers. Flow visualization experiments were performed
to observe the flow patterns induced by different impeller configurations
with different clearances prior to velocity measurements by laser-
Doppler anemometry (LDA). Strain gauges were employed together with
a telemetric system for power consumption measurements and a
conductivity probe was used for mixing time studies.
Variation of the spacing between two Rushton impellers was found to
affect significantly the induced flow pattern, power consumption and
mixmg time in the vessel. Three stable and four unstable flow patterns
were identified with different impeller clearances. The unstable flows
resulted in longer mixing times and a variation of the power consumption
with time. The three stable flow patterns were quantified with detailed
measurements obtained by LDA. The distributions of the turbulence
kinetic energy for these three flow patterns were considerably different.
A similar investigation was performed with two pitched blade impellers
and with combinations of pitched blade and Rushton impellers. The flows
were found to be always unstable except in the case when two pitched
blade impellers pumping towards each other were employed. The flow
pattern in the latter case was quantified by LDA measurements and the
results were compared with those for a similar pattern obtained with two
Rushton impellers.
The power measurements showed a time-varying power consumption
ii
with all impeller combinations. In the case of unstable flow patterns, the
fluctuation level was comparatively higher than that for stable flow
patterns. The power numbers for each of the impellers in the double
Rushton configuration were different and in general smaller than that for
a single impeller.
The effect of the Rushton impeller geometry and speed for both single
and double-impeller systems on the velocity and mixing characteristics
was also investigated. The impeller blade and disk thickness was found to
affect both the flow number and power consumption.
The results are analysed and their implications for the calculation of the
flows and process design are discussed in detail.
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The performance of stirred vessels has been the subject of research by a
great number of investigators as these have been extensively used for
mixing in the chemical, food, petroleum and pharmaceutical industries.
These vessels are generally involved in mixing of miscible or immiscible
liquids, dispersion of gas in liquids, suspension of solid particles in liquids
and quite often in three-phase mixing processes.
Over the years a great deal of effort has been devoted to the optimisation
of mixing processes in stirred tanks with respect to power consumption,
quality of mixture product, duration of the process and capital and
operating costs, (see, for example, Benkreira, 1990). For a particular
mixing system, vessels with different geometries employing a variety of
impeller types have been used. However, there is no universal- design of
impeller or mixing tank which can be employed for all mixing
applications.
The modification of existing stirred reactors for better efficiency, as well
as the design of new mixing systems or new type of impellers, require an
accurate knowledge of the flows induced by the impellers in the vessel.
This necessity has urged investigators to undertake many experimental
investigations employing various techniques, for example, mixing time
measurements by Holmes et al (1964), flow visualisation by van't Riet and
Smith (1975), power measurements by Bujaiski et al (1986) and laser-
Doppler anemometry (LDA) measurements of the mean and rms
2velocities by Yianneskis et al (1987). For the purposes of economy and
ease of experimentation the majority of the mixing process investigations
have been carried out in small scale vessels. The results may be scaled up
to process-size systems employing geometric, kinematic and dynamic
similarity. However, in many applications such scaling-up is not
appropriate and experiments in larger vessels are necessary.
Rushton and pitched blade impellers are two of the most-commonly used
impellers in industrial turbulent mixing processes. The former produces a
high-shear radial flow which results in better dispersion whilst the latter
generates a 'mixed', axial and radial, flow with a larger pumping capacity
resulting in better circulation in the tank.
A number of mixing processes make use of two impellers on the same
shaft. In these systems in addition to the geometries of the tank and the
impellers, impeller spacing and impeller combination are the main
features of system design for mixing processes. The importance of
impeller spacing stems from the fact that if the impellers are positioned
comparatively close to each other the impeller streams may mteract and
influence each other and flow entrainment may occur from the field of
action of one impeller to that of another. This influence will result in a
more complex flow in a two-impeller system in comparison with that in a
single-impeller system. On the other hand if the impellers are located far
apart, stagnant regions will appear in the vessel in the region between the
impellers which should be avoided in an efficient mixing system.
Depending on the nature of the mixing process, combinations of two
Rushton impellers, two pitched blade impellers and pitched and Rushton
impellers are often used in industry.
3The published literature for two-impeller mixing systems is not as
extensive as that for single-impeller systems albeit the former are widely
used in the mixing industry. Most of the research carried out on two-
impeller systems has been mvolved with gas dispersion in liquids and most
attention has been paid to the power consumption, e.g. Kuboi and Nienow
(1982), Cronin (1988) and Hudcova et al (1989); these investigations have
been only partly concerned with non-gassed systems. A small number of
flow visualisation investigations has also been reported for different
combinations of Rushton and pitched blade impellers. Quantitative data on
the flows in two-impeller systems is very sparse. This lack of data may
pose serious design shortcomings. For example, Crozier (1989) reported
that in stirred tanks with a liquid height equal to twice the vessel diameter
some stagnant regions appear in the mid-height of the vessel when two
Rushton impellers are located with a separation equal to the vessel
diameter.
Notwithstanding the numerous applications of dual-impeller systems in
mixing processes and the differences in flow patterns between single and
two-impeller combinations, little is known about the latter. This thesis
aims to redress this lack of knowledge by a methodical investigation of
fundamental and practical aspects of dual-impeller mixing.
In order to identify the methods and the parameters of importance in such
mixing systems, the experimental techniques and the findings of previous
stirred tank investigations are reviewed in the following two sections.
Some single-impeller systems have also been reviewed in order to
distinguish between single- and dual-impeller effects and to identify
parameters requiring further study. The survey was used to formulate the
4specific objectives of the present investigation which are listed in section
1.4. The chapter closes with an outline of the thesis given in section 1.5.
1.2 Review of experimental techniques employed in stirred
tanks
A large number of papers have been reviewed and they are tabulated in
table 1 in chronological order. The most relevant ones are reviewed in
more detail in this section and in section 1.3.
Many types of experimental techniques have been developed for or
introduced to stirred tanks in order to obtain more information about the
mixing process. These techniques may be grouped as follows:
a) Flow visualisation methods;
b) Measurement of power consumption;
c) Measurement of velocity characteristics; and
d) Measurement of mixing time.
The main applications of each of the above groupings are reviewed below.
1.2.1 Flow visualisation techniques
Flow visualisation is a simple, relative rapid and powerful means of
obtaining a qualitative picture of the fluid movement during agitation.
This technique is generally applied by illumination of a plane of interest in
the flow so that the path of added particles can be visualised,
photographed and/or filmed. However, the application of the techniques in
stirred vessels is not always simple and informative: the flow in some
5cases is strongly three dimensional, and illumination of one (two-
dimensional) plane at a time does not offer much insight into the processes
involved.
In other cases the flow must be visualised with respect to the rotation of
the impeller, for example when studying the trailing vortices in the
impeller stream which are three-dimensional structures rotating with the
impeller. In order to visualise the trailing vortices behind the impeller
blades, investigators have used different techniques. Van't Riet and Smith
(1973) used a rotating camera which was coupled to the impeller shaft.
Kuboi et al (1983) used a rotating device consisting of a prism which
when rotated caused the trailing vortices to appear stationary.
Sachs and Rushton (1954) and van't Riet and Smith (1975) used a
photographic technique to measure the mean velocities in the impeller
stream and the trailing vortices respectively. With this technique the
exposure time and the length of the streaks produced by illuminated
particles or the dimensions of the route of a particle were, used to
determine the mean velocity field. However, as the flow in stirred tanks is
often highly three dimensional, Sachs and Rushton suggested that a
comparatively large error may occur in the velocity assessment with flow
visualisation methods
1.2.2 Power measurement techniques
The power consumed for a mixing process can be measured by recording
the speed of agitation and the torque exerted on the shaft during mixing.
The power consumed is given by;
P = 2ltNTq	 (1.1)
6where N is the impeller speed and Tq is the torque exerted on the shaft. A




where d is the impeller diameter and p is the density of the fluid in the
vessel.
Researchers have applied various techniques using dynamometers for the
measurement of power consumption in stirred tanks. Nagata (1975)
reviewed the principles of these techniques and clarified the reasons for
disagreement in the power data reported by different investigators
employing different types of dynamometers. He emphasised the
significance of the effect of the friction in the moving parts of the
measurement system and of the friction resulting from mechanical contact
between the shaft and any fixed part prior to the shaft entering the
agitated liquid on the torque measured. Bader (1986) measured the power
consumption with and without water in the vessel and subtracted the latter
from the former in order to eliminate frictional effects. This method may
suffer, however, from the inaccuracies caused by air resistance to the
impeller rotation.
Air bearings have also been used for power measurements, e.g. by
Yianneskis et al (1987). This is a friction free method as the tank and
measuring load cell are separated by a film of air. However, air bearings
can only measure the total power consumption in two-impeller systems,
7not the individual power consumed by each impeller and therefore are not
very useful for double-impeller studies.
Stram gauge telemetric systems, which have been used in mixmg tanks by,
among others, Kuboi and Nienow (1982), Cronin (1988) and Hudcova et
al (1989) provide a power measurement technique which allows the
determination of the power consumption of each impeller in two-impeller
systems. The principles of this technique will be discussed in Chapter 2.
1.2.3 Velocity and turbulence measurement techniques
Before the application of laser-Doppler anemometry to stirred vessels
several measurement techniques had been used to measure velocity and
turbulence characteristics in stirred vessels.
Measurements have been made by hot wire anemometry or pitot tubes by
many investigators. Such techniques suffer from inaccuracies as the
probes disturb the flow. Although these techniques may seem to be
convenient for velocity measurements in-between the impeller blades as
they can be fixed to the impeller, the disturbance of the flow by the probe
and the probe support may result in a wrong interpretation of the
structure of the flow. The existence of four trailing vortices between two
adjacent Rushton impeller blades which was claimed by Gunkel and
Weber (1975) is an example of this type of error.
Laser-Doppler anemometry is a non-obtrusive technique and at present
the most convenient technique for the measurement of velocity
characteristics in stirred tanks. This technique has been used by many
workers since its first application in a stirred tank by Reed et al (1977).
8The principles of this technique and its application to stirred tank flows is
discussed in detail in Chapter 2.
1.2.4 Techniques for mixing time measurements
Schofield (1974) reviewed the experimental techniques employed for the
measurement of mixing time in stirred vessels. For liquid-liquid mixing,
these techniques can be generally classified into two groups:
a) Observation methods; and
b) Transducer methods.
In observation methods, the change in the colour of the liquid contained in
the tank caused by the insertion of either a dye or a reacting liquid is
observed as the mixing process proceeds. In the latter case the addition of
the liquid initiates a chemical reaction which results in a colour change.
Large inaccuracies can be encountered using this technique which may
lead to significant underestimation of the mixing time. One advantage of
the method is that in some situations 'dead' or stagnation zones may be
identified quickly.
The most commonly employed methods of the second group make use of a
conductivity probe or a thermocouple to detect the variation of the
conductivity or temperature of the fluid in the vessel, respectively. This
variation is produced by introducing a small amount of another liquid
with a different property appropriate to the technique. Although only
local concentration can be measured by this technique, repeating the
measurement in different locations can give a more accurate overall
mixing time. In addition, the degree of mixing at different stages of
9process can be measured. Most of the researchers have used a pulse
injection of a tracer of higher conductivity than the fluid in the vessel to
obtain the conductivity-time history, as this technique can yield more
information than observation methods.
Khang and Fitzgerald (1975) considered the effect of stray currents in
mixing time measurements obtained by conductivity probes of different
designs. The stray currents were considered to be due to several effects
such as 'internal batteries'. Internal batteries are formed as a result of the
resistance from each electrode of the probe to the bulk fluid and the
presence of metal parts other than platinum in the rig. This battery effect
creates a potential between the probe electrodes and other metal parts used
in the rig and can result in a biased output voltage. As stray currents
result in false information m the concentration time-history, Khang and
Fitzgerald designed a new type of probe which was free of such currents
and had a linear response. The probe consisted of a coiled electrode in the
form of a cage which surrounded the point electrode. Both electrodes
were made of platinum and their exposed parts were platinised in order to
avoid polarisation.
The effect of probe volume size in the mixing time was investigated by
Thyn et al (1976) employing 14 probes with different sizes. They
classified their mixing time experiments into two groups on the basis of
probe-to-tracer volume ratio. Depending on whether the value of this
ratio was smaller or bigger than unity, they obtained two different
correlations between mixing time and probe-to-vessel volume ratio.
However, it is interesting to note that the probes employed consisted of
two parallel plates positioned in front of each other. The effective probe
volume, which is greater than the actual volume between the two plates,
10
was determined experimentally using a constant for each probe and the
distance between two electrodes.
1.3 Review of the findings of previous studies
In this section the main findings reported in the literature are reviewed in
order to assess the present state of knowledge on the fluid mechanics of
mixing processes. Rushton impeller systems are initially considered for
single- and then dual-impeller configurations. Subsequently pitched-blade
turbine systems are considered.
1.3.1 Smgle Rushton impeller
As mentioned earlier the Rushton impeller is the most commonly used
design in stirred tanks. Many investigations have been carried out in order
to understand the flow induced by these impellers particularly in the
impeller region and impeller stream. In the following text, the pioneering
early investigations are considered first, followed by the studies concerned
with the flow structure around the impeller stream. Subsequently
parametric studies of the flow in the bulk of the vessel and of average
quantities such as the power number are reviewed.
Rushton et al (1950) found the power number to be constant for Re
greater than 20000* . Sachs and Rushton (1954) studied the flow in the
impeller stream of a four flat-blade turbine using a photographic
technique. The results showed that the radial velocity profiles in the
impeller stream flattened out with increasing radius while the radial flow
increased. The latter increase persisted up to a radius r = T/3 after which
* The Reynolds number is defined by Re = (p N d2) / i.t where d is the impeller diameter, N is the
impeller speed, p is the fluid density and t is the fluid viscosity
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the radial volumetric flow dropped off. The authors also noted the
periodicity of the flow in the vicinity of the impeller by measuring a peak
value of radial velocity at an angle of 50° ahead of the trailing blade.
Employing three vessels of different sizes with a variety of Rushton
impeller to vessel diameter ratios, Holmes et al (1964) used the
conductivity technique to investigate the rate of mixing in stirred tanks. In
the concentration-time histories obtained several peaks with decreasing
amplitude were observed. It was shown that the intervals between the
successive peaks were equal to the circulation time (tc) in the vessel. The
circulation time was defined as the time required for a fluid element to
move once around the average circulation loop in the tank. Using
dimensional analysis they introduced a dimensionless group 'r = N tc
(dIT)2 which was a function of Reynolds number and 'r was constant
(equal to 0.85 ± 0.05) at Reynolds numbers above 20000. The reduction
in the amplitude of the peaks in the concentration-time history
characterises the dispersion of the tracer during each circulation ioop
(Voncken et al, 1964).
Employing a photographic technique Cutter (1966) measured mean and
rms velocities in tbe impeller stream and concluded that both mean and
rms velocities are independent of Reynolds number when they are
normalised by the impeller tip speed:
V 1 = icNd
	 (1.3)
However, much scatter can be seen in Cutter's data. He estimated that the
input energy to the impeller dissipated mostly in the impeller stream.
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Using a pitot tube and a hot-wire anemometer Cooper and Wolf (1968)
examined the magnitude and direction of the velocities in the impeller
stream and showed that the flow at the outer extremes of the blades of
height (h) less than O.3d is mostly tangential and becomes increasingly
radial towards the centre of the blades. However, an increase in the height
of the blade h> O.3d resulted in a more radial flow at the outer edge of
the blades and a more tangential flow at the centre of the blades. A linear
relationship was found between the impeller speed and the pumping
capacity while the pumping capacity was found to be proportional to the
cube of the turbine diameter. The authors identified an optimum value for
the blade height (h = d/5) above which the pumping capacity did not vary
significantly.
Van't Riet and Smith (1973) visualised the trailing vortices behind the
impeller blades using 2 mm polystyrene particles as tracers and a camera
rotating at the stirrer speed. The axes of the vortices were found to be
horizontal and the vortices maintained their identity for at least two or
three blade lefigths with a fluid of low kinematic viscosityJike water. The
importance of these vortices on the dispersion and coalescence in liquid-
gas mixing was pointed out. In a later study (van't Riet and Smith, 1975)
the authors attempted to measure the velocity and pressure distribution
within the trailing vortices. They employed a photographic technique for
the velocity measurements and an impact tube (fixed to the blade) for the
pressure measurements. The trajectory of a particle trapped in the vortex
was photographed and it appeared as a sine wave. From the length of this
trajectory and the exposure time the particle velocity was determined.
Their results showed that the angular velocities in the vortex were
independent of the distance along the vortex axis and dependent only on
the Reynolds number when they are normalised with the impeller angular
13
speed (2itN). However, at higher Reynolds numbers, 15000 < Re < 90000,
the angular velocities in the trailing vortices did not show many
differences. The axial velocities exhibited a linear relation with distance
along the vortex axis but were almost independent of the distance from the
axis. The radial velocities could not be measured, however, due to their
small magnitude.
Gunkel and Weber (1975) measured the mean and rms velocities between
two successive blades of a Rushton impeller by mounting a hot wire probe
in-between the impeller blades. A shielded hot-wire anemometer and a
yaw tube were also used to measure the velocities in the impeller stream.
The shielded wire was claimed to allow reverse flow regions to be
detected. The working fluid used was air, following the justification given
by Mujumdar et al (1970). The measurements between two blades
indicated the existence of two smaller vortices with larger radial velocities
behind the leading blade and two larger vortices with smaller radial
velocities ahead of the trailing blade. The former pair had also been
identified by van't Riet and Smith (1973). The rms velocities measured
between the blades were independent of the angular position. In the centre
line and the vicinity of the impeller they measured a maximum radial
mean velocity of 0.8 Vtp that was in agreement with the data obtained by
Cutter (1966) and Mujumdar et al (1970). Using an energy conservation
equation and assuming that no energy is dissipated within the control
volume surrounding the impeller, Gunkel and Weber concluded that most
of the input energy is dissipated in the bulk flow. It must be noted that the
reliability of the data obtained by Gunkel and Weber must be questioned
as they obtained differences of 20% between the velocities measured with
three methods in the same location.
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More reliable velocity data have been provided by the application of laser-
Doppler anemometry (LDA) methods for measurements in stirred tanks.
The advantages of this techrnque over hot-wire and hot-film anemometry
are well known. A comparison of the hot wire anemometry and laser-
Doppler velocimetry has been given by Nadaradjah (1992). The primary
advantage is that it is a non-obtrusive technique and therefore very
suitable for complex three-dimensional recirculatmg flows.
Using LDA Reed et al (1977) studied the flow in a stirred tank agitated by
a Rushton impeller located at a clearance C = T/3. The results of this
investigation revealed that the flow was highly three-dimensional. The
ring vortex below the impeller was found to be stronger than that above
the impeller. The difference in the strength of the two vortices resulted in
an inclination of the impeller stream slightly upwards. Reed et al also
noticed that the baffles had an extensive influence on the mean flow and
emphasised the existence of strong helical vortices in front of the baffles.
In an investigation carried out by van der Molen and van Maanen (1978),
the periodic component of the velocities in the vicinity of the impeller was
measured and the existence of the trailing vortices behind the blades was
confirmed. Their results showed that the peak-to-peak value of the
periodic axial velocities in the vicinity of an impeller increased by a factor
of three as the blade and disk thickness of the impeller decreased from 1.5
mm to 0.5 mm. From their results a slight increase of the above
mentioned velocity with Reynolds number can be observed. They
employed different impellers with two different blade/disk thickness to
diameter ratio and the same impeller to vessel diameter ratio. However,
the effect of vessel size on the periodic axial velocity profiles can not be
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determined from their results as the measurements were performed at
different Reynolds numbers.
The structure of the flow around the impeller blades and in the rest of the
vessel was quantified in detail by Yianneskis et al (1987). Employing
laser-Doppler anemometry, ensemble-averaged velocity measurements
were performed over 1° and over 3600 of impeller rotation. The
influence of the ring vortices on the trailing vortices was found to be
significant at about 25° behmd the leadmg blade, while at an angle of 30°
the trailing vortices were almost dissipated. The measurements showed
that the rms velocities measured over 10 were similar to those obtained
over 360° behind the leading blade (due to the presence of the trailing
vortex) and decreased to 25% of the 360° averages where no trailing
vortices are present, i.e. in front of the trailing blade. The maximum
value of turbulence kinetic energy was measured at 20° behind the blade
and valued at k = 0.17 Vt1p2. The turbulence in the impeller stream was
found to be anisotropic. The existence of second vortex behind the blade
as claimed by Gunkel and Weber (1975) was rejected. The inclination of
the impeller stream to the horizontal was found to decrease with
increasing impeller spacing and impeller rotational speed. The
instantaneous axial velocity measurements at the bottom and top edge of
the impeller showed that the flow immediately above and below the disk
was nearly symmetric. The periodicity and vortical structure of the flow
in the impeller region persisted up to a radius of 0.7 d and at a radius r =
d the vortices were broken up. The power number was found to be 4.8
for the d = T/3, t = 3 mm impeller located at C = T/3.
Wu and Patterson (1989) carried out a LDA study concerned with the
influence of the trailing vortices on the velocity measurements in the
16
impeller stream. The results showed that the periodicity of the flow, as a
result of the trailing vortices, strongly influences the rms velocities in the
impeller stream close to the impeller. The largest contribution of the flow
periodicity to the total radial and tangential rms velocities occurred in the
impeller elevation and in the vicinity of the impeller. For the axial rms
velocities the maximum contribution occurred on both sides of the
impeller disk at a distance ± b/4 from the impeller elevation. The results
also showed that the periodicity of the flow decayed rapidly with
increasing distance from the tip of the impeller. At a location r* = 1.08
(where r* =	 5 the periodicity of the flow accounted for as much as
85% of the total turbulence in terms of mean-square fluctuation velocity.
This contribution decreased to 20% at r* = 1.5 and the periodicity
disappeared completely at r* = 1.9. Wu and Patterson also reported that
the random rrns velocities developed from the impeller tip, reaching to a
maximum value at around r* = 1.5 and then decreasing with increasing
radius.
In order to avoid the difficulties of the trailing vortex quantification
relative to the impeller blade, Calabrese and Stoots (1989) simulated the
environment of an impeller blade in a channel with a well conditioned
flow with low turbulence intensity. The blade was positioned at an angle
of 45° to the flow direction and velocity measurements were carried out
employing laser-Doppler anemometry. The results showed that the inner
edges of the trailing vortices merged at a very short distance from the
blade tip. At the blade tip the turbulence kinetic energy was found to be
relatively small increasing with distance from the tip along the vortex.
The trailing vortices started to break down at a distance of about one
blade width from the blade tip where the maximum kinetic energy was
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measured. Similar results were obtained inside a stirred tank of 300 mm
diameter.
A similar approach for the study of the flow behind the impeller blade is
described in an earlier but less detailed investigation by Nienow and
Wisdom (1974). They visualised the trailing vortices behind a single blade
attached to a semi-circular disk placed in water channel with an angle of
45° to the flow direction. Observations were made by injecting dye or air
upstream of the blade. They found separation regions both behind and in
front of the blade. However, they observed that the separation region in
front of the blade diminishes at higher flow velocities. As has already
been remarked, the presence of any vortex in front of the blade has been
discounted by the findings of Yianneskis et al (1987). Nienow and wisdom
also visualised the trailing vortices around an impeller in a gassed system
with a stroboscope and found a close resemblance between the flow
characteristics of the vortices in the channel and in the stirred vessel.
The effect of impeller geometry on the flow field in the vicinity of the
impeller was also investigated by Armstrong and Ruszkowski (1986) who
employed two Rushton impellers identical in all aspects except for the
blade thickness which was altered from 1.5 mm to 3 mm. They also used
another impeller identical to the former in all except the disk diameter
which was increased from 2d/3 to 3d/4. The LDA measurements
performed at the 0 = 45° r-z plane (the vertical plane containing two
baffles) showed an identical flow number for all three impellers. It was
argued that the effect of thickness is only focused on the circulation
velocities in the trailing vortices and the peak-to-peak value of the
periodic component in the axial velocities, as stated by van der Molen and
van Maanen (1978). However, Armstrong and Ruszkowski did not
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mention the disk thickness of the impellers (td) they used and if there was
any variation in td among the three impellers. They obtained a slightly
higher flow number (Fl = 0.8) from the measurements performed at 0 =
00 in comparison with that obtained at 0 = 45° (Fl = 0.75). Armstrong
and Ruszkowski also used a manne propeller and a four-bladed 45°
pitched blade impeller and obtained flow numbers of 0.41 and 0.9
respectively.
Noun et al (1987) investigated the effect of impeller rotational speed and
size on the velocity field in the impeller stream and bulk flow. They
employed three impellers with diameters d = T/4, T/3 and T/2 which were
scaled up geometrically in every respect except for the blade/disk
thickness which remained the same (3 mm). In that study the effect of
impeller speed on the mean and rms velocities was found to be negligible
when these velocities are normalised with the impeller tip speed.
However, at a lower impeller speed, N = 50 rpm, the normalised
velocities were found to be lower. The mean and rms velocity profiles
(normalised with the impeller tip velocity) in the impeller streams of the
three impellers with different diameters showed no differences when they
were plotted in non-dimensional co-ordinates, defined as r* = r / (d/2) and
z = z' / (h/2). However, the impeller with diameter d = T/2 produced
higher normalised velocities in the region away from the impeller.
Weetman and Oldshue (1988) studied the power, flow and shear
characteristics of several impeller designs varying from a highly efficient
axial flow impeller to the Rushton impeller which produces a high shear
rate. They calculated the velocity gradients in the discharge of impellers
of different sizes. The results showed that the average velocity gradient in
the vicinity of a Rushton impeller was dependent only on the Reynolds
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number and not on the impeller size. The maximum shear gradient was
found to be dependent on the impeller tip speed (or N.d). A similar
calculation for the four-bladed pitched-blade and fluidfoil impellers
showed that both the mean and the maximum shear gradient are dependent
on the impeller speed and size. They also measured higher fluctuation
levels in the instantaneous velocities obtained with a Rushton impeller in
comparison to those obtained with pitched-blade and/or fluidfoil
impellers.
Greaves and Kobbacy (1981) investigated the effect of surface aeration on
the power number. Some of their results were concerned with non-aerated
flows and are relevant to the present investigation: the variation of power
number with Reynolds number was found to depend on the impeller
clearance, impeller diameter and impeller blade thickness to diameter
ratio, particularly at lower impeller speeds. They suggested that further
investigation of the effect of variation in impeller blade thickness on the
variation of power number with Reynolds number was needed.
Bujaiski et al (1986) looked at the influence of impeller geometry on the
power consumption and used their experimental data to correlate the
power consumption with the impeller and vessel geometries.- The average
power number Nj was obtained from the average of measurements made
over a range of Reynolds numbers 20000 <Re < 2 ReSA ,where Re SA is the
value of Re for which aeration from the free surface commences. Bujaiski




where tj is the impeller disk thickness, d is the impeller diameter and T is
the vessel diameter in meters.
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The effect of vessel size on the velocities in the impeller stream and bulk
flow was investigated by Noun and Whitelaw (1990). They employed two
vessels with diameters T = 144 and 294 mm agitated by Rushton impellers
scaled with respect to the vessel diameters. LDA measurements showed
that the axial and radial velocities in the impeller stream and bulk flow
exhibit no dependency on the vessel size when the velocities are
normalised with the impeller tip velocity and plotted in non-dimensional
co-ordinates r* = r / (d/2) and z = z' / (h/2). They also found a negligible
difference in the velocities due to the confinement of the vessel.
Numerous papers in the literature have been concerned with comparisons
of the performance of Rushton impellers with that of other commonly-
used single impellers. Comparisons with PBTs are discussed in section
1.3.3 below. The third most common design used is the axial flow
impeller, normally a propeller.
An investigation of mixing time in the stirred reactors was carried out by
Kramers et al (1953) employing the conductivity technique. In this
investigation a propeller was found to be superior to a Rushton impeller
as although both designs yielded the same mixing timer the power number
for a Rushton impeller was found ten times higher than that for
propeller. They observed that mixing was first completed in the
immediate surrounding of the impeller and as mixing proceeded the
homogeneous region is expanded until finally it contained the whole of the
vessel. It was also found that the mixing time is inversely proportional to
the impeller speed.
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However, in view of the large variety of impeller designs, only the
Rushton and PBT are considered in this thesis as the number of
combinations and spacings possible with just these two types is enormous,
as will become evident from the following text.
1.3.2 Two Rushton impeller system
A schematic representation of a stirred tank with two Rushton impellers is
shown in Figure 1.1, in order to define the various geometrical
characteristics of a double-impeller configuration.
An early investigation of the performance of multi-impeller systems was
carried out by Richards (1963) who studied the flow patterns and power
consumption in a stirred tank agitated by three Rushton impellers. He
noted the influence of impeller spacmg on the mixmg process observing a
critical impeller spacing which could result in an unstable flow pattern
and fluctuations in power consumption. He suggested that an impeller
spacing of between one and two impeller diameters should be used in
multiple-impeller systems.
Employing a wide range of impeller diameters Taguchi and Kimura
(1970) investigated the influence of impeller spacing on the power
consumption of Rushton impellers in a multi-stage mixing tank (with H =
1.9 T and 2.4 T). They correlated the optimum impeller spacing between
the impellers with the liquid height and the impeller diameter for
maximum power consumption. The correlation for a two-impeller system
was C2 = (H - 1.9 d) I 2. The range of spacing between the impellers used
in their investigation was 0.5d < C2 < 3d. However, the experiments were
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carried out in a vessel with liquid height H = 1.9 or 2.4T as mentioned
above and the correlation is not necessarily applicable for H = T.
The power consumption of a two Rushton impeller combination with di =
d2 = T/4 located at spacings Ci = T/4 and C2 = T/4 or 3T/8 in a standard
vessel (T = H) was measured by Nienow and Lilly (1979). The results for
both spacings showed identical power numbers which were twice those
obtained m a single-impeller system with C = d = T/4.
A combination of two Rushton impellers (di = d2 = T/3) located at C1 =
C2 = T/3 for gas dispersion was mvestigated by Kuboi and Nienow (1982)
who observed that at higher impeller speeds the impeller streams merge
and form only two ring vortices and the total power consumption is
significantly less than the addition of the power consumed by each
impeller if they had acted in single impeller systems. However, they
suggested that this may happen only in gassed systems and not in un-gassed
systems. They also stated that at Reynolds numbers above 40000 the
power number remains constant within ± 5%.
Employing two or three impellers in a tall tank (H = 2T) Roustan (1985)
measured a total power number Np = 14.2 for three impellers and Np =
10.4 for two impellers in un-gassed systems. In gassed systems
introducing the third impeller increased the power consumption in the
same maimer as in an un-gassed system but the gas hold-up remained the
same, presumably due to the variation in flow pattern (Richards 1963).
Employing eight-bladed Rushton impellers with a larger impeller to vessel
diameter ratio (d = 0.4T), Bader (1986) investigated the influence of the
impeller spacing on the power consumption. With a single-impeller
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system the results showed a linear increase of power number with liquid
level above or below the impeller in the range of O.2T to O.85T. In
multiple-impeller systems, comprising up to five impellers located on the
same shaft with equal spacings, the variation of the power number for
each impeller with liquid level above or below that impeller was found to
be the same as that for the single-impeller system (defining the spacing
between the impellers as the liquid level above or below the impeller).
The power number did not vary with impeller spacing for spacings above
0.85T.
The power consumption and flow patterns in a dual impeller system (with
d = T/3 and H = 2T) were investigated by Hudcova et al (1989) employing
a strain gauge telemetric device. This system can measure the power
consumed by each impeller separately. Altering the spacing between two
impellers in the range of 0.066T < C2 <T and locating the lower impeller
at Cl = T/3 the power consumption of each impeller was measured. With
the spacing C2 = 0.066T (when the blades touched) the power number
increased, but only by around 30% in comparison to that of a single
impeller. With impeller spacings in the region of 0.16T < C2 < O.5T they
observed a flow pattern in which the impeller streams were merged and
only two ring vortices were observed in the vessel. With this pattern they
measured a total power number Np = 8.4 which was less than twice that
obtained in a single impeller system. This result is in good agreement with
that obtained by Kuboi and Nienow (1982) although the vessel height in
the latter study was H = T. Hudcova et al reported an independent
behaviour of the impellers for impeller spacings of C2 above 0.66 T.
Their results showed that the lower impeller drew slightly more power
than the upper one. In this investigation the transition of flow from one
pattern to another as a result of change in impeller spacing went unnoticed
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and the border line of the impeller spacing for a specific flow pattern was
not determined. They recommended an impeller spacing of C2 = T in
order to draw the maximum power.
A similar investigation of the influence of impeller spacing on the power
consumption was performed by Cronin (1988) who employed two
impellers with diameters d = O.5T on the same shaft. He located the lower
impeller at a clearance of C = T/4 and measured the power consumption
as the spacing between two impellers was varied. The results showed a
trend similar to those obtained by Hudcova et al (1989). Cronin also
looked at the effect of impeller spacing on the mixing time and obtained
the shortest mixing time with an impeller spacing of C2 = T m a vessel
with H = 2T.
Crozier (1989) employed laser-Doppler anemometry to study the
behaviour of a two-impeller agitation system with the impellers located at
Cl = T/3 and C2 = T. The results showed an independent behaviour of the
impellers as if the mixing vessel was divided into two equal parts, each
part being agitated by one impeller. The results also indicated some
stagnant regions in the area where the mixmg tank is divided by the field
of action of the two impellers. The appearance of the stagnant region
brings the suggestion made by Hudcova et al (1989) and Cronin (1988),
who recommended an impeller spacing of C2 = T to be used as this
spacing results in a maximum drawn power by the impellers, into question
as the power consumption may be maximised under this condition but
mixing may be poor in some regions in the vessel.
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1.3.3 Single down-pumping pitched-blade impeller (PBD
The flow pattern generated by a 600 PBD (d = T/3 and C = T/3) was
studied by Hockey (1988a), employing flow visualisation and laser-
Doppler anemometry. The flow visualisation for the flow pattern
generated by this impeller was not found as successful as that by Rushton
impeller due to the strong three-dimensionality of the flow. However, it
was found that the PBD impeller stream produced an axial jet with a
strong swirl and that only one ring vortex was formed in the bulk of the
tank. The LDA measurements in the impeller stream showed a maximum
axial velocity at a radius of r = 0.71 d/2 near the lower edge of the
impeller. At a location r = 0.15 d in the impeller stream, reverse flow was
found in both the axial and tangential directions. Hockey obtained a flow
number of 0.9 which is considerably higher than that for a Rushton
impeller. This flow number was in agreement with that obtained for a 450
PBD by Armstrong and Ruszkowski (1986).
In another paper (Hockey, 1988b), the periodicity of the flow at the
impeller discharge region was quantified by performing angle-resolved
LDA measurements. It was shown that this periodicity, which lasted for a
distance equal to two impeller blade heights, strongly influences the rrns
ensemble-averaged velocities measured over 360° of impeller rotation.
The angle-resolved measurements showed the existence of a small vortex
originating at the impeller tip. However, this vortex was destroyed
quickly as the flow moved downwards away from the impeller. It was also
found, from a comparison made with the data of Yianneskis et al (1987),
that the turbulence kinetic energy level in the impeller suction region was
the same as that of the Rushton impeller but in the discharge region it was
slightly lower with the PBD.
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Jaworski et al (1991) looked at the flow induced by a 45° PBD with two
clearances, C = T/4 and C= T/2. LDA measurements indicated that a
higher impeller clearance from the bottom of the vessel results in a small
decrease of the intensity of the main circulation in the vessel. The results
also showed that the reverse flow region, occurring beneath the impeller,
extended to the bottom of the tank as the impeller spacing increased from
C = T/4 to C = T/2.
A comparison of several mixing systems for homogenisation of
immiscible liquids was made by Hemrajani (1985) on the basis of the
power required for good mixing. In that investigation a pitched-blade
impeller was found to be superior to the other types of impeller and
particularly to the flat-blade turbine. For a given impeller the width of the
baffle was found to be quite important for the efficiency of the system. In
a mixing tank the most efficient system comprised of a pitched-blade
impeller and a baffle width of wb = 0.02T. The power consumption
increased by 1000% when a flat blade turbine and baffles with a width of
wb = 0.081 were employed in the tank. The importance of the influence
of the baffles on the mean flow is also reported by Reed et al (1977). In
the so-called most efficient system used by Hemrajani the power
consumption per unit volume was found to be independent of the liquid
height as well as of the impeller to vessel diameter ratio. The latter
finding is in agreement with the finding of Bujaiski et al (1986) if the
blade/disk thickness to diameter ratio of the impellers remains constant.
However, in the comparative study of Hemrajani the mixing times are not
given, so the energy required for the blending process with different
systems can not be quantified.
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1.4 Objectives of the present research
The preceding review of the published literature and the findings of the
previous investigations listed in table 1, indicate clearly that the
knowledge of the flows in stirred tanks agitated by one or more Rushton
and/or pitched blade impellers is far from complete. A number of
differences between one- and two-impeller flows have been indicated but
not studied in any detail and there is some evidence that the effects of
various geometrical parameters may be important for mixing and power
consumption. However, there is a number of inconsistencies in the
findings reported by different researchers and its evident that there is a
lack of systematic documentation of dual-impeller systems.
A number of studies have reported the flows produced by Rushton
impellers, e.g. Mujumdar et al (1970) and Reed et al (1977), and by
pitched-blade impellers, e.g. Hockey (1988a, b) and Jaworski et al (1991).
Although some of these studies have been concerned with the detailed
characteristics of the flows (Yianneskis et al, 1987), there is still
uncertainty as to the effect of impeller blade and disk thickness and
diameter (van der Molen and van Maanen, 1978, Greaves and Kobbacy,
1981 and Armstrong and Ruszkowski, 1986).
It would therefore be useful to quantify precisely the effect of thickness
and/or thickness to diameter ratio (Bujaiski et al, 1986) as this could lead
to small but non-negligible power savmgs. It is also helpful to compare
the behaviour of impellers with different types of hubs used by various
investigators, e.g. Calabrese and Stoots (1989) and Yianneskis et al
(1987).
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Although the effect of Reynolds number or impeller speed has been
looked at by some investigators (Cutter, 1966, Noun et al, 1987), there is
still uncertainty as to the scaling of the flows with speed (or equivalently,
Reynolds number). More experimentation is necessary in order to
determine impeller speed effects more definitely as in many mixing
processes different impeller speed ranges may be employed for different
fluids.
There is some indication that m systems with two Rushton impellers, the
impeller spacing may affect significantly the power consumption, (Smith
et al, 1986, Hudcova et al, 1989), and may even influence the flow pattern
(Richards, 1963, Kuboi and Nienow, 1982). However, systematic studies
of the effect of the lower and the upper impeller spacing have not been
carried out. Therefore it would be very interesting and useful to
investigate quantitatively such effects on the mixing time, power
consumption, mean flow and turbulence.
The flow patterns produced by combinations of different impellers have
only been scantily investigated. It is not known under what conditions the
flows are stable (Kuboi and Nienow, 1982), therefore further qualitative
and quantitative data is required to establish when the flows with
combinations of commonly-used impeller designs, e.g. Rushton and
pitched-blade, will result in stable flows and therefore stable mixing
processes. The impeller combinations to be studied are outlined below and
were determined from both the above review of the published literature as
well as from consultations with chemical engineering industry and in
particular Imperial Chemical Industries, Unilever and Dow Chemicals.
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In addition, in situations where a similar flow pattern can be produced by
more than one impeller combination, it is necessary to know which
combmation will be the most efficient in terms of power consumption and
mixing characteristics.
Therefore the above survey of the literature and recommendations from
chemical industry has indicated that new and/or more detailed and better
clarified knowledge is required in the following areas:
1. The effect of impeller blade and disk thickness on the power
consumption, mixing time, mean flow and turbulence in single- and dual-
impeller systems;
2. More detailed quantification of the effect of impeller rotating speed;
3. The effect of impeller spacing on the flow patterns in dual-impeller
systems and the resulting effects of flow pattern on the mean velocities,
turbulence, mixmg time and power consumption; in particular, the effect
of combinations of two Rushton impellers;
4. Similarly for combinations of two pitched-blade turbines, both with one
pumping upwards and one downwards, as well as with both turbines
pumpmg downwards;
5. Similarly for combinations of downward-pumping PBD and/or
upward-pumping PBU located above a Rushton impeller; and
6. Comparison of impeller combinations producing similar flows, to
determine their relative merits for mean flow and turbulence generation.
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1.5 Outline of thesis
The rest of this thesis is divided into five Chapters. In the following
Chapter the design and construction of the test rig, the impellers employed
and also the experimental techniques used for the investigation of flow
pattern, power consumption, velocity, turbulence and mixing time in the
vessel are described. In Chapters 3, 4 and 5 the results of the investigation
and the implication of the results for calculation of the flows and process
design are presented and discussed.
Chapter 3 is concerned with the mixmg characteristics of the vessel stirred
by two Rushton impellers. More attention has been paid to the variation of
impeller spacing which is a very effective parameter in determining the
behaviour of impellers and consequently the performance of the mixer.
Chapter 4 presents the results of a parametric study to determine the
effect of impeller rotational speed and impeller geometry on the power
consumption, mean and rms velocities and mixing time in single- and
dual-Rushton impeller systems.
In Chapter 5 different combmations of Rushton and PBT impellers are
considered and the mixing characteristics of these impeller combinations
are studied. The stable flow generated by two PBT impellers, pumping
towards each other is quantified and similarities between this flow pattern
and that obtained by two Rushton impellers are discussed.
Finally, in Chapter 6 a brief overview of the research carried out is given,
the findings of the investigation are summarised and recommendations for
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MIXING VESSEL CONFIGURATION AND EXPERIMENTAL
TECHNIQUES
2.1 Introduction
This Chapter describes the stirred tank configuration and the
experimental techniques for flow visualisation, mixing time studies and
measurements of torque and mean and rms velocities used in this
investigation. Tap water was used as the working fluid and all the
measurements and the flow visuahsation experiments were performed at
a constant temperature. Mixmg time measurements were carried out by
detectmg the change in the conductivity of the liquid in the tank resulting
from the insertion of a solution of potassium chionde (KC1). This change
was detected by a small conductivity probe. For the measurements of
power consumption strain gauges were employed and the change in their
electrical resistance due to the applied torque was recorded with a
telemetric transmission system. Laser-Doppler anemometry in forward
scattered mode was employed for the mean and rms velocity
measurements. All of these techniques will be dealt with in detail
separately in the following sections.
2.2 Flow configuration
A mixing vessel was designed, manufactured and commissioned for the
experiments. The same vessel was employed for all the investigations in
this project. It was a baffled cylmdrical vessel with a flat bottom and a
diameter T = 294 mm, height H = 490 mm and wall thickness 3 mm as
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shown in Figure 2.1. Four vertical baffles with a width of Wb = TI! 0 and
a thickness of 3 mm were fitted symmetrically along the vessel periphery.
The vessel geometry was identical to the 'standard' configuration used in
mixing research (Uhl and Gray, 1966). The baffles prevented the
formation of a vortex at the free surface of the water. The baffles also
produced strong vertical flow in the vessel which promotes good
circulation in the tank (Bissel et al, 1947). The vessel was made of clear
cast acrylic plastic (Perspex) and for optimisation of optical access it was
placed inside a Perspex trough (with 10 mm walls thick and 388 mm x
388 mm in cross section) which was filled with water.
A heat exchanger was designed and located at the bottom of the vessel to
remove the heat generated by the impellers in order to maintain a
constant temperature in the vessel during the experiments. The
temperature of the water in the tank was checked continuously and the
water flow through the heat exchanger was adjusted so that the
temperature variation in the vessel did not exceed ± 10 C. The heat
exchanger was mostly needed for the flow visualisation and velocity
measurements by laser-Doppler anemometry as these experiments took
relatively long time to complete in comparison with the torque and
mixing time measurements.
The vessel could be rotated around its vertical axis relative to the trough
and the periphery of the vessel at the top edge was marked and divided
into 360 one-degree intervals. A marker was fixed to the top cover of the
vessel in front of the divisions on the vessel for the purpose of
determining accurately and reproducibly the angle by which the vessel
was rotated when measurements were made at different planes. The
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vertical and horizontal cross sections of the mixing system are shown in
Figure 2.2.
The trough was placed in a frame with a fixed base and a detachable top
cover (Figure 2.3). The vessel and the trough were filled with water up
to a height of 1.0 - 1 .5T. A line marking the height H = T was drawn on
the vessel periphery. A 0.25 hp electrical motor (Parvalux) was mounted
on the test section frame to supply the required torque for the impellers.
The speed of the motor was monitored continuously through a shaft
encoder (Hewlett Packard model HEDS 6310 036) mounted on the motor
shaft.
Two traversmg tables were used to enable the test section to be moved in
- three orthogonal directions. As the vessel could also be rotated, LDA
measurements could be made everywhere within the vessel except at those
locations where either one of the mcident beams to the control volume or
the collection of the scattered light by detector was blocked by the
impeller or the shaft. The accuracy of the test section traverse in X and Y
directions was 0.05 mm and in the Z direction 0.25 mm (Figure 2.3).
The impeller speed fluctuation was less than ±. 1 rpm which is around
±0.4% of the impeller rotational speed used in most of the experiments
(250 rpm). The general arrangement of the mixing rig is shown
schematically in Figure 2.3.
A number of Rushton and pitched blade impellers were employed in this
work. The geometries of the Rushton impellers which had either a
symmetrical or an asymmetrical hub, a diameter d = T/3 and different
thicknesses are shown in Figure 2.4mpel1er of identical proportions
but with a larger diameter (d = 0.4T) was also used. In each impeller,
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the blade thickness (tb) and the disk thickness (td) were the same and
hereafter they will both be referred to as the impeller thickness, t = tb =
td. The thickness to diameter ratio in the larger impeller (d = 0.4T) was
the same as that of the d = T13 impeller with t = 1.65 mm.
Pitched blade impellers with 600 or - 600 blade inclination were also
employed in this project and their geometries are shown in Figure 2.5.
Depending on the direction of the impeller rotation these impellers can
pump either downward or upward. In order to minimise the scattered or
reflected light from the impellers in the flow visuahsation and the LDA
measurements the impellers were sand-blasted and painted matt black. In
all the investigations the impeller shaft coincided with the vertical axis of
the vessel and had a diameter d 5 = 20 mm except in the torque
measurements for which a shaft with smaller diameter (d 5 = 10 mm) was
employed. The purpose of the reduction of the shaft diameter was to
obtain a greater deflection and therefore response and output of the strain
gauges to torque variations. The shaft was covered with black plastic tape
to minimise light reflection and scattermg in all the expenments.
2.3 Flow visualisation technique
Flow visuahsation was carried out in order to determine qualitatively the
general structure of the flow before detailed velocity measurements were
made by laser-Doppler anemometry as well as to determme the locations
where LDA results should be obtained.
Three sides of the test section were covered with thick black paper to
prevent any extraneous light penetrating into the vessel. A 2 W Argon-





cylindrical lens to illuminate the plane of interest in the mixing vessel.
The illumination was achieved through a 2 mm slot m the side cover
facing the white light source or laser. The slot could be moved so that
any horizontal or vertical plane of interest in the vessel could be
illuminated.
Approximately 5 g of Diakon particles with a diameter range of 590 to
730 1.xm and a density of 1.18 x i 3 kg/rn3 were suspended in the liquid
to act as flow followers and to scatter the incident light. The particles
could follow the flow faithfully as their sink velocity was only 0.02 rn/s.
The flow in the illuminated plane was photographed and recorded by still
and video cameras. The focus of attention of the experiments was the
direction(s) of the impeller stream(s) which were greatly dependent on
the impeller spacings. The results of flow visualisation will be discussed
below in section 3.2 and Chapter 5.
2.4 Conductivity measurement technique
As mentioned in Section 1.2.4, this technique makes use of a conductivity
probe to detect the variation of the conductivity of the fluid in the vessel
as the mixing process proceeds. The difference between the conductivities
of the two liquids must be comparatively high in order to have a better
sensitivity in the response of the probe used.
In this work a solution of potassium chloride (KC1) in water was used as
the tracer and the instantaneous local concentration was measured by a
small conductivity probe of the design recommended by Khang and
Fitzgerald (1975). The probe was minimised in size in order to increase
the sensitivity of the probe for detection of small scale concentration
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fluctuation (Thyn et al, 1976) as well as to decrease the intrusion of the
probe to the flow. The position of the probe was determined by placing it
at various locations where two laser beams crossed each other, i.e. the
positions of the control volume in laser-Doppler anemometry
measurements which could be accurately determined. The procedure of
locating the control volume inside the vessel will be described later in
Section 2.6.3.
The vessel bottom and the shaft, which were both made of metal, were
insulated to minimise any possible stray currents passing through the
probe albeit that the conductivity probe design was purported to be free
of stray currents (Khang and Fitzgerald, 1975). Current was supplied to
the probe by a 9 Volt battery incorporated in a conductivity meter (WPA
CM35). The mains adapter (PS100) supplied with the meter was not used
as it resulted in a higher noise level in the output signal of the
conductivity probe.
A tracer volume of either 50 or 70 ml with a concentration of 3.35 or
2.24 mol/1 respectively was inserted from the free surface of the water
into the tank at the e = - 135 ° r-z plane. The conductivity meter output
was low-pass filtered (at 2 kHz) by a variable active filter (Krohn-Hite
model 3200) to remove any noise present. The signal was then fed in to a
computer via an analogue to digital converter. The system is shown
schematically in Figure 2.6.
The tracer insertion was performed manually and the syringe was located
at the same height as the insertion location in the vessel to avoid any
tracer flowing into the vessel before the start of the insertion. Before
every experiment it was ensured that there were no air bubbles trapped in
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the tube connecting the syringe to the insertion location as the air bubbles
would result in a discontinuous tracer insertion.
Each experiment was started by first simultaneously triggering the
computer and starting a stop watch. A few seconds later the first lap in
the stop watch was stopped and the second lap was started simultaneously
with the start of the insertion. The second lap was stopped when the
tracer insertion was completed. This method was used for the
experiments as it was not possible for an operator to insert the tracer
simultaneously with triggering the computer and startmg the stop watch.
The recorded time in the first lap corresponded to the time in the
obtained signal when the insertion started and that in the second lap was
the insertion duration.
The rate of data recording was set at 200 Hz and every measurement
lasted 80 seconds, i.e. 16000 data points were captured during each
measurement. The captured data were first displayed on the computer
screen and then stored on the pc's hard disk and subsequently transferred
to the Vax main frame computer for further processing.
After the end of each test the mixture was drained by a pump and the
vessel was washed thoroughly and refilled with tap water. The water
temperature in the vessel was measured and adjusted if necessary. This
was done to avoid a rise in concentration in the vessel when carrying out
many measurements. The concentration rise would result in a smaller
sensitivity of the probe to the concentration variation, and therefore
lower signal to noise ratio.
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2.4 1 Conductivity probe and its calibration
The mechanism of electrical conduction in liquids is characterised by a
charge being transported through the medium by means of ions. As a
result of electro-chemical reaction, gases are generated at the electrodes
of the probe. These gases cause a reduction when a (constant)
conductivity value is measured over a period of time. In conductivity
measurements by probes this effect is called polarisation and must be
avoided by removal of the gases from the surface of the probe electrodes.
The connecting wires of the conductivity probe employed in this project
were located inside a glass tube and only the electrodes were exposed to
the liquid in the vessel. The tip of the probe is shown in Figure 2.7. The
electrodes at the tip of the probe were made of platinum. They were
platinised in order to avoid polarisation as the platinised platinum
(platinum black) adsorbs the generated gases in the surface of the probe
electrodes. The probe was designed to be free of errors caused by stray
currents and also to have linear response to the variation of concentration
according to the recommendations of Khang and Fitzgerald (1975). The
connecting wires between the probe and conductivity meter were made
from a twin cable andindividually screened. The cable was minimised in
length and insulated with a 20 mm diameter pipe legging. These
considerations minimised the capacitive pickup between the wires as well
as mterferences from the surroundings. The signal to noise ratio during
the measurements was determined to be around 25.
The probe was calibrated extensively under steady-state conditions for
four different temperatures: 10 °C, 15 °C, 20 °C and 30.5 °C and for the
concentration range 0.0 - 0.015 mol / 1. The calibration was carried out
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in a constant temperature water bath (Grant instrument type LTD6) as
shown schematically in Figure 2.8.
The results of the calibration are presented in Figure 2.9. As can be seen
the variation of the conductivity with a change in concentration is linear
for all temperatures in the range of concentrations used. All the data in




where Vc is the voltage in Volts, C the concentration in mol / 1 and A
and B are constants which depend on the calibration temperature (Is). In
order to obtain an equation to determine these constants under any
condition, the values of A and B obtained were plotted against the
correspondmg temperatures. The variations of A and B with temperature
were linear as shown in Figure 2.10. The calibration equation is given
by:
= 0.05 + 0.002 T + (0.315 + 0.013 T) C
	 (2.2)
2.4.2 Mean and fluctuating concentration
The mstantaneous concentration at any time may assumed to be the sum
of a mean value and a fluctuating component, as is usually the case in all
turbulent flows. In order to estimate the levels of the fluctuating
component, two types of transient mean concentration value were used in
the processing of the data:
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a) The variation of local mean concentration with time Cm 1(t) obtained
from the data.
b) The variation of the mean concentration value with time Cm2(t)
calculated from the total volume of tracer inserted in the vessel during
the measurement.
2.4.3 Signal processing
Each measurement was obtained in the form of a digitised voltage
variation with time which was first stored and subsequently displayed on
the computer screen (see, for example, Figure 2.11(a)). The stored file
was then converted to a form transferable to the Vax mainframe
computer where specifically-written software were used to obtain the
time history of the instantaneous concentration, mean concentration and
the fluctuating component of the concentration. Mixing time was
determined for different degrees of homogeneity as described below.
In order to confirm that the calibration of the conductivity probe did not
vary with time, the probe was re-calibrated for each test by recording the
mean values of the voltage and concentration at the start and at the end of
the experiment.
The mean voltage value obtained in the first five seconds of the
experiment, before the insertion of the tracer, was calculated and
considered to correspond to zero tracer concentration in the vessel. A
concentration of 6.72 x iO 3 mol/l (i.e. a total of 10 grams of KC1 in the
vessel) was considered for the calculated mean value of the voltages
obtained in the last five seconds of the experiment. As the maximum
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voltage recorded in the linear calibration was around 1.5 times higher
than the greatest voltage recorded in the conductivity measurements, the
variation of the voltage with concentration and temperature in the voltage
time history was always linear. The instantaneous concentration for each
data point can be obtained by the following equation:
0.00672C1 = (V1
 - Vi) x	
-	
(2.3)
where V1 is the voltage for each data point and Vi and V2 are the mean
voltages at the start and at the end of the experiment. A typical variation
of instantaneous concentration (C 1) with time is shown in Figure 2.11(b).
The concentration trace was scanned from the end to the beginning of the
recording and a mean value Cmi was found for every 49 points by
moving 1 data point backward each time. Every mean value was located
at the corresponding 25th point. In this way a local mean concentration-
time history was obtained (Figure 2.11(c)). The difference between the
mean and the corresponding instantaneous concentration values was used
to determine the concentration fluctuation time history (C 1 - Cmi, Figure
2.11(d)). The mixing time for a prescribed degree of homogeneity was
determmed as described below.
In the scanning of the instantaneous concentration time history (from the
end to the start of the trace) every mean value obtained was compared to
the final concentration value (6.72 x 10 mol/1). When the difference
between the two values exceeded a certain percentage for the first time in
the scan, the corresponding time was recorded. The difference between
the time obtained and the time when the insertion had started gave the
mixing time for the degree of homogeneity specified.
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Non-dimensional concentration traces were also obtained by normalising
the instantaneous concentration trace at every instant by the concentration
corresponding to the mean mixing time (Cf) and normahsing the time
with the mixing time (tf, see Figure 2.11(e)). The start of these traces was
the instant when the tracer insertion was commenced.
The fluctuating concentration trace was also plotted with respect to the
second type of mean concentration [Cm2(t)], as shown in Chapter 3
below.
2.4.4 Mixing time and degree of mixing
In any mixing process, the mixing time is defined to be the time in which
a certain degree of homogeneity is achieved throughout the vessel
(Harnby et al - 1985). Although with the conductivity method only the
local mixing time can be measured, the results are however more
accurate than those obtained by visual observation techniques (Schofield -
1974). Repeating the experiments with the probe placed in several
locations can partly remove the shortcomings of the conductivity
technique.
Due to the complex and turbulent nature of the flow the traces obtained
from repeated experiments at the same probe location and with the same
experimental parameters are not unique and they may result in different
local mixing times for a specific degree of homogeneity. In the present
work a mean mixing time has been defined and used to minimise the
number of required experiment repetitions.
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Figure 2.12 shows the variation of mixing time obtained from
recordings at various locations for different degrees of mixing. These
experiments have been carried out with different probe locations
keeping all the other experimental parameters the same. As it can be
seen the curves are not smooth and they often cross each other. For
example the local mixing time at z = 0.125 T and r = 80 mm is higher
than that obtained for z = 0.125 T and r = 30 mm if a higher degree of
mixing is used. Also in some curves there are step changes, for
example the mixing time for the location z = T12 and r = 30 mm is
about 8 seconds for a degree of mixing of 92% to 95.5% while this
value changes to 10 seconds for a degree of mixing of 96% to 97.5%.
In order to minimise such variations m this work the mixing time was
defined as the average value of the mixing times obtained for 13
homogeneity degrees from 92% to 98% at intervals of 0.5%. The




where is the mixing time for a specific degree of mixing. The mixing
time obtained for each interval of the degree of mixing has been
calculated from the local mean concentration time histories, such as that
shown in Figure 2.11(c).
2.5 Torque measurement technique
The use of the strain gauges together with telemetric devices has been
introduced to the torque measurement in agitated tanks relatively
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recently. As mentioned in Chapter 1, this technique is very well suited
for the measurement of power consumption in two-impeller systems as
with this technique the power consumed by each impeller can be
individually measured.
This technique is based on the change of electrical resistance in a strain
gauge due to the imposed strain. The technique, although it does not
suffer from common error sources, e.g. due to mechanical friction
between the shaft and bearing, some errors may arise in measurements
with strain gauges and they will be dealt with later. The sensitivity of a
strain gauge to an applied strain can be determined from its gauge factor
K given by:
K— Re	 (2.5)
where R is the gauge electrical resistance, c is the strain due to an applied
torque and R is the variation of R due to e.
Wire and foil strain gauges are normally used for torque measurements.
These two types of strain gauges are shown in Figure 2.13. Foil gauges
- have a]most replaced the wire ones firstly due to their linear response and
secondly because of their insensitivity to the strains across the grids.
These advantages are mainly due to the lower resistance of the tabs at
each conductor path in foil strain gauges. In addition they have a greater
ratio of surface to cross sectional area than wire gauges which results in
higher heat dissipation rate at higher excitation voltages. Therefore the
temperature rise in foil gauges is comparatively small and will result in
smaller errors, as will be discussed later.
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The change of the electrical conductivity due to the imposed strain (gauge
factor) is rather small and can be of the order of one thousandth of an
ohm. In order to improve the gauge factor and eliminate the
measurement errors due to the temperature variation, it is more
convenient to use the strain gauges in a full Wheatstone bridge. The
locations where the strain gauges are attached to the shaft are quite
important and for a better sensitivity they must be placed where the
normal stresses are maximum and shearing stresses are zero.
Figure 2.14 shows a solid circular shaft under a torsion S. A small
element ABCD on the surface of the shaft is in pure shear and the
principal planes (no shearing stresses) occur in the directions making an
angle of 45° with the shaft axis. Having the same magnitude, the direct
stresses on AC and BD are tensile and compressive respectively. These
directions were chosen for the strain gauges attachment in the Wheatstone
bridge circuit as shown in Figure 2.15.
Considering an identical resistance for the strain gauges in the four arms
of the Wheatstone bridge, the variation of the strain gauge resistance due
to an applied torsion will be -i-oR in the stretched gauges and -OR in the
compressed ones as shown in Figure 2.16. The bridge output voltage will
be:
Vout±E*j	 (2.6)
where E is the bridge excitation voltage. Vout is four times higher than
the voltage that can be obtained in a quarter bridge (i.e. one arm being a
strain gauge and three arms being resistances).
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Employing eight identical strain gauges (type FLA-6, 1000 ) supplied
by Techni Measure Ltd, two identical Wheatstone bridges were fitted on
the shaft, one above the lower impeller and one above the upper impeller.
The former was used for the measurement of the power consumption by
the lower impeller and the latter for the power consumed by both
impellers. Both bndges were balanced by shunt resistors valued at R 51 =
3.5 MQ for the lower bridge and R 52 = 5.2 M^ for the upper bridge.
The effective gauge factor of the bridges is given by Baker (1974) as
4R5+R
Modified K = Original K x 4R + 2R
	
(2.7)
The difference between the original and the effective gauge factor was
extremely small due to the higher resistance of the balancing resistors in
comparison to the resistances of the stram gauges.
A single channel telemetric torque measurement system supplied by
Astech Electronics Ltd was employed in this project. The components of
this system associated with the Wheatstone bridge circuits are shown in
Figure 2.17. A five Volt battery supplied the excitation voltage for the
bridge and the bridge output voltage controlled the frequency of a square
wave oscillator (Os. in the Figure) in the transmitter. The oscillator
output is transmitted telemetrically by the transmitting (T. A.) and
receiving (R. A.) aerials. The signal is transmitted in the form of a
frequency and the indicator converted this frequency back into a voltage.
The analogue output signal from the indicator was converted to digital
form in an A-D converter before being measured m a micro-computer.
The transmitter could operate in two ranges of torque, 0 - 1 and 0 - 5 N
m. Since the total torque developed by the two impellers did not exceed 1
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N m in all tests, the lower range of the transmitter was used in all the
measurements for better sensitivity.
Simultaneous measurement of the power consumption by each impeller
was not possible as the employed system had only one channel. For the
measurements of power consumption by both impellers and that by lower
impeller separately, two change-over switches were mounted on top of
the transmitter housing to switch from one bridge circuitry to another.
The wiring around the change over switches was made and insulated
properly in order to avoid noise interference, as without taking this
precaution there were large fluctuations in the output signal.
Although the variation of the distance between the two aerials (which was
varied up to 75 mm), did not affect the signal, the receiving aerial was
located as close to the transmitting aerial as possible and the pick up
sensitivity of the indicator was reduced to 50%. This was done in order
to minimise the noise interference from the surroundings according to
the recommendations given by the manufacturer (Baker, 1992).
2.5.1 Calibration of the system
The calibration was performed experimentally in order to avoid errors
due to several parameters like the gauge factor tolerance, error in the
direction of strain gauge installing, imperfections in the application of the
adhesive, etc.
For the calibration, two Rushton impellers (d = T/3) were fitted to the
shaft, one below the lower bridge and the other between the two bridges
as shown in Figure 2.18. The shaft assembly was placed horizontally and
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the lower bridge was connected to the circuit of the system by the
change-over switches and the 1 N m range of the transmitter was
selected. One of the blades of the lower impeller was positioned
horizontally (at an angle to the horizontal a = 00) and the shaft was held
by a clamp placed between the lower bridge and the upper impeller.
Measurements were carried out by suspending a number of weights
rangmg from 0.1 to 1.2 kg from the tip of this blade. This procedure was
repeated for all six blades by rotating the shaft in increments of 60° and
suspendmg the weights from the blade at a = 0°.
Due to the effect of the bending moment, there were some differences in
the measurements obtained with the six blades. However, the average of
the readings from every two blades with an 180° phase difference was the
same with a negligible discrepancy. This was expected due to the reverse
bending moment effect of forces acting from two blades opposite to each
other. The average of the readings from six blades was used for the
bridge calibration. The whole procedure was repeated for the upper
bridge by loading the upper impeller, selecting the change-over switches
for the upper bridge circuit and holding the shaft Just above the upper
bridge. The results of these calibrations are shown in Figure 2.19.
In the power measurements the. 'no load' voltage was measured
immediately before and after the experiment in order to check the zero
drift. Although the no load voltage was changing slightly from one day to
another, the gradient of the calibration curve was found to be the same
when re-calibrating the system. Therefore the calibration equations for
the lower bridge (a) and the upper bridge (b) were as:
(a) Vq = V0 + 14.742 Tq	 (2.8)
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(b) Vq = V0 + 14.837 Tq	 (2.9)
where Vq is the measured voltage for an applied torque Tq and V 0 is the
measured 'no load' voltage.
2 5.2 Power number fluctuation
Although the power number in a single impeller system was constant and
easy to measure due to the stability of the unpeller speed, however this
was not the case for the two-impeller system. The interaction of the
impeller streams even when the flow was stable (i.e. when the impeller
streams did not change direction) resulted in fluctuations of the impeller
speed and of the torque. For the measurements of the power number in a
two-impeller system two methods were followed.
(1) Simultaneous measurements of impeller speed and required torque
were camed out by recording the signals from the shaft encoder and the
torque indicator respectively. The signal from the shaft encoder was in
the form of a train of pulses whose intervals were used for the
measurement of impeller speed variation. For better accuracy in the
impeller speed measurement a recording with a higher sampling rate was
required and as the maximum number of data that could be captured per
sweep was 16000, the duration of the signals recording in each
experiment was limited to a few seconds, i.e. around 10 cycles of the
shaft rotation.
The results of a typical experiment in a two-impeller system are shown in
Figures 2.20 (a) and (b). Figure 2.20 (a) shows that the torque varies in
inverse proportion to the impeller speed. This variation is not as large in
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single-impeller systems as the induced flow pattern is comparatively
more stable. With this method, due to the short duration of the
measurements the detection of the torque fluctuation over a long period
of time was not possible.
A typical variation of the power and the power number over a number of
impeller revolutions is shown in Figure 2.20(b). The power number can
be seen to vary from 7.3 to 8.6, i.e. by as much as 17% over ten impeller
revolutions. This may have significant implications for both process
uniformity and mixing gear wear and clearly needs further investigation
in a purpose designed rig.
(2) In order to minimise the impeller speed fluctuation a heavy flywheel
was fixed on top of the shaft. This resulted in stabilising the shaft speed
and in a higher fluctuation of the required torque and consequently of the
power number. The duration of the experiments was long enough (40
seconds) to record any possible fluctuation of the required torque in any
stable flow pattern.
2 5.3 Experimental errors
The use of a full Wheatstone bridge cancels out all the errors due to the
temperature sensitivity of the strain gauges and the unwanted stresses
generated. The latter stresses are a result of differences between the
thermal expansion factor of the gauge and of the material on which the
gauge is mounted. However, the employment of a full bridge does not
resolve the errors due to the variation of the resistance of the supply
leads and the balancing resistors as a result of ambient temperature
variations. These errors may result in a zero load voltage variation
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measured by the indicator. As mentioned before the identical calibration
curve gradients obtamed at the start and at the end of investigation and
the determination of zero load voltage in every experiment indicate that
the error due to this zero load voltage variation was accounted for. This
method also eliminates the effect of zero load voltage variation with time
which was possibly due to the imperfection in the used adhesive (CN type
supplied by Techni Measure) or the water proof coating material (W-1
type supplied by Techni Measure) used for the bridge mstallation.
The static and dynamic behaviour of the measuring system was studied by
performmg torque measurements without any impeller at zero speed and
at 300 rpm with the vessel empty of water. The results of these two
expenments showed almost no difference. This was also confirmed by the
manufacturers (Ramage 1992). As these torque measurements showed no
differences, it can be concluded that the friction between the shaft surface
and the water in the vessel is negligible.
The variation of the impeller diameter due to manufacturing tolerances
(maximum ± 0.2 mm, measured on three opposite blades) was also
considered and the average value between them was used for power
number calculations in the measurements. Although the variation of the
impeller speed with the flywheel attached to the shaft was ± 1 rpm, any
measurement in which the variation of the impeller speed was more the ±
0.5 rpm was rejected and repeated. This variation resulted in a maximum
experimental error of 2% at 100 rpm and 0.7% at 300 rpm in the power
number.
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Employing a similar technique but in larger scale measurements Kuboi
and Nienow (1982) reported an accuracy of 3% in the linearity of the
response of the strain gauges.
It was ensured that the excitation voltage (5 Volts) did not change from
the calibration experiments to the actual measurements. The high
resistance of the employed strain gauges (1000 ) aided this matter and
the battery was charged every 5 hours.
2.6 Laser-Doppler anemometry
Laser-Doppler anemometry (LDA) is probably the most suitable
tecbrnque for the measurement of the flow characteristics of stirred
vessels. The LDA technique makes use of the variation in the intensity of
the laser light scattered by a small particle moving through a fringe
pattern. This fringe pattern, shown in Figure 2.21, is fonned as a result
of the intersection of two laser beams. The spacing between the light and
dark bands (X*), the fringe spacing, depends on the angle of the
intersecting beams 0 and the wavelength of the laser light 2.
=
	
	 (2.10)2 sin (0/2)
A particle crossing the control volume (fringe pattern) with a velocity V
in a direction perpendicular to the fringes will scatter laser light. The
frequency of the variation of the intensity of this scattered light, FD , is
proportional to the velocity V and the fringe spacing X and given by:
F = 2 V. sin(0/2)
D	 (2.11)
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The intensity of the scattered light depends on the size, shape and
refractive index of the particle and on the direction of observation.
However, in addition to the frequency of the Doppler burst the scattered
light will always have a low frequency component of intensity variation
(pedestal).
The frequency of the Doppler burst does not specify the direction of the
particle velocity and in order to resolve this ambiguity the fringe pattern
can be moved within the control volume by imposing a different optical
frequency on the two laser beams. Considering an applied frequency shift
Fs, the equation (2.11) can be rewritten as:
X (FD±.FS)
2sin(8/2)	 (2.12)
A diffraction grating is a convenient way of providing a frequency shift.




where m is the order of the diffracted beams, n is the number of lines on
the grating and Ng is the grating rotational speed in rpm.
Equation 2.12 gives the instantaneous velocity of the particle. If the
particle follows the flow faithfully, it will be possible to determine the
flow velocity in the control volume. Although the exact route of the
particle movement through the control volume can not be determined by
the LDA technique, the dimensions of the control volume are small (0.19
mm x 0.71 mm with the present optical arrangement) and velocities of
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different particles are treated as the flow velocity in the centre of control
volume.
An extensive description of the prmciples and practice of LDA is beyond
the scope of the present investigation, as it has been given by Durst et al
(1981), Drain (1980) and others. Only the components and considerations
particularly relevant to the present LDA system are given below. More
detailed considerations of the application of LDA to stirred vessel flows
can be found in Yianneskis (1982a), Yianneskis et al (1987) and
Calabrese and Stoots (1989).
2 6.1 Optical arrangement
A 10 mW Helium Neon laser was employed in the LDA measurements.
The laser beam diameter was adjusted to 0.80 mm by means of an
aperture wheel placed in front of the laser. The laser beam was focused
onto a diffraction grating by a piano-convex lens of focal length f 1 = 200
mm. The diffraction grating (Technisch Physische Dienst [tno-th] model
H) had three tracks of chemically etched radial lines. The upper track had
the highest number of lines (n = 16384) and was used for splitting and
frequency shifting of the beams.
The grating was coupled to the shaft of a small D.C. motor rotating at a
speed of Ng = 3000 rpm. As a result, a frequency shift of F5 = ± 1.6384
MHz was provided by the first order beams. Considering the highest
measured velocity (at the tip of the impeller) which was V = 1.2 m/s and
a turbulence level of 50%, this frequency shift was adequate to resolve
the ambiguity in the direction of the flow throughout the tank.
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The first order beams were used to generate the control volume by means
of two plano-convex lenses of focal lengths f2 = f3 = 300 mm. The beams
were first collimated and then were focused onto the measurement point
as shown m Figure 2.22. The half angle of intersection of the beams in
the air was 5•90• The beams were blocked at the exit from the test section
and the scattered laser light from the control volume was focused by a
zoom lens of f4 = 80 - 200 mm to a pinhole (dph = 0.5 mm) located in
front of a photomultiplier tube (EMI 98 17B).
2.6 2 Alignment of the optical system
As mentioned in section 2.2, the test section could be traversed in three
directions. The optical benches were fixed and the laser beam was aligned
to the optical bench with a pinhole moving along the optical bench. The
test section base was adjusted to be horizontal and it was ensured that the
side wall of the trough (facing the laser) was perpendicular to the laser
beam by rotating the test section around the z axis. Both adjustments were
made by coinciding the. reflected beam from the trough to the incident
one passing through the pinhole in front of the laser. A sheet of paper
was attached to the side wall of the trough in front of the laser beam.
Two lines, one horizontal and one vertical and intersecting each other at
the laser spot were drawn on the sheet. In introducing any optical
component the position of this spot for the incident beam or the zero
order diffracted beam (after the grating was introduced) was kept
constant by adjustment of the component being introduced.
The reflection of the incident or the zero-order diffracted beam from the
component was also adjusted to pass through the pinhole in front of the
laser. The alignment was made while the grating unit was rotating. In the
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alignment of the grating unit the different orders of the diffracted beams
were made to lie along the horizontal line drawn on the sheet for the
radial and tangential velocity measurements, and along the vertical line
for the axial velocity measurements. The incident beams at the control
volume were projected to a screen 3 m away by a mirror in order to
measure the half angle of the intersecting beams accurately.
26.3 Positioning of the control volume
The position of control volume was determined through an iterative
computer program considering the principles of Snell's law for the
refraction of the laser beams passing from one medium to another. The
program calculated the traverse of compound table in two directions (X
and Y) to move the control volume from a reference point (r = 147 mm,
o = -90°) to the point of measurement. The calculation allowed for the
presence of the trough, the cylinder and the baffles in all possible beam
orientations. The program also calculated the velocimeter conversion
factor at each location.
In order to locate the control volume on the reference point the test
section was moved along and perpendicular to the optical axis until the
beams intersected with the shaft symmetrically on either side. Then the
test section was moved in the direction of optical axis until the
intersection of the beams was observed in the inner wall of the vessel.
The accuracy of the movement of the compound table in both directions
was 0.05 mm.
The positional error in the control volume location was estimated to be
0.5 mm along the optical axis and 0.25 mm in the direction perpendicular
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to the optical axis. The z co-ordinate (elevation) of the control volume
was measured by a moving micrometer mounted in front of a ruler fixed
on to the trough. In order to minimise the positional error in the z
direction the elevations of the upper and the lower impellers were
selected as reference pomts for the measurement locations at the top and
bottom half of the vessel respectively.
2 6 4 Beam orientations for the measurements of the U. V and W velocity
components
The orientation of the beams for axial, radial and tangential velocities are
shown schematically in Figure 2.23. In this Figure the laser beams are
shown by dashed-line arrows, the velocities are shown by solid-line
arrows and the directions of the rig movement for the measurement of
each velocity component (at different location in e = 00 r-z plane) are
shown by the lmes with arrows at both ends.
All the measurements were carried out at the e = 00 r-z plane (half way
between two baffles). The collection of the scattered light by the
photomultiplier was performed on-axis for the measurements of the axial
and radial velocities in all locations and for the measurements of the
tangential velocities in the locations below the lower impeller (Figure
2.23 (a) and (b)).
As the employed LDA system could only operate in forward scattered
mode due to low power of laser used, direct measurements of W in the
locations above the lower impeller (close to the impeller or shaft) were
not possible. At these locations measurements were carried out in
directions 45° or 22.50 to the radial direction with impeller rotating in
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both directions. The measured velocities in these directions were a
combination of radial and tangential velocities and the procedure of
calculating W and w is given by Yianneskis (1982a). It must be noted that
these measurement were carried out in the 0 = 00 r-z plane as shown in
Figure 2.23 (c).
2.6.5 Signal processing system
The frequency counting technique was employed for the determination of
the mean and rms velocities from the photomultiplier output. The
procedure of signal processing by counter has been described in detail by
Suen (1992) and only a brief description is given here.
The signal from the photomultiplier was filtered by a low pass passive
filter (5 MHz) for noise removal and by a high pass variable active filter
m the range of 0.1 - 1 MHz (Krohn-Hite model 3200) for eradication of
the pedestal. The signal was then fed simultaneously to a frequency
counter (Imperial College design FS4) and a two-channel storage
oscilloscope (Tektronix model 5111). An Apple II microcomputer,
interfaced to the counter, was programmed to control the counting
procedure. If the amplitude of a Doppler burst exceeded a pre-defmed
threshold level, the counter would generate an amplitude validation pulse.
The frequencies of the amplitude-validated Doppler bursts would be
considered by the counter for the measurement of ensemble-averaged
velocity. The number of cycles within every amplitude-validated Doppler
burst could be selected (8 or 16) for a final (frequency) validation of the
Doppler burst before a frequency measurement was made by the counter.
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The Doppler frequency in every burst (with an amplitude higher than the
threshold level) was calculated from the comparison of the first 5 (or 10)
and of the first 8 (or 16) cycles. If two frequencies were similar to within
a pre-set tolerance, (0% - 1.6%), then the burst frequency was taken into
account for the ensemble-averaged velocity measurements.
In order to monitor the signal quality, the lower level of filtering and the
appropriateness of the amplitude validation/trigger level, the band-pass
filtered Doppler signals were fed to Channel 1 of the oscilloscope, while
the counter amplitude validation pulses were fed to Channel 2. By
addition of the two Channels the validated Doppler bursts could be
monitored and signal quahty was checked all times. The filtered signal,
counter amplitude validation pulses and the validated Doppler bursts as
displayed on the oscilloscope, are shown m Figure 2.24.
In order to have acceptable statistical accuracy for each measurement,
2000 Doppler bursts were captured for the determination of the mean
and rms velocities. Measurements were performed over 360° of impeller
revolution and thus in the impeller region the results are influenced by
the periodicity of the flow. Each measurement was repeated to establish
the repeatability of the results. The number of repetitions varied,
depending on the relative magnitudes of the mean and rms velocities, the
location m the vessel, etc. In general, measurements were repeated from
1-5 times.
2.6.6 Validation of the results and experimental errors
In order to assess the accuracy of the measurements, the radial mean and
rms velocities generated by a Rushton impeller (d = T/3, C = T/3, t = 3.3
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mm) were measured in the vicinity of the impeller (at r = 51 mm). These
profiles were compared with those obtained by Yianneskis (1982a) and
the results are presented in normahsed form in Chapter 3, Figure 3.36.
The comparison shows an excellent agreement.
However, several parameters could contribute to the experimental error.
The main parameters affecting experimental accuracy and precision are:
the location of the control volume, impeller speed, threshold level for
validatmg of Doppler bursts, seeding, frequency shifting, velocity bias
effect, velocity gradient broadening and statistical errors.
Uncertainty in locating the control volume depends on the accuracy of the
traversing mechanism, the dimensions of control volume and also on the
accuracy of the procedure with which the operator positions the control
volume at a reference point. As mentioned before, the accuracies of the
traversing tables were 0.05 mm in the X and Y directions and 0.25 mm
in the Z direction. However, extreme care was taken in locating the
control volume in the impeller elevation which was used as a reference
point to minimise positioning errors.
The impeller speed was displayed during all the measurements. As a
result of mounting the flywheel the speed fluctuation was very small
(around ± 0.5 rpm). The fluctuation was monitored constantly during the
experiments and any measurement with a higher speed fluctuation was
rejected. The fluctuation in the rotational speed of the gratmg unit was ±
10 rpm (0.3% of the nominal velocity).
The quality of the Doppler bursts was monitored continuously on the
oscilloscope. In the setting of the threshold level for the Doppler burst
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amplitude validation, care was taken not to allow any noise to affect the
counter measurements and also not to reduce the data rate. In most of the
measurements impurities suspended in the water were sufficient to obtain
a good signal to noise ratio and data rate and whenever necessary a few
drops of diluted milk were added to the liquid in the vessel until an
adequate number of Doppler bursts was observed on the oscilloscope, i.e.
significant drop-out was avoided. When it was found that the bursts were
superimposed (indicating the presence of more than one particle in the
control volume at a time) the water in the vessel was changed in order to
reduce the data rate.
The rate of particle arrivals to the control volume can be in direct
proportion with the particle velocity. This will result in a higher
calculated average velocity (Mclaughlin and Tiederman, 1973). Many
workers have tried to introduce some correction methods. Weighting of
the velocity data from individual particles with respect to their residence
time was suggested by Hoesel and Rodi (1977). Durao and Whitelaw
(1975) proposed random sampling of the measured velocities obtained by
individual particles after storing the data obtained by all the particles. A
similar approach can be a reduction in the number of particles which
would result in the randomising of the time intervals between the
measurements (Drain 1980). The latter two methods require longer
measurement times and they do not eradicate the error.
A suitable method to cancel out this type of error confidently has not
been devised as yet, particularly for three-dimensional flows. In the
present flow where turbulence intensities are high, velocity bias errors
are expected to be low and thus bias correction methods are not expected
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to improve significantly the accuracy of the results (see also Yianneskis,
1982b)
Velocity gradient broadening occurs when the control volume is located
in positions where the velocity gradient is steep. At these locations the
particles movmg through different parts of the control volume will have
different velocities. The variation of mean velocities within the control
volume may also result in a skewed frequency distribution. In the present
work the highest velocity gradient occurred in the vicinity of the Rushton
impeller in the z direction and the above effect was minimised as the
smaller dimension of the control volume was oriented in this direction.
The number of data points for measurements of the ensamble-averaged
mean and rms velocities in the counter can also result in an experimental
error. This statistical error may be estimated from the equations
suggested by Yanta (1973). For a sample size of 2000 measurements the
error in the mean velocity with a turbulence intensity of 50% is
calculated to be 1.5% with a confidence level of 95%. With the same
degree of confidence, the statistical error for the rms volcity is 3%.
However, no correction was made for the measured velocities in this
thesis. Employing the same counter and a very similar optical system
Suen (1992) estimated that the overall errors in the mean and rms
velocities were 5% and 10% respectively. This estimation for the
measurements in the present work was confirmed by the day to day




The aforementioned error sources introduce uncertainties which are
small enough not to have any significant quantitative, and defmitely not
qualitative, effect on the measurements of power, mixing time, mean
velocity and turbulence presented in the following three chapters.
The detailed mean and rms velocity and kinetic energy of turbulence
distributions presented in the following text were determined from a
large number of data obtained throughout the vessel (at around 250
locations, with average spacing between locations of around 4 mm). The
density of the gnd of measurement locations employed was non-uniform:
more data were obtained in regions of steep velocity gradients in order to
minimise interpolation errors and less data in regions of relatively
uniform velocity variation, in order to minimise the measurement time.
The latter regions were in the bulk of the vessel where the velocity
gradients are very small and negligible interpolation and velocity-










Figure 2.2. Mixing vessel;
(a) Vertical cross section,
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Figure 2.4. Rushton impeller geometry
t = 0.8, 1.65, 2.0, 3.3 mm
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Figure 2.6. Conductivity measurement arrangement
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Figure 2.7. The Conductivity probe
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Figure 2.8. Probe calibiation arrangement
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Figure 2.10. Variation of calibration constants A and B with temperature
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Figure 2.11. Characteristic voltage (a), concentration (b), mean concentration (c),
concentration flutuation (d), and normalized concentration (e) variations; Parallel
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Figure 2.12. The variation of mixing time with degree of mixing;








Figure 2.13. Typical wire (a) and foil (b) strain gauges
Figure 2.14. The shaft under an applied torsion of S.
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Figure 2.17. Electncal circuitry of telemetric system with strain gauges.
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Figure 2.20 (a). A typical time history of torque and impeller speed.
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MIXING CHARACTERISTICS OF VESSELS STIRRED BY
TWO RUSHTON IMPELLERS
3.1 Introduction
An experimental investigation of the flow patterns, power consumption,
velocity characteristics and mixing times in a stirred tank agitated by two
Rushton impellers is described in this chapter. The Rushton impellers
employed in these investigations had a symmetrical hub, a diameter d =
T/3 and an impeller thickness t = 1.65 mm. In order to differentiate
between those flow effects produced by the interaction between the two
impellers and those resulting from the shape of the impeller, some
measurements were obtained with a single Rushton impeller (d = T/3, t =
1.65 and/or 3.3 mm). The majority of the observations and measurements
were carried out in the 8 = 00 r-z plane. The effects of various
parameters were studied. The impeller rotational speed was varied from
60 to 300 rpm.
More attention was paid to the effect of impeller spacing variation which
resulted in changes of flow pattern and variations in power consumption
and mixing time. In the flow visualisation investigations the liquid level
in the vessel was varied from T to 1.5 T and the impeller clearances C1
and C2 were varied from 0.15 T to 0.4 T, and 0.25 T to 0.5 T
respectively.
The results of the flow visualisation revealed a complex flow pattern in
two-impeller systems and three stable and four unstable flow patterns
were identified. Power measurements were carried out for the three
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stable flow patterns and the power numbers were found to be dependent
on the impeller spacings. The power number of the lower impeller
differed from that of the upper one in some cases. At a liquid height of H
= T, the interaction of the two impeller streams resulted in a fluctuating
torque, impeller rotational speed and consequently power number for all
impeller spacings. The instability of the flow pattern for some spacing
combinations intensified these fluctuations, causing a higher fluctuation
level in the power number of the impellers.
The stable flow patterns with H = T were quantified by detailed
measurements obtained by laser-Doppler anemometry. The three
components of the ensemble-averaged mean and nns velocities were
measured over 360° of impeller rotation and the distribution of
turbulence kinetic energy in the vessel was quantified. The weighted
average value of the turbulence kinetic energy in the vessel was calculated
and found to be different for the three stable flow patterns. Using the
conductivity technique, the effect of the stability or instability of the flow
pattern on mixing time was. investigated and the results provided useful
information for process design purposes. The flywheel was attached to
the shaft for all the measurements and observations for minimisation of
the impeller speed fluctuation; some power measurements were
performed without the flywheel in order to investigate the fluctuating
power characteristics.
3.2 Flow visualisation
3.2.1 Single Rushton impeller
The flow pattern induced by a single Rushton impeller was determined
using the laser light-sheet technique descnbed in section 2.3 and is shown
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schematically in Figure 3.1. It confirms the results of many workers (for
example Noun, 1988), and the following points may be deduced from the
observations:
a) The impeller stream generated by the impeller produces two ring
vortices, one above and one below the impeller. The centres of these
vortices are located close to the impeller and the vessel wall.
b) Moving the impeller towards the vessel bottom, results in an
inclination of the impeller stream towards the free surface. This
mclination increases with decreasing impeller clearance from the bottom
of the vessel and the velocities in the lower vortex increase while those in
the upper one decrease. The impeller stream inclination to the horizontal
is almost zero when the impeller is located at the centre of the vessel.
c) A whirlpool-type of vortex is present near the free surface of the
liquid with a local direction of rotation opposite to that of the impeller.
The vortex precesses with the bulk of the flow in the same direction as
the rotation of the shaft. This whirlpool is responsible for the surface
aeration at higher Reynolds numbers, in agreement with the fmdings of
Greaves and Kobbacy (1981).
e) Two helical vortices, one on either side of the impeller stream, exist
behind each baffle.
3.2.2 Two Rushton impellers
The effects of impeller spacing, liquid height and impeller rotational
speed on the flow patterns were investigated and a large number of
photographs and video recordings of the flow patterns were made. As the
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flow in most cases was strongly three-dimensional, particularly in
impeller regions the photographs taken do not illustrate the flow patterns
clearly. The particles did not stay in the plane of illumination long
enough to form sizeable streaks during the exposure time of photographs.
However, the video recordings were observed with care. This video film
is held in the Mechanical Engineering Department of King's College
London and can be viewed on request. In this investigation three stable
and four unstable combinations of these three flow patterns were
observed. The stable flow patterns are named below accordmg to the
directions of the impeller streams which result from the shape of the
impellers, the interaction of the two impeller streams and/or by the re-
direction of the lower impeller stream due to the proximity of the bottom
of the vessel.
Each visualisation test was carried out for at least twenty minutes and the
observation commenced with the start of the motor driving the impeller.
At the start of the motor the impeller streams for all the cases studied,
i.e. with differentCi; C2 and H, were horizontal and each impeller
stream formed two ring vortices. If this flow pattern lasted for at least
twenty minutes, it was concluded that the pattern was stable and termed
'parallel'. If during the observation period the impeller streams were
directed towards each other or the lower stream was directed downwards
after the start of the observation and the pattern lasted for at least twenty
minutes, it was concluded that the flow was stable and the flow pattern
was termed 'merging' or 'diverging' respectively.
If the change of the direction of the impeller streams occurred more than
once in twenty minutes or it occurred ten minutes or more after the start
of the motor, the flow pattern was concluded to be unstable and again it
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was named on the basis of the combinations of the impeller stream
directions resulting from the flow pattern changes. Each test was repeated
at least 2-4 times to establish the repeatability of the flow pattern.
Fig. 3.2(a) shows a schematic diagram of the flow pattern induced by two
Rushton impellers located far enough from each other to operate
independently. The impeller streams show almost no inclination to the
horizontal, similar to the case described above with a single impeller
located in the middle of the vessel. Four ring vortices were observed, one
above the upper impeller, two between the impellers and one below the
lower impeller. The most crucial parameters for this flow pattern are the
clearances Ci and C2. With a liquid height of H = T, C2 must be greater
than 0.385 T and Ci must be not less than 0.20 T for this flow pattern to
be maintained at an impeller speed of N = 260 rpm. This flow is termed
the parallel flow pattern hereafter.
Crozier (1989) studied the flow in a 2:1 aspect ratio stirred tank using an
impeller spacing of C2 = T between two impellers. Crozier found that the
flow streams produced by each of the two impellers did not appear to be
affected by the presence of the other impeller. The flow pattern was very
similar to the 'parallel' one revealed by the present investigation.
Figure 3.2(b) shows the second stable flow pattern observed in which the
impeller streams are directed towards each other. In this case two strong
ring vortices are generated, one in the upper part and the other in the
lower part of the vessel. Two smaller and less clearly defined vortices
could be observed as shown in this Figure. However, the flow in the
region between the impellers essentially rotates around the shaft in an
almost solid-body type of rotation. As for the case of the parallel flow
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pattern, C2 and Ci are the crucial parameters for this flow regime. With
a liquid height of H = T, C2 must be less than 0.3 85 T and Ci must be
bigger than 0.17 T for this pattern to be maintained at an impeller speed
of N = 260 rpm. This flow is termed the merging flow pattern in the
following text. With the impeller spacings Ci = C2 = T/3, Kuboi and
Nienow (1982) reported a similar flow pattern in a gassed unit of larger
scale.
The effect of Ci on the flow pattern is shown in Figure 3.2(c). The lower
impeller stream is in this case directed towards the vessel bottom while
the upper impeller is pumping horizontally. With this flow pattern in the
vessel roughly two-thirds of the bulk flow are mixed primarily by the
upper impeller. Once again four ring vortices are observable but the one
under the lower impeller is not well defined and it is small in size in
comparison with the others. This flow is termed the diverging flow
pattern and is present in the vessel when Ci is less than 0.18T with C2 is
greater than 0.385T at N = 260 rpm.
In the merging and diverging flow patterns a decrease in clearance C2 for
the former and in clearance Ci for the latter pattern, shortens the time at
the start of the experiment during which the flow pattern is parallel.
The effect of the impeller spacings and liquid height on the flow pattern
at the impeller speed (N) of 260 rpm has been summarised in Figs. 3.3 -
3.7. In these Figures the observations made from flow visualisation
experiments are presented as plots of HIT (varying from 1.0 to 1.5)
against CuT (varying from 0.12 to 0.4), for five values of C2IT; 0.35,
0.365, 0.375, 0.385 and 0.4. The different stable and/or unstable flow
patterns observed are denoted by different symbols in these plots and the
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(H/T - CuT) regions in which the various flow patterns are present, are
separated by solid imes.
Figure 3.3 shows the variation of the flow pattern for C2 = 0.35 T.
Merging flow pattern occurs in the majority of the (H/T - Cu T) regions
in this Figure. A small region at the top right corner of this Figure can
be seen in which the flow is unstable, changing from merging to parallel
flow pattern and vice versa. The flow at lower impeller clearances of
(CuT) less than 0.16 is stable and diverging for all the liquid height in
the vessel except for H = T and Ci = 0.15 T for which the flow is
unstable, vaiying between the merging and diverging flow patterns.
In Figure 3.4 the impeller spacing between two impellers has been
increased to C2 = 0.365 T and six different flow patterns can be
observed. Comparing this Figure with Figure 3.3 it can be seen that an
increase of C2 from 0.35 T to 0.365 T (i.e. by 4.5 mm) has resulted in a
major change in the regions where the different flow patterns occur. A
new region is present at the top right corner of Figure 3.4 where the
flow is parallel. The parallel-merging instability region has moved
towards the bottom left corner of the Figure and the merging flow
pattern region has decreased in size. The region of merging-diverging
instability has extended towards higher values of liquid height in the
vessel and is now present at slightly higher CuT values. With C2 = 0.365
T an unstable regime involving a transition between all the three stable
flow patterns was also observed with the lower clearance of Ci = 0.18 T
and liquid height of H = 1.1 T. As this Figure suggests the changes in the
flow pattern due to the variation of the lower impeller clearance Ci for
values around Ci 0.17 T are quite complex; different flow patterns are
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observed even for very small changes of Ci and it is often impractical, if
not impossible, to distinguish between them.
Figure 3.5 shows the variation of the flow patterns for a clearance
between the impellers C2 = 0.375 T. Very detailed observations were
made at this impeller spacing as the flow visualisation observations shown
in this Figure were the first to be carried out and the hereto unknown
complexity of the flow pattern variation revealed by this experiment
prompted the extension of the investigations to different values of C2. As
shown in this Figure, a growth of the parallel flow pattern region and a
displacement of the parallel-merging instability region, both towards the
bottom left corner of the Figure can be seen by comparison with Figure
3.4. The stable merging flow pattern region is limited to lower liquid
levels in the vessel. Similarly to C2 = 0.365T, Figure 3.4, the flow
pattern is extremely sensitive to the change in Ci at around Ci = 0.18 T.
The flow patterns obtained at C2 = 0.385 T are presented in Figure 3.6 in
which the merging flow pattern region has vanished and a movement of
the flow regime regions towards the bottom left corner of the graph
similar to those observed earlier has occurred for the parallel flow
pattern region. This region is confined by the separation lmes of the flow
patterns to the region where Ci > 0.19 T and H> 1.05 T. As this Figure
shows, at Ci = 0.18 T the liquid level in the tank effectively determines
the type of the flow pattern in the vessel. At this impeller clearance the
parallel-diverging instability occurs at higher H values (H> 1.1 T), while
at H = T the instability is between the parallel and merging flow patterns
and an unstable regime involving all the three types of the flow pattern
was observed at H = 1.05 T.
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Figure 3.7 presents the results of the flow visualisation performed with
an impeller spacing of C2 = 0.4 T. With this spacing only two types of
flow patterns were observed, the parallel and diverging flows, depending
on the lower impeller spacing which was above or below Ci = 0.19 T
respectively. No unstable flow patterns were observed in these tests.
In Figures 3.3 to 3.7, it is evident that an increase of C2 and H results in
more stable parallel flow patterns. The merging flow pattern region is
very sensitive to a change in C2 and similarly the stability of the
diverging flow pattern depends critically on Ci.
Figure 3.8 shows the regions of different flow patterns obtained with an
impeller rotational speed of N = 100 rpm. The clearance between the two
impellers with this impeller speed was set at C2 = 0.375 T which is the
same as that of Figure 3.5. A comparison between these two Figures
shows that at N = 100 rpm there is no stable merging flow pattern
region, the parallel flow pattern region is limited to the top right corner
of the Figure and around Ci = 0.17 T the flow pattern is unstable,
changing between parallel and diverging, while at N = 260 rpm the
unstable flow in this region of the Figure varied between the merging and
diverging flow patterns.
3.3 Power consumption
As mentioned in Chapter 2, the interaction of the impeller streams
resulted in fluctuations of the impeller speed and torque for ahnost every
impeller clearance. The mean and the fluctuation level of the power
number were determined for the three stable (parallel, merging and
diverging) and one unstable (parallel-merging) flow patterns. In order to
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differentiate between the torque (and impeller speed) fluctuations as a
result of interaction between the impeller streams and those fluctuations
which maybe produced by the motor itself, torque measurements were
also carried out for a single-impeller system (d = C = T/3 and t = 3.3
mm).
Power measurements were performed with and without a flywheel
attached. The flywheel was used to minimise speed fluctuations in order
to simulate the level of power number I torque and speed fluctuations m a
mixing system with a powerful motor. Conversely, in the absence of the
flywheel both speed and torque fluctuations were possible, as in many
practical mixing systems. For all the power measurements the liquid
height in the vessel was H = T.
3.3.1 Measurements without flywheel
Every measurement was repeated at least 2 - 3 times. For economy of
presentation and also in order to avoid repetition, only characteristic
results of these measurements are presented below, in Figures 3.9 to
3.16. In every Figure the variation of the torque (Iq). impeller rotational
speed (N), consumed power (P) and power number (Np) with time (or,
equivalently, number of impeller revolution) are presented. For
presentation purposes these parameters are grouped as N and Tq and as P
and Np and plotted versus the number of impeller revolution in two
separate graphs. However, all the variables in each impeller revolution
were measured simultaneously.
Figure 3.9 shows the time history of N, Tq, P and Np for the single
Rushton impeller. No clear correlation can be seen among the variations
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of these four parameters. The maximum percentage fluctuations of the
above parameters in this case are (6N)max / N = 0.6%, (6Tq)max I Tq =
1.4%, (öNp)max / P = 1.7% and (Np)max I Np = 2.3%.
Figure 3.10 shows the time history of the above parameters for both
impellers (taken from the upper bridge) when the impeller streams are
parallel. The variation of the speed and torque with time are opposite to
each other, i.e. the higher the impeller speed the lower the torque, as
might be expected. Levels of fluctuations which are higher than those for
the single impeller are shown for all the parameters except for the
consumed power. The maximum percentage fluctuation of the above
parameters are (öN)max / N = 2.5%, (6Tq)max / Tq = 3.2%, (P)max I P
= 1.7% and (öNp)max I Np = 8%. These values are 300%, 130%, 0.0%
and 250% higher than those m the single-impeller system. Itis mteresting
to note that the increase of the torque and speed fluctuations occurs
without any increase in the power fluctuation level. However, the power
fluctuations recorded in repetitions of the experiment were different and
the 0% change in comparison with the single impeller noted above should
not be taken as a definitive finding.
The variation of the above parameters with time for the lower impeller
(lower bridge) is not the same as that for both impellers (upper bridge).
As simultaneous measurements of the consumed power for the lower and
the upper impeller were not possible and the two impellers continuously
affect the torque characteristics of each other, the correlation between
torque and speed for individual impellers could not be identified; Figure
3.11 shows the variation of the power characteristics of the lower
impeller with the parallel flow pattern. Although these variations do not
show any particular trend, the fluctuation levels for all the parameters
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including the consumed power are higher than those of single-impeller
system.
Measurements of the above mentioned parameters for two impellers in
the merging flow pattern regime (C1 = C2 = T/3) are shown in Figure
3.12. The variations of Tq and N with time are similar to those when the
impellers are located at Ci = T/4 and C2 = T/2 (parallel flow pattern).
Although the fluctuation levels with the merging flow pattern shown are
higher than those of the parallel flow pattern, however, as mentioned
before these measurements could not be taken over a sufficiently long
period of time in order to characterise the fluctuations in the power
characteristics of the impellers in a statistically independent manner.
Figure 3.13 presents the time history of the impeller speed and lower
impeller power characteristics for the merging flow pattern regime. The
results were obtained with the lower bridge in identical conditions to
those of Figure 3.12. These results are similar to the parallel flow case
and particular trends can not be discerned between the variation in the
impeller speed and the induced torque.
The results of the torque measurements for both impellers and for the
lower impeller with diverging flow pattern in the vessel are shown in
Figures 3.14 and 3.15 respectively. In contrast to the parallel and/or
merging flow patterns the total required torque does not always vary
inversely to the impeller speed. The reasons for this are not clear. It
would be useful to obtain longer recordings of the speed/torque variation
with the data acquisition system modified accordingly, in order to
establish the exact nature of these variations. In addition the fluctuation
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level of the parameters N, Tq, P and Np are in general smaller than the
corresponding values with the parallel and the merging flow patterns.
With the parallel-merging unstable flow pattern in the vessel, particularly
when the flow was in transition stage, the fluctuation level of the torque
and the impeller speed was considerably higher than those with the stable
flow patterns. The 'transition' stage where the flow changed from one
pattern to another lasted longer than the duration of the experiments.
Therefore, the coverage of the impeller speed and torque fluctuation with
a single measurement was impossible. A number of measurements were
made and attempts were made to take the measurements in the transition
stage of the flow pattern.
Figure 3.16 shows the results of a typical measurement of the above
parameters. Once again it indicates that the reverse proportionality
between the impeller speed and the required torque is present except for
the last cycle of the impeller rotation. The maximum percentage
fluctuations of the impeller speed, required torque, consumed pQwer and
the power number are (6N)max / N = 4.4%, (Tq)max / Tq = 7.5%,
(öP)max / P = 4.5%, (öNp)max / Np = 15% respectively. These values are
roughly 100% higher than the corresponding values with the parallel
flow pattern in the vessel.
3.3.2 Measurements with the flywheel
As mentioned in Chapter 2, some of the torque measurements were
carried out at constant impeller speeds (N = ± 0.5 rpm) with the aid of a
heavy flywheel coupled to the shaft. These measurements were
performed over a longer period of time (40 seconds) in order to resolve
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more of the torque fluctuations. The signals obtained were analysed and
the fluctuation level of the power number in the form of rms (shown by
[rmsiJN) was calculated by means of a specially written program run in
the Vax main frame computer. The power numbers of the impellers
forming unstable parallel-merging flow pattern could not be measured in
the transient stage between the two flow patterns due to a significant
change in impeller speed. However, the measurements were performed m
two runs so that in each run the flow pattern did not change.
Figure 3.17 presents time histories of the power numbers obtained from
the torque measurements of a single impeller (a) and of two impellers (b)
to (e). The flow patterns with two impellers are; divergmg flow pattern
(b), merging flow pattern (c), parallel flow pattern (d) and parallel-
merging unstable flow pattern (e). In Figures 17(b) to (d), the lower
curve shows the power number of the lower impeller and the upper
curve shows the total power number for both impellers. In Figure 3.17
(e) the upper curve of the total power number and the upper curve of the
lower impeller power number have been obtained when the impellers
generated a parallel flow pattern and the other two sets of the power
number time histories have been obtained when the impellers generated a
merging flow pattern, i.e. the power numbers with a parallel flow pattern
measured were always higher than when the impellers produced a
merging flow pattern. It must be noted that the measurements for the
lower impeller and both impellers are not simultaneous as the telemetric
torque measurement system employed had only one channel.
From the results shown in Figure 3.17 the variation of the single impeller
power number was found to be around (Np)max / Np = 3.7% which is
not very different from that obtained without any flywheel on the shaft
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(2.3%). As Figures 3.17 (b) to (e) indicate, the variations of the power
numbers for the lower impeller (lower curve) and/or both impellers
(upper curve) are considerably higher than the corresponding values
obtained when no flywheel was used. The maximum percentage variation
of the power numbers for every flow pattern is typically 25% except for
the lower impeller with the diverging flow pattern for which a value of
12.5% was obtained. The maximum percentage variation of the power
number with each of the two different flow patterns in the unstable flow
regime was also around 25%.
Torque measurements for the three stable flow patterns were performed
at different impeller speeds and the mean values of the power numbers
are presented in Figures 3.18 and 3.19 for the lower impeller and for the
two impellers respectively. In the range of impeller speed N = 100 - 250
rpm the variation of Np was very small. The highest total power number
(Np = 10) was measured with the parallel flow pattern in the vessel at N
= 250 rpm and the lowest total power number (Np = 8) was obtamed
with the merging flow pattern at N = 100 rpm. The power number of the
upper impeller (determined by subtractmg the Np for the lower impeller
from the Np for both impellers) was highest Np = 5.3 with the diverging
flow pattern. With the merging and diverging flow patterns the lower
impeller power numbers were almost the same (Np = 4.1).
Effect of C2 on the mean and rms values of the power number;	 2.50 rpwi
With the lower impeller located at Ci = T/4, power measurements were
performed with various impeller spacings between the two impellers. The
mean and rms values of these measurements are presented in Figure 3.20
for the lower impeller and Figure 3.21 for both impellers.
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Figure 3.20 indicates a slight drop on the mean power number as the
impeller spacing increases from C2 = 0.25T to C2 = 0.351 after which
the mean power number starts increasing. A step rise of the mean power
number can be seen at the impeller spacing C2 = 0.385T where the flow
pattern is unstable. In general the fluctuation level, {rms]Np, increases
with increasing impeller spacing and the two values at C2 = 0.385T have
been obtained with the two different patterns of the unstable flow. The
rms values are about 0.15 - 0.22 and the corresponding range of power
number fluctuation, i.e. the range of ± 3.5 x [rmS]Np. is around 25% of
the mean value).
Figure 3.21 shows that the total power number of the touching impellers
(C2 = 0.0681) is Np = 6.6. This is around 18% higher than the power
number obtained for single impeller, (see Figure 4.1, Chapter 4). This
percentage mcrease is lower than that reported by Hudcova et al (1989)
which was 30%. This variation is expected to be due to the different
liquid heights used in the present investigation (H = 1) and by Hudcova et
al (H = 21) as the liquid level above the impeller influences the power
number (Bader 1986).
Figure 3.21 also indicates that the mean total power number has increased
by 25% as C2 has increased from 0.0681 (touching impellers) to 0.251.
In the spacings between C2 = 0.251 to C2 = 0.3 851, for which the flow
pattern is always merging, an almost constant value has been obtained for
the total mean power number (Np = 8.3). Similarly with the parallel flow
pattern (C2 > 0.385T), the total mean power number does not change
much with C2. Similar to the results obtained for the lower impeller
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Figure 3.21 shows a nearly linear increase of [rmsl Np as the clearance
between the two impellers increases.
The intensity of the fluctuation { i.e. the normalised value [rrns] Np / Np
obtained from the results of Figures 3.20 and 3.21 } is shown together
with the mean values of the power numbers in Figures 3.22 and 3.23 for
the lower impeller and two impellers respectively. The intensity of
fluctuation is a useful parameter as it allows a relative assessment of the
mean and rms variation through a single value. Both Figures show that
the fluctuation intensity increases with the spacing between the impellers
up to C2 = 0.3851 after which the fluctuation intensity drops.
Effect of misalignment of the impellers blades
With a merging flow pattern in the vessel (Ci = C2 = T/4), torque
measurements were carried out with the impellers located with 30°
misalignment in their blades and the Np and [rms]Np values were
compared with the corresponding values obtained with aligned blades.
These comparisons are shown in Figures 3.24 and 3.25 for the Np and
[rmS]Np respectively. No difference can be seen in the mean values and
the rms values are only slightly smaller (by around 5%) when the
impellers blades are misaligned.
3.4 Mixing time studies
Employing the conductivity technique outlined in Chapter 2 mixing time
measurements were carried out with the probe located at different parts
of the vessel as shown in Figure 3.26. In particular, the effect of
instability of the flow pattern on the mixing time was investigated. The
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measurements were performed with stable parallel, stable merging and
unstable parallel-merging flow patterns. It is interesting to look at the
shape of the concentration traces obtained at different parts of the vessel
and with different flow patterns before presenting the quantitative results
of the measurements.
3.4.1 Concentration traces
Approximately 400 conductivity measurements were performed. The
analysis of the data from a typical obtained trace was described in
Chapter 2 (shown in Figure 2.11). As inclusion of all these results in the
thesis is not possible, only three typical traces obtained at locations with
different flow conditions will be presented and the effect of the flow on
the concentration fluctuations will be discussed. These three traces were
obtained with parallel and merging flow patterns and the first trace is
presented in two Figures considering the two types of mean
concentration, Cmi(t) and Cm2(t), to obtam the concentration fluctuations
as discussed in Sections 2.4.2 and 2.4.3.
The time history of the voltage (or concentration) variation shown in
Figure 3.27(a) (or Figure 3.27(b)), is the same as that presented in
Figure 3.28(a) (or Figure 3.28(b) respectively). This trace was obtained
from the measurement carried out with the parallel flow pattern with the
probe located at the boundaries of the two middle ring vortices (z = T/2,
r= 80 mm and 9 = 0°).
Generally in Figure 3.27(b) two types of fluctuation can be observed, one
due to the passage of tracer parcels through the probe (with higher
fluctuation levels and lower frequencies), and the other one due to the
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passage of small tracer-containing eddies through the probe (with smaller
fluctuation levels and higher frequencies). As the mixing process
approaches completion, the fluctuations due to the parcel passages decay
considerably. This is due to the breakage of the big parcels into small
ones as the process proceeds. The time intervals between the peaks shown
in Figure 3.27(b) indicate the residence times of tracer fluid parcels in
the ring vortices. The time intervals between these peaks vary
considerably more than those recorded by Holmes et al (1964) with one
impeller in the vessel. This can be expected as the number of ring
vortices and the intensity of circulation is higher in the two-impeller
system.
Figures 3.27(c) and 3.28(c) show the variation with time of the mean
concentrations Cmi and Cm2 respectively. Figures 3.27(d) and 3.28(d)
present the time history of the concentration fluctuation with respect to
the corresponding mean concentration history. An attempt was made to
correlate the concentration rms values obtained from these fluctuation
levels to the local mean and/or rms velocities but not particular trend was
found. However, the concentration fluctuation shown in Figure 3.27(d)
demonstrates only the second type of fluctuation mentioned earlier.
Figure 3.27(e), the same as Figure 3.28(e), shows the concentration
history in normahsed form from the start of insertion to the time that the
mixing is completed to the degree of mixing as discussed in Section 2.4.3,
Chapter 2.
The concentration recording of Figure 3.27 or 3.28 was obtained in the
'bulk flow' region of the vessel and can be compared with one obtained in
the impeller stream under identical conditions, which is presented in
Figures 3.29(a) - (e). Although the concentration fluctuation for both
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traces is quite random, some distinctions can be made between them. It
can be seen that in Figure 3.29(b) the concentration fluctuation level in
the impeller stream is significantly higher 3 seconds after the start of the
msertion. The instantaneous concentration level reaches almost 1.2 times
the final concentration, indicating a direct crossing of the impeller stream
by a parcel of concentrated tracer. This does not in general happen in the
bulk flow where the fluctuations are smaller. The fluctuation frequency
in Figure 3.29 is higher in comparison with that of Figure 3.28; this
result is expected to be due to the higher velocity and consequently
smaller mixing time scales in the impeller stream.
Similarly, the concentration traces shown in Figures 3.28 and 3.30, which
were recorded at the same location but with different impeller clearances
and therefore flow patterns, may be compared to determine the
significance of the change in C2 which has resulted in a change of flow
pattern from parallel to merging. The point of measurement with the
merging flow pattern is in the meeting region of the two inclined
impeller streams while with the parallel flow pattern this point lies in the
boundaries of the two middle vortices as discussed in the flow
visualisation section 3.2.2. The concentration fluctuation level with the
merging flow pattern is significantly higher than that of Figure 3.28. It is
even higher than that of the trace obtained in the impeller stream with the
parallel flow pattern (Figure 3.29). From this Figure it may be concluded
that a significant amount of the inserted tracer is forced to move directly
to this region during the insertion and this may explain a relatively
shorter mixing time obtained in the merging flow pattern in comparison
with the parallel one as will be discussed later.
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3.4.2 Mixing time results
Single Rushton impeller
Measurements of mixing time were obtained with a single Rushton
impeller to allow comparisons with the results of two Rushton impellers,
as discussed in detail in the following Chapter.
The Rushton impeller employed for these measurements (d = T/3 and t =
1.65 mm) was located at a clearance of C = T/3 from the base of the
vessel and was rotating at a speed of N = 200 rpm. The tracer was
inserted at r = 75 mm, 8 = - 135° on the free surface. The insertion time
was 5 ± 0.5 seconds and measurements were camed out for five different
probe locations at 8 = 0° r-z plane. One location was in the impeller
stream, two in the lower ring vortex and two in the upper ring vortex as
shown in Figure 3.26(a). The average mixing time obtained from these
measurements was around 12.8 seconds.
Double Rushton impeller
Figures 3.31 to 3.33 show the effect of impeller spacing on the local
mixing time.
In all of these Figures the symmetry of the impeller locations with
respect to the liquid level in the vessel, H, was maintained, i.e. Ci = C3,
and the spacing between two impellers was changed to vary the flow
pattern. The tracer insertion time in all the experiments was 6.5 ± 0.5
seconds. The mixing time measurements were carried out at the same
plane as that of the flow visualisation observations (0 = 0°) at the eight
locations shown in Figure 3.26 (b).
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Figure 3.31 shows the results of the measurements at three different
locations, points 2, 5 and 8 in Figure 3.26 (b), in parallel, merging and
unstable parallel-merging flow patterns. With the merging flow pattern,
C2 = T/3, almost identical mixing times were obtained for all the three
locations. However, with the parallel flow pattern, C2 = T/2, a
significantly higher (by around 30%) value of mixing time was obtained
at the lowest of these three locations. This difference may indicate that an
amount of tracer is trapped in the upper ring vortices of the parallel flow
pattern durmg the measurement. From the flow visualisation experiments
descnbed earlier it may be expected that the mixing across the vortices
generated by each impeller is less vigorous with parallel impeller streams
than with merging streams. This Figure also shows that the variation of
the mixing time with impeller spacing C2 is almost the same for all the
results obtained at these three locations. The increase in the mixing time
with the unstable flow pattern is evident, particularly when compared
with the merging flow pattern.
Figure 3.32 shows the mixing times obtained at two locations, at
impellers elevations at r = 80 mm (locations 3 and 6 in Figure 3.26-b).
These two locations are in the impeller streams when the flow pattern is
parallel and in the 'bulk flow' when the flow pattern is merging. The rise
of the mixmg time when the flow pattern becomes unstable (i.e. for C2/T
= 0.385) is more clear from this Figure. Similarly to the results shown in
Figure 3.31, a shorter mixing time occurs for merging flow pattern. The
mixing times with the parallel flow pattern in general have values
between those with the merging and the unstable flow patterns.
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The results at the locations with the same elevations as of those shown in
Figure 3.31 but at a radius of r = 30 mm are presented in Figure 3.33. In
this Figure the shortest mixing times are shown to be obtained at the mid
height of the vessel (i.e. at z = Ci +C2/2 in all the impeller spacings (C2).
This is similar to the results presented in Figure 3.31. Also the variation
of the mixing time with the impeller spacing between the two impellers is
similar to that of the measurements obtained in the other locations.
From the above discussion the following conclusion may be drawn: The
increase in mixing time when the flow pattern becomes unstable, i.e. for
C2 = 0.385T is evident from almost all of the graphs. Shorter mixing
times were obtained with the merging flow pattern which is likely to be
due to the directions of the impeller streams resulting in the tracer to be
drawn rapidly to the lower part of the vessel. In this way the inserted
solution is dispersed quickly and also the liquid contained in the vessel is
circulated more frequently. The mixing time for the parallel flow pattern
has in general values between those for the unstable and those for the
mergmg flows. The lowest mixing time for all the spacings was recorded
at the centre of the vessel, at z = T/2 and r = 30 mm. The variation of the
local mixing time from point to point is significantly lower in the
merging flow pattern in comparison with those of parallel and unstable
flow pattern.
The mean mixing time over the whole of the vessel obtained from
recordings at eight points (see Figure 3.26-b) is presented in Figure 3.34.
The variation of the mixmg time with C2/T is similar to the local results
and confirms the above findings. This last result shows clearly the effect
of flow pattern on the mixing time and is therefore useful for mixing
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process design as it indicates the clearances which result in unstable flows
and should be avoided.
In the mixing literature, many investigators have used a pulse injection to
study mixing times. In the present work different insertion times were
used. However, the variation of mixing time with insertion time was
found to be linear as shown in Figure 3.35. The measurements in this
Figure were obtained with the parallel and merging flow patterns and
each measurement was repeated 3 to 4 times. Both curves show a linear
variation of mixing time with insertion time and the mixing times are
longer when the flow pattern is parallel, as might be expected from the
above results.
The results of the flow visuahsation, power consumption and mixing time
measurements presented in preceding sections have indicated clearly that
significant variations in mixing performance occur with relatively small
alterations of the impeller spacings. The lowest total power consumption
and shortest overall mixing time are present with the merging flow
pattern. This is clearly the desirable regime for minimising blending
time. In contrast, the unstable flow regimes at the transition from
merging to parallel flow patterns are the least efficient in terms of
mixing time and should be avoided in process design, unless, of course,
they meet specific process requirements. On the other hand, when high
power consumption per unit volume is desirable for mixing, a parallel
flow regime may be preferable.
The above findings indicate clearly the need for more experimentation in
vessels with H > T with 2 or 3 impellers, to establish the flow patterns
and mixmg time and Np variations for such geometries. In addition as the
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majority of the above parameters has provided information about
quantities averaged over the whole fluid volume in the tank, it would be
useful to determine the differences from one location to another. For this
purpose the distribution of the mean flow and turbulence in the tank was
investigated and is described in the following section.
3.5 Velocity and turbulence distribution
3.5.1 Single Rushton impeller
In order to compare the measurements with already published data and to
venfy the accuracy of the LDA technique employed, the radial mean and
rms velocities were measured in the impeller stream of a single Rushton
impeller with a diameter of d = T/3 and a thickness of t = 3.3 mm located
at a clearance of C = T/3 from the vessel base. The measurements were
carried out at the 0 = 00 r-z plane and a radius of r = 51 mm with an
impeller speed of N = 250 rpm.
The results were normalised by the impeller tip speed (Yt ip = it N d) and
are shown in Figure 3.36. It can be seen that they are in good agreement
with the data obtained by Yianneskis (1982a). This Figure also indicates
the upward inclmation of the impeller stream which was observed in the
flow visualisation. The maximum radial mean velocity was measured at 1
mm above the impeller elevation and valued at V = 0.71 Vtip. This value
was higher with thinner impellers as will be discussed in Chapter 4.
In this Figure three small peaks can be seen in the normalised rms
velocity profile. The middle peak is likely to be due to broadening effects
as the measurements were carried out over 360° of impeller rotation. The
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variation of the rms values in the measurement locations was from
O.l9Vtip at 1 mm below the lower edge of the impeller blade to 0.34
Vtip at the impeller elevation.
3.5.2 Comparison between single and double impeller system
In order to compare the performance of a Rushton impeller in both
single- and two-impeller agitation systems, LDA measurements were
made with a single Rushton impeller located at a clearance of C = T/4
from the base of the vessel and with two impellers in the parallel flow
regime. For the latter the Rushton impellers were located with clearances
of Ci = T/4 and C2 = T/2. In this way the location of the lower impeller
is the same as that for the single impeller system. The Rushton impellers
employed in these comparative measurements had a diameter d = T/3 and
a thickness t = 1.65 mm.
The measurements were carried out at the 8 = 00 r-z plane and at r = 51,
70 and 85 mm in the impeller stream with an impeller speed of N = 250
rpm. These measurements are presented in Figures 3.37 to 3.39 for the
radial mean velocities and m Figures 3.40 to 3.42 for the radial rrns
velocities. In these Figures the elevation of each impeller in both the
single- and two-impeller systems was taken as the origin of the axial co-
ordinate of the measurement locations (z') and z' is positive for the
locations above the impeller elevation. Figure 3.37 shows the radial
components of the mean velocities obtained at r = 51 mm (2 mm away
from the impeller tip). The velocity profiles generated by the lower and
the upper impeller in the two-impeller system are almost identical but
differ from that produced by the single impeller. The velocities measured
at the upper half of the single impeller are typically 15% higher than
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those measured at similar locations of the upper and/or the lower
impeller.
The lower velocities produced by the two Rushton impellers are probably
due to the fact that roughly half of the impeller stream issued by each
impeller is redirected, by the vessel wall, towards the other impeller and
restricts the flow generated by the other impeller to some extent. The
above results indicate that in a single-impeller system the flow number
which is given by:
I	 Vdz
	
F1 -	 .'-h12	 (3.1)
	
-	 Nd3
is higher and the impeller stream is inclined upwards. The former
finding is discussed further in the following Chapter. The latter finding
was observed in the results of the flow visualisation and is in agreement
with the observations reported by Yianneskis et al (1987).
The distinction between the radial velocity profiles obtained for a single-
and a two-impeller system is clearer from the measurements presented in
Figures 3.38 and 3.39 which were carried out at radii of r = 70 and 85
mm respectively. A small inclination of the single impeller stream
towards the free surface can be observed for the single-impeller system,
while there is a slight inclination of the lower and no inclination of the
upper impeller stream in the two-impeller system. The maximum mean
velocities measured at these radii are higher with the single impeller as
was the case at r = 51 mm.
Figure 3.40 shows a comparison of the rms velocity profiles measured in
the three impeller streams at r = 51 mm. The velocities measured in
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every location are almost the same as the differences are within the
experimental error. However, in the two-impeller system the upper
impeller appears to generate slightly higher turbulence levels than the
lower one. The skewness of the rms velocity profile produced by the
single impeller can be expected to be due to the inclination of the
impeller stream and the correspondingly different locations of the
associated velocity gradients. This skewness is shown more clearly in the
results of the measurements presented in Figure 3.41 which are obtained
at a radius of r = 70 mm. Also from this Figure the skewness of the
lower impeller rms profile can be noted in comparison to profile for the
upper impeller.
Figure 3.42 compares the rms velocities obtained by the single and by the
lower and the upper impellers at a radius of r = 85 mm. At this radius
the rms velocities obtained with the single impeller are slightly lower
than those obtained by the other two impellers probably due to the
influence of the impeller streams on each other in the two impeller-
system, as mentioned earlier.
3.5.3 Mean and rms velocity distributions with two Rushton impellers
Detailed LDA measurements were carried out to quantify the three stable
flow patterns identified by the flow visuahsation results. In order to be
sure about the stability of every flow pattern studied, the impeller
spacings for all the flow patterns were selected as far away as possible
from the critical values. These spacings were; Ci = T/4 and C2 = T/2 for
the parallel, Ci = C2 = T/3 for the merging, Ci = 0.15T and C2 = T/2
for the diverging flow patterns. Seven radial positions r = 20, 51, 70, 85,
115, 130 and 140 mm were selected for the measurement locations and in
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the impeller region small intervals of 1-2 mm were chosen along the z-
axis. The measurements were made with two Rushton impellers with
symmetrical hubs, diameter d = T/3 and impeller thickness t = 1.65 nmi.
All the measurements were carried out with an impeller rotational speed
of N = 250 rpm in the 0 = 00 r-z plane.
The axial, radial and tangential components of the mean and rms
velocities with the three different stable flow patterns are presented in
Figures 3.43 - 3.60. For comparative purposes the velocity scales in all
these Figures were chosen to be identical. Positive mean velocities
indicate velocities in the upward direction for the axial component,
towards the vessel wall for the radial component and in the direction of
the impeller rotation for the tangential component.
Parallel flow pattern
Figures 3.43 - 3.48 show the three components of the mean and rms
velocity profiles with the parallel flow pattern in the.vessel. The profiles
of the axial components of mean velocities are presented m Figure 3.43.
They show near zero values at a height of z = 150 mm. These locations
lie in the boundary of the two middle vortices observed in the flow
visualisation. The measured mean velocities in the impeller stream and
close to the impeller, also have near zero values. Away from the
impeller, positive and negative mean velocity values were obtained in the
upper and lower side of each of the impeller streams respectively,
indicating the spreading of the flow away from the impeller region in
both streams.
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At a radius of around 112 mm in the bullc flow the axial velocities change
sign. This indicates the radial locations of the centres of the vortices.
Higher velocities occur along the vessel wall in comparison with the flow
along the shaft and the inner part of the vessel. These higher velocities
are associated with the re-direction of the impeller stream into wall jets
along the vessel perimeter.
Figure 3.44 shows the distribution of the rms velocities in the vessel with
this flow pattern. Higher turbulence levels can be seen in both the
impeller streams in the vicinity of the impeller, partly due to the larger
velocity gradients and the periodicity of the flow in those regions. The
measured values show that the turbulence levels generated by the upper
impeller are slightly higher than those produced by the lower impeller. It
must be noted, however, that these differences are generally small and in
many locations well within the experimental error.
Figure 3.45 shows the distribution of the radial mean velocities in the
vessel for the parallel flow pattern. The spread of the impeller stream
generated by each impeller is clearer from this Figure. The maximum
velocities which occur at the impeller elevations decrease linearly with
increasing radius of the measurement point. This linear variation can be
described by the equation,
V = 1.34 - 8.86 r	 (3.2)
where V is in rn/s and r in meters. The measured velocities at a radius of
r = 20 nirn are small but negative. At all other radii positive values are
found in the impeller stream and negative values in the bulk flow. Large
negative values of the mean velocity were measured at elevations of
around z = 11, 150 and 270 mm and at radii of r = 85 and 115 mm, as
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might be expected as these measurement locations lie in the boundaries of
the ring vortices.
As mentioned earlier, from the interpolation of the results in Figure 3.43
zero axial mean velocities were obtained at a radius of around r = 112
mm. On the other hand, Figure 3.45 mdicates that at this radius the mean
radial velocities change sign at elevations z = 40, 105, 185 and 250 mm.
Therefore the centres of the four ring vortices are expected to be at these
locations.
The corresponding rms values for the mean velocities shown in Figure
3.45 are presented m Figure 3.46. Higher rms values can be seen in the
vicinity of the impeller streams: higher values are encountered at r = 51,
70 and 85 mm. The lowest rms values were measured at elevations of z =
11, 150 and 270 mm and in radii greater than r = 85 mm. These regions
lie in the boundaries of the vortices where there is relatively little
turbulence present.
As described in Chapter 2, direct measurement of the tangential mean and
rms velocity components was not possible at small radii due to the optical
access limitations or significant beam refraction by the baffles. For this
reason, the tangential components were obtained from two measurements.
Therefore, the experimental error is expected to be larger and as a result
there is some scatter in the mean and rms velocity profiles presented in
Figures 3.47 and 3.48 respectively. Comparison of Figures 3.45 and 3.47
shows that the tangential component of the mean velocity at the tip of the
impellers is higher (by about 10%) than the radial component. This is in
agreement with the findings of Yianneskis (1982a) for a single-impeller
system.
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The velocity profiles at r = 51 mm show more spread for the tangential
component, in agreement with the findings of Cooper and Wolf (1968)
for a single-impeller system. In addition, although the tangential
component in the impeller streams decays quickly with increasing
distance from the impeller tip, higher values of tangential mean velocities
were measured in the vicinity of the wall in comparison with the radial
component. As can be seen from Figure 3.47 almost all the measured
values are positive indicating that the mean flow direction is the same as
the impeller rotational direction at all measurement locations. This might
be expected to be the result of the presence of the two impellers: in
contrast Yianneskis (1 982a) found that with a single Rushton impeller
there were some regions of counter-rotating flow, especially below the
impeller.
Similar to the tangential mean velocity results the measured rms values in
Figure 3.48 show higher values m the impeller vicinity. Comparing this
Figure with the corresponding radial rms velocities, the tangential rms
values at the mid height of the vessel and in the vicmity of the shaft are
lower than the radial ones. The reverse occurs at the same height near the
vessel wall.
Merging flow pattern
The three components of the mean velocities and turbulence levels
measured with this flow pattern are presented in Figures 3.49 - 3.54.
Figure 3.49 shows that high axial mean velocities occur above the lower
impeller and below the upper impeller, at a radius of r = 70 mm. The
peaks in the velocity profiles are found nearer the vessel wall as the
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impeller streams approach each other. Similarly to the results obtained
with the parallel flow pattern, higher velocities occur along the vessel
wall in comparison with the flow around the shaft.
Zero axial mean velocities were measured at a height of z = 150 mm
indicating the division of the flow field in the vessel: This indicates that
two flow cells are found, one by the lower and one by the upper
impeller. This was also the case with the parallel flow pattern. The flow
direction changes at almost all elevations at a radius of around r = 115
mm. This is the point where the impeller streams meet at the central part
of the vessel. The radii of the centres of the two ring vortices, one below
the lower impeller and one above the upper impeller are also at r = 115
mm. In the region confined between the two impellers the axial mean
velocities are very small and practically zero in some locations close to
the upper impeller.
The axial rms velocities corresponding to the mean values shown in
Figure 3.49 are presented in Figure 3.50. Higher levels can be observed
in the impeller streams while there is little variation in the bulk flow: the
rms profiles there are quite uniform. The maximum rms values were
measured in the vicinity of the impellers, in the impeller stream.
However, these values may be also associated with the periodicity of the
flow and the trailing vortices behind the blades.
Figure 3.51 shows the profiles of the radial mean velocities with the
merging flow pattern in the vessel. The maximum velocities were
measured in the vicinity of both the impellers (r = 51 mm), at 4 mm
above the lower impeller elevation and at the same distance below the
upper impeller elevation. These velocities were almost equal and valued
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at 0.82 mIs. The peaks of these profiles (occurring in the impeller
streams) move towards each other as the flows move away from the
impellers and the impeller streams merge. A small reverse flow exists
immediately above the upper impeller and below the lower impeller and
at a radius of r = 51 mm. The velocities in the bulk flow are much
smaller than those obtained with the parallel flow pattern (Figure 3.45).
The reverse flow (i.e. towards the shaft) between the impellers begins to
form at a radius of less than 85 mm and causes the small and not well-
defmed vortices observed between the impellers in the flow visualisation.
Figure 3.52 shows the distribution of the radial rms velocities in the
vessel with this flow pattern. In general the turbulence levels are slightly
higher in the impeller stream (closer to the impellers) and lower in the
bulk flow in comparison to the corresponding values with the parallel
flow pattern m the vessel (presented in Figure 3.46).
The tangential mean and rms velocity profiles are presented in Figures
3.53W-and 3.54 respectively. At a radius of r = 20 mm in the region
between the two impellers, mean tangential velocities of around 0.5 rn/s
were measured. These mean velocities are considerably higher than the
corresponding values measured with the parallel flow pattern in the
vessel. The directions of the impeller streams are clearly indicated by the
profiles. The rate of decay of the mean tangential velocities with
increasing radius in the impeller streams, is almost the same as for the
radial components, while this was not the case with the parallel flow
pattern.
The profiles of tangential rrns velocities show almost uniform values at
radii greater than 115 mm (Figure 3.54). The turbulence levels in the
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region above the upper impeller and at radii less than 70 mm are higher
than the corresponding levels below the lower impeller. This is expected
to be caused by the whirlpool-type vortex as occasionally the free-surface
vortex crosses these measurement locations at regular intervals as it
precesses around the shaft.
Diverging flow pattern
Figure 3.55 shows the distribution of the axial mean velocities with the
diverging flow pattern in the vessel. As this Figure indicates the mean
velocities are zero at a height of around z = 100 mm. This indicates the
unequal division of the flow field in the vessel by the two impellers. At a
radius of r = 115 mm the mean velocities change sign in all elevations.
Relatively higher mean velocities were measured above and below the
upper impeller m comparison with the velocity data measured in the same
locations with respect to the upper impeller with the parallel flow
pattern. The shape of the profiles under the lower impeller at radii of
between 51 mm and 115 mm reveals'the direction of the lower impeller
stream towards the vessel bottom that was observed in the flow
visualisation.
Figure 3.56 shows the axial rms velocity distribution in the vessel with
this flow pattern. No significant difference exists in the bulk flow among
the measured values. Slightly higher values of the axial components of
turbulence level were measured at the vicinity of the lower impeller in
comparison with those measured near the upper impeller.
The measurements of the radial mean and rms velocities are shown in
Figures 3.57 and 3.58 respectively. Negative mean radial velocities are
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found in the vicinity of the lower impeller at r = 51 mm, along the upper
half of the impeller blade. These velocities are larger than those obtained
at the edges of both impellers with the merging flow pattern (Figure
3.51).
Comparing Figures 3.55 and 3.57, the centres of the vortices, i.e. the
locations where the mean velocities in r and z directions are both zero
can be identified. The centre of the bigger vortex generated by the lower
impeller lies around a point at r = 115 mm and z = 50 mm. The centre
for the lower vortex of the upper impeller is around r = 115 mm and z =
150 mm while the corresponding location of the centre of the top vortex
is around r = 115 mm and z = 235 mm. The existence of a smaller vortex
immediately below the lower impeller, which was indeed observed in
flow visuahsation, is supported by the reverse flow occurring under the
impeller at radii of r = 20 and 51 mm.
Figure 3.58 shows the distribution of the radial rms velocities and like
that of the axial rms velocities, Figure 3.56, the v values are uniform
everywhere except for the impeller streams. In comparison with the
parallel flow pattern lower turbulence levels were measured in the bulk
flow in the diverging flow case.
Finally the tangential mean and rms velocity distributions are presented
in Figures 3.59 and 3.60 respectively. The mean tangential velocities
measured between the impellers show that this pattern is the only one,
among the three quantified flow patterns, in which some negative
tangential mean velocities are present in the flow. The reverse flow
occurs in the region around r = 85 mm and z = 120 mm. The flow under
the lower impeller is highly rotational, with a typical mean velocity value
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of around 0.5 m/s. The highest value for the mean velocity was measured
in the vicinity of the upper impeller at z = 192 mm and is valued at 1.08
rn/s. This is 15% higher than the highest value measured in the lower
impeller vicinity. Again little variation can be found in the bulk of the
flow from the measurements of tangential rms velocity results presented
in Figure 3.60 other than in the impeller stream profiles.
3.5.4 Velocity vectors
The axial and radial mean velocities presented in Figures 3.43 and 3.45
for the parallel flow pattern, Figures 3.49 and 3.51 for the merging flow
pattern and Figures 3.55 and 3.57 for the diverging flow patterns, have
been plotted as velocity vectors in the 9 = 00 r-z plane and are presented
in Figures 3.61, 3.62 and 3.65 for the parallel, merging and diverging
flow patterns respectively. In order to have a clear presentation of the
results some of the velocity vectors, particularly in impeller streams,
have been deleted and for comparative purposes the velocity scales for all
the flow patterns were chosen to be the same. The velocities with the
merging flow pattern are also shown in three-dimensional form
(U + V + W) in Figure 3.63. The same velocities in the impeller
region are presented in larger scale in Figure 3.64.
The three-dimensional vectors were plotted in order to help visualise
better the flow pattern in the vessel. The rectangular cross section vectors
help indicate, by means of the perspective of the three-dimensional arrow
body and tip, the turning of the flow in a direction perpendicular to the
plane of measurement. The magnitude and direction of the tangential
velocity component for the merging flow pattern can be clearly assessed
from the orientation of the vectors in Figures 3.63 and 3.64.
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From the velocity vectors shown in Figure 3.61 (parallel flow pattern)
the entrainment from both sides of the impeller streams can be seen at
radii between 51 and 85 mm. The flow entramment to the impeller
streams forming the merging flow pattern (Figure 3.62) occurs only
from the upper side of the upper impeller stream and the lower side of
the lower impeller stream at the same radii as for the parallel flow
pattern. In the case of the diverging flow pattern (Figure 3.65) the flow
entrainment to the upper impeller stream is similar to that of the parallel
impeller streams (Figure 3.61) but with a higher rate. The flow
entrainment for the lower impeller stream of the diverging flow pattern
occurs only from the upper side of the stream.
Comparing the flow in the impeller streams for the parallel and merging
flow patterns (Figures 3.61 and 3.62), although the mean velocity values
near the impellers have not changed significantly, the mean velocities in
the rest of the streams away from the impellers, are smaller with the
merging flow pattern, by around 50%. This is also true for the radial
velocity components in the bulk flow except in the vicinity of the wall. It
must be noted, however, that the tangential velocities in the bulk flow
surrounding the impellers were much higher with the merging flow
pattern than the corresponding velocities in the parallel flow pattern. In
Figure 3.62 the nearly-linear impeller stream paths and also the meeting
point of the impeller streams for the merging flow pattern can be seen.
Similarly the inclination of the lower impeller stream in the diverging
flow pattern can be clearly observed in Figure 3.65. The flow in the
vicinity of the impeller at the top half height of the impeller blade is
directed towards the vessel axis. The impeller stream is directed towards
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the vessel base at an average angle of around 30° to the horizontal in the
impeller vicinity and at 600 to the horizontal close to the vessel bottom.
The impeller stream flow meets the bottom of the vessel at around r = 70
mm.
The diverging flow pattern might be usefully employed in practical
situations where lifting of solids from the vessel bottom is required. The
sweeping action of the lower impeller stream should be beneficial in this
respect and small values of the Ci clearance should be employed for such
purposes.
The flow of the upper impeller stream in this case is similar to the
impeller stream of the parallel flow pattern except for a slight increase of
the mean velocities measured with the diverging flow pattern. This may
be expected due to the weaker interaction between the impeller streams of
the diverging flow pattern. The division of the flow field in the vessel by
the two impellers into two cells discussed earlier is more prominent in
this case. The vortices observed in the flow visuahsation for all the stable
patterns have been confirmed by the velocity vectors presented above
(Figures 3.61 to 3.65).
p.5.5 Turbulence level and kinetic energy contour plots
In order to aid the interpretation of the results, the turbulence
components measured in all the three stable flow patterns have been
plotted in contour fonn in Figures 3.66 3.67 and 3.68 (for the parallel,
merging and diverging flow patterns respectively). In every Figure a, b
and c indicate the axial, radial and tangential component of the rms
velocities respectively.
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In Figure 3.66 (parallel flow pattern) rms values of above 0.3 m/s can be
seen for all the three components in the impeller stream close to the
impeller. The width of the axial component distribution in which higher
rms values were measured (Figure 3.66-a), is greater than the
correspondmg radial one (Figure 3.66-b). This higher rms area is limited
to a smaller region for the tangential component (Figure 3.66-c) then for
the radial component.
Close to the vessel wall and near the middle of the vessel the axial
contours show higher values of around 0.18 m/s compared with values
below 0.1 m/s in the radial component distribution. The three
components of the rms velocities measured at the centre of the r-z plane
are similar, typically around 0.16 m/s. The axial rms velocities measured
in the region between the impellers and at r = 51 mm are typically 0.1
rn/s which is lower than the other two components.
Figure 3.67 shows distributions of the three components of the rms
velocities measured with the merging flow pattern in the vessel. Rms
values of above 0.3 rn/s are again shown in the impeller streams close to
the impellers. At the point where the impeller streams meet, the values of
radial and tangential rms components are almost the same, around 0.17
rn/s. The axial component values at the same locations have however
significantly higher values, around 0.27 rn/s.
There are similarities in the distribution of the rms velocities in the bulk
flow between the radial and tangential components; higher values of rms
velocities, typically 0.16 m/s, occur close to the shaft and lower values,
typically 0.1 m/s, close to the wall. The reverse happens with the
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distnbution of the axial rms component with relatively lower values of u
near the shaft.
In the region below the lower impeller a maximum of around 0.2 m/s
was measured for the radial component and a minimum of 0.1 mIs for
the axial component. There is little difference between the radial and
tangential components in the flow between the impellers and these
velocities are typically around 0.14 m/s. This value is comparable to the
axial component which is around 0.12 m/s.
The distributions of the three rms velocity components with the diverging
flow pattern in the vessel are presented in Figures 3.68(a - c). At first
glance significantly lower axial rms velocity values of less than 0.1 m/s
can be seen in the bulk flow of this flow pattern compared with the other
two cases (parallel and merging flow patterns). In the lower part of the
vessel close to the wall (z = 110 mm) the radial and tangential rms
velocities are around 0.1 m/s which is about 60% of the axial component.
In the region above the upper impeller there is little variation between
the shaft and the wall, where both u and v are typically 0.1 m/s. The
tangential rms velocities measured in these locations are only a.Jittle
different from the axial and radial velocities. In the locations close to the
shaft at z greater than 200 mm, w was slightly higher, around 0.14 m/s,
while close to the vessel w is similar to the axial and radial component
values. The maximum mis velocity component measured in the region
between the impellers was the tangential one, valued at about 0.18 rn/s
and the minimum in this region was measured in the axial component,
which was less than 0.1 rn/s.
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Comparing the radial rms velocity contours in the Figure 3.68-b with
that of parallel flow pattern (Figure 3.66-b), the difference between the
length and width of the higher rms velocity regions in the impeller
stream of the upper impeller can be noticed. This region is longer and
thinner with the diverging flow pattern, as was the case with the mean
velocity results. As mentioned before this is likely to be due to the
direction of the impeller streams m the two flow patterns and therefore
the weaker interaction between the impeller streams in the diverging flow
pattern.
From a comparison of these Figures (3.66 to 3.68) it may be concluded
that, on average, higher values of turbulence levels are found in the
impeller regions for the merging flow pattern in comparison with the
parallel flow pattern while in the bulk flow the reverse occurs. With the
diverging flow pattern the turbulence levels are significantly lower than
the values with the other two patterns, particularly for the axial and
radial components.
Figures 3.66 - 3.68 indicate clearly that the turbulence with all three flow
patterns is anisotropic. Although the distnbutions of u, v and w are
similar in the vicinity of the impellers, there are differences in the
magnitude and/or distribution of the three turbulence levels there as well.
An assumption of isotropy in the impeller stream should therefore be
used only as an approximation. As a result, predictions of the flow
employing turbulence models which assume isotropic turbulence might
not represent accurately the flow characteristics.
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Figures 3.69 to 3.71 show the distribution of the turbulence kinetic
energy for the three flow patterns in the same order as above. The
turbulence kinetic energy is given by:
k= .(u2+v2^w2)
2	 (3.3)
A comparison of the turbulence kinetic energy generated with the three
flow patterns can be made very clearly from these Figures. As expected
from the rms velocity contours presented above the maximum turbulence
kinetic energy occurs in the impeller streams with all flow patterns. In
general, the variation of the k, measured in the bulk flow of the parallel
flow pattern is more than that of the mergmg flow patterns, (i.e. steeper
gradients of k in the bulk flow of the parallel flow pattern). This
variation is the smallest with the diverging flow pattern in comparison to
the other two patterns.
In the parallel flow pattern shown in Figure 3 69, the lowest turbulence
kinetic energy levels are around 0.02 m 2/s 2 and are found near the wall
and the free surface and bottom of the vessel. k in these regions is at least
ten times lower than those in the vicinity of the impellers.
Comparing Figure 3.70 with 3.69 significantly lower values of
turbulence kinetic energy, (typically 30% less) are shown in the bulk
flow of the merging flow pattern. In the bulk flow of the diverging flow
pattern (Figure 3.71) the kinetic energies have smaller values than the
other two flow patterns. In Figure 3.70 the kinetic energy levels obtained
in the region between the impellers show steep gradients of k. In the part
of the vessel below the lower impeller, the highest k values were
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measured with the diverging flow and the lowest with the merging flow
pattern.
In contrast to the merging and diverging flow patterns, parallel flow
results in a more uniform distribution of high k regions throughout the
vessel. In the region around r = 50 mm close to the free surface, the
highest turbulence kinetic energy was obtained with merging flow
pattern, albeit that the highest position of the upper impeller was that
with the parallel flow pattern. This may be related to the direction of the
upper impeller stream in the merging flow pattern which may act so as to
intensify the helical vortex on the free surface.
The weighted average values of the kinetic energy, over the whole of the
vessel were determined by calculatmg area-weighted averages of k values
shown in Figures 3.69 to 3.71. They were 4.69 x i0, 4.29 x i0 2 and
3.53 x iO for the parallel, merging and diverging flow patterns
respectively.
The mean flow vectors and the turbulence kinetic energy distributions
presented above for the three flow patterns indicate the significant
variations in the local macromixing and micromixing that may be
encountered with different impeller spacings. Appropriate positioning of
the impellers could be beneficial for:
More umform blending throughout the vessel (parallel flow);
More intense mixing near the middle of the vessel (merging flow);
Solids suspension and lifting off the vessel bottom (diverging flow).
The turbulence distributions with all three flow patterns can be
considered to be only approximately isotropic in some parts of the
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impeller stream regions but are anisotropic in some parts of the bulk
flows and of impeller streams. As the average turbulence energy with the
parallel flow pattern is 9% and 33% higher than the merging and
diverging flow patterns respectively, parallel flow impeller spacings
might be preferable for most mixing operations where high turbulence
levels are required for most efficient blending and/or chemical reactions.
3.6 Closure
The measurements presented in this Chapter have provided useful insights
in to the mixing processes with stable flows produced by two impellers.
However, due to the presence of unstable flow regimes at some spacing
combinations care should be exerted in process design to avoid such
spacings.
Each of the three impeller spacing combinations that result in the three
stable flow patterns has different power consumption and mean flow and
turbulence distnbution characteristics that could be beneficial for specific
mixing processes. Similarly, the parallel and merging flow patterns result
in different mixing times.
The results of this chapter do not indicate that any of the three flow
patterns is preferable in all respects for mixing purposes: for example,
although lower mixing times and power consumption were measured for
the merging flow, the levels of k were also lower compared with the
parallel flow pattern. The choice of dual-impeller spacings in practice
must therefore be made based on the requirement of the particular
mixing operation to be performed.
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Figure 3.1. Schematic diagram of flow pattern in
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Figure 3.3. Effect of Cl and H on flow patterns;
C2 = 0.35T, N = 260 rpm.
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Figure 3.4. Effect of Cl and H on the flow patterns;
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Figure 3.5. Effect of Cl and H on flow patterns;
C2=0.375T,N=26Orpm.
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Figure 3.6. Effect of Cl and H on flow patterns;
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Figure 3.7. Effect of Cl and H on flow patterns;
C2 0.4 T, N = 260 rpm.
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Figure 3.8. Effect of Cl and H on flow patterns;
C2 = 0.375 T, N = 100 rpm.
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Figure 3.9. Variation of speed and power characteristics of
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Figure 3.10. Variation of speed and total power characteristics
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Figure 3.11. Variation of speed and power characteristics of
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Figure 3.12. Variation of speed and total power characteristics
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Figure 3.13. Variation of speed and power characteristics of
lower impeller from cycle to cycle of impeller rotation;
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Figure 3.14. Variation of speed and total power characteristics
of two Rushton impellers from cycle to cycle of impeller rotation;
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Figure 3.15. Variation of speed and power characteristics of
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Figure 3.16. Variation of speed and total power characteristics
of two Rushton impellers from cycle to cycle of impeller rotation;
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Figure 3.17. Time history of d = T/3 impeller(s) power number: (a) single impeller, C =
T/3; (b) - Ce) two impellers producing respectively diverging, merging, parallel and
parallel-merging flow patterns; the impeller thickness is 3 3 and 1.65 mm for the single
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Figure 3.20. Effect of impeller spacing on power number and power
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Figure 3.21. Effect of impeller spacing on power number and power
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Figure 3.22. Effect of impeller spacing on Np and [rms] N
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Figure 3.23. Effect of impeller spacing on Np and [rms]
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Figure 3.24. Effect of impeller blades alignment on
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Figure 3.25. Effect of impeller blades alignment on the
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Figure 3.27. Characteristic voltage (a), concentration (b), mean concentration (c),
concentration flutuation (d), and normalized concentration (e) variations; Parrallel
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Fig 3.28. Characteristic voltage (a), concentration (b), mean concentration (c),
concentration flutuation (d), and normalized concentration (e) variations;
Parallel flow pattern: Cl = T / 4, C2 = T /2, z = T /2, r =80 mm.
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Fig 3.29. Charactenstic voltage (a), concentration (b), mean concentration (c),
concentration flutuation (d), and normalized concentration (e) variations;
Parallel flow pattern: Cl = T/4, C2 = T/2, z = 3T /4, r =80 mm.
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Fig 3.30. Characteristic voltage (a), concentration (b), mean concentration (c),
concentration flutuation (d), and normalized concentration (e) variations;
Merging flow pattern: Cl = C2 = T /3, z = T /2, r = 80 mm.



















Figure 3.31. The effect of impeller spacing on local mixing time;















Figure 3.32. The effect of impeller spacing on local mixing time;



















Figure 3.33. The effect of impeller spacing on local mixing time:
















Figure 3.34. The effect of impeller spacing on mixing time averaged
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Figure 3.35. The effect of insertion time on mixing time;
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Figure 3.36. Normalized radial mean and rms velocity profiles
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Figure 3.37. Comparison of radial mean velocities in the impeller
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Figure 3.38. Companson of radial mean velocity in the impeller
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Figure 3.39. Comparison of the radial mean velocities in the impeller
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Figure 3.40. Comparison of radial nns velocities in the-impeller
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Figure 3.41. Comparison of radial rms velocities in the impeller
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Figure 3.42. Comparison of radial rms velocities in the impeller
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Figure 3.61. Velocity vectors in 0= (i r-z plane; Ci = T/4, C2 = T/2.
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Figure 3.64. Three-dimentional velocity vectors in 8 =00 r-z plane;
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Figure 3.65. Velocity vectors in e = o°r-z plane; Cl = 0.15T, C2 = T/2.
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(c) Tangential rms velocity contours
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(c) Tangential rms velocity contours
Figure 3.67. Rms velocity contours in 0=0° r-z plane; Cl = C2 = T/3.
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(c) Tangential rms velocity contours
Figure 3.68. Rms velocity contours in 0 = r-z plane; Cl = O.15T, C2 = T/2.
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EFFECTS OF IMPELLER ROTATIONAL SPEED, DIAMETER
AND BLADE THICKNESS ON FLUID MIXING WITH
RUSHTON IMPELLERS
4.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the results of an experimental investigation
concerned with the effect of impeller geometry and Reynolds number on
the power consumption, mixing time, and the distribution of the mean and
rms velocities in the impeller region of the stirred vessel. The experiments
were carried out for both single and double Rushton impeller
configurations and comparisons were made between the two.
The range of impeller rotational speeds investigated was 60 to 350 rpm. In
the case of the two-impeller system the maximum speed was limited to 250
rpm in order to avoid air entrainment into the liquid from the free
surface.
The variation of the power consumption with the above mentioned
parameters was investigated by performing extensive and accurate torque
measurements employing the telemetric device. The measurements were
carried out with a flywheel attached to the shaft and only the mean values
of the power numbers are presented. These results are useful for process
design purposes. In addition they are important because they can be used as
a reference for power consumption investigations in gassed units, using the
approach which has been reported by many workers, (see, for example,
Nienow and Lilly, 1979 and Bruijn et al 1974).
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All the axial and radial velocities were measured over 360° of impeller
revolution at the 0 = 0° r-z plane. The velocity measurements revealed a
distinct effect of the impeller blade thickness on the velocity distribution in
the impeller streams. They are also of benefit in removing the ambiguities
inherent in the literature regarding the effect of the Reynolds number on
the velocity field in the impeller stream and bulk flow of agitated tanks.
4.2 Effect of blade thickness and impeller size
As previously mentioned in Chapter 2, the impeller blade thickness for
each impeller used in this project was equal to the disc thickness and both
of these parameters are termed impeller thickness in the following text.
For the investigation of the effect of the impeller thickness (t), four
Rushton impellers with impeller thicknesses of t = 0.8, 1.65, 2.0 and 3.3
mm were employed. All of these impellers had identical diameters, d =
T/3. One Rushton impeller with t = 2.0 mm and d = 0.4T was also used in
this investigation to determine the effect of the impeller size on the mixing
characteristics when either the impeller thickness to diameter ratio () or
the impeller thickness remains constant.
4.2.1 Power consumption
Figure 4.1 shows the results of the variation of power number obtained by
the single Rushton impellers with different thicknesses at various Reynolds
numbers. All the impellers involved in the above measurements had a
diameter of T/3 and they were located at a clearance of C = T13 from the
bottom of the vessel. A significant increase of power number with
decreasing impeller thickness is evident from this Figure. The increase of
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power number is in agreement with the findings of Nienow and Miles
(1971) who measured a smaller power number with an impeller with a
thicker disk. The difference between the power numbers obtained by the t
= 0.8 and 3.3 mm impellers (Figure 4.1) is around 1.5, i.e. an increase of
around 35%. This difference is almost constant in every Reynolds number.
The results also indicate an increase of power number with a rise in
Reynolds number in the range of Re studied. This is particularly noticeable
in the lower Reynolds numbers. The increase in Np with increasing Re is
around 0.7 for all the impellers with different thicknesses.
Torque measurements were also carried out with the d = 0.4T impeller.
The power numbers obtained from these measurements were compared
with those measured with the smaller diameter (d = T/3) impeller but with
the same impeller thickness-to-diameter ratio. This comparison is given in
Figure 4.2. As can be seen from this Figure, the power number is only
slightly higher with the smaller impeller. This difference is around 0.3 in
the lower Reynolds numbers and decreases to 0.1 for Re's above 50000. It
can be therefore concluded that t/d is an appropriate ratio to characterise
impeller thickness effects. This finding is in agreement with the
conclusions of Bujaiski et al (1986).
In order to compare the power consumption in single- and two-impeller
systems, torque measurements were carried out with the d = T/3 and t =
1.65 mm Rushton impeller located at a clearance of C = T/4. The power
numbers obtained from these measurements at different Reynolds numbers
were compared with those recorded for the lower impeller with the
parallel flow pattern in the vessel (Ci = T/4, C2 = T/2). Thus the
clearances C and Ci is the same in both tests. A comparison of the two sets
results is given in Figure 4.3. As this Figure indicates, the power number
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obtained for the single impeller is higher (by around 7%) than that
achieved for the lower impeller with the parallel flow pattern. The lower
Np in the two-impeller case may be expected to be due to the interaction of
the impeller streams in the parallel flow pattern, but more extensive
experiments would be required to establish the reasons for the differences
observed.
The power numbers obtained for impellers with different thicknesses were
compared with that measured by Yianneskis (1982a). The average power
numbers (N), at different Reynolds numbers in the turbulent regime,
were also calculated for all the d = T/3 impellers and compared with the
(N) prediction reported by Bujaiski et al (1986). The results of these
comparisons are shown in Figure 4.4. This Figure indicates that the
present results are in very good agreement with the measurements of
Yianneskis. A slight deviation of the present results with Bujalski et al's
prediction can be observed with the t = 1.65 and 2 mm impellers. It must
be noted that the accuracy of the predictions reported by Bujaiski et al was
3% and the deviation of the present results from those predictions is not
more than 3%. Therefore it can be expected that the present results are in
good agreement with the equation formulated by Bujaiski et al for the
prediction of N.
4.2.2 Mixing time
The experiments performed to investigate the effect of impeller thickness,
t, and impeller diameter, d, on the overall mixing time were carried out
with the Rushton impeller located at a clearance of C = T13 from the
bottom of the vessel. The impeller rotational speed was 200 rpm for the
measurements with the d = T/3 impellers and 165 rpm with the d = 0.4T
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impeller. The rotational speed was varied in order to maintain the
impeller tip speed constant for both cases.
Mixing time measurements were carried out at five different probe
locations: one in the impeller stream, two in the upper ring vortex and two
in the lower ring vortex as shown in Chapter 3, Figure 3.26-a. The tracer
insertion time (t1 ) in all these experiments was 5.5 ± 0.5 seconds.
The results of the above investigation are shown in Figure 4.5. They
indicate that with the small impellers (d = T/3) a comparatively shorter
mixing time (10.89 s) is obtamed with the thinnest impeller (t = 0.8 mm)
while for the 1.65 and 3.3 mill impeller thicknesses the values are nearly
identical (12.84 and 12.83 s respectively). The results also show a
significant decrease of mixing time (by around 30%) when the d = 0.4T
impeller was used. It must be noted that this decrease was obtained albeit
the impeller thickness to diameter ratio was the same with impellers 'c'.
For comparison purposes the overall mixing time for a downward
pumping pitched blade impeller is shown in this Figure as well. This
mixing time is around 25% less than that obtained with the Rushton
impeller with the same impeller diameter and thickness.
The mixing time obtained with the t = 1.65 mm Rushton impeller may be
compared to the mixing times obtained in the two-impeller system
presented in Chapter 3, Figure 3.34. The comparison indicates that a single
impeller results in a mixing time almost equal to that obtained with two
impellers producing the merging flow pattern.
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42.3 Mean and rms velocity distribution in the vicinity of a single impeller
Three impellers with thicknesses of 0.8, 2.0 and 3.3 mm were employed
for this part of the investigation. Detailed LDA measurements were
carned out in the impeller stream at three radii: r = 51, 70 and 85 mm.
The impeller rotational speed was 250 rpm and the clearance of the
impeller from the bottom of the vessel was C = 1/3 in all the experiments.
Figure 4.6 shows the radial mean velocities measured in the vicinity of the
impellers (r = 51 mm) with different thicknesses. A significant increase of
the mean velocities with decreasing impeller thickness can be observed in
the region around the impeller elevation. However, at the locations above
and below this region there is little variation in the velocities as the
impeller thickness changes. The difference between the maximum mean
velocities measured with the t = 0.8 mm and t = 3.3 mm impellers is about
0.2 mIs, i.e. around 20% higher with the thinner impeller.
Figure 4.7 shows the radial rms velocities corresponding to the mean
values presented in Figure 4.6. Comparatively, the rms velocity profiles
obtained with the thicker impellers are more uniform as might be expected
due to the smaller gradients of the correspondmg mean velocity profiles
obtained with the thicker impeller (see Figure 4.6). Again the maximum
difference in the rms velocity data occurred around the impeller elevation
(z = 98 mm). The rms values measured with the impeller of thickness t =
0.8 mm were 20% higher than those with t = 3.3 mm.
At a radius of r = 70 mm (Figure 4.8), maximum radial mean velocities of
0.92 m/s for the t = 0.8 mm impeller and 0.73 m/s for the t = 3.3 mm
impeller were measured. The percentage difference of these velocities are
almost the same as that obtained at a radius of r = 51 mm. The region
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where the three profiles are different is now wider than that of Figure 4.6.
This is a result of the velocity profiles becoming less steep with increasing
radius, (as also observed by Sachs and Rushton - 1954) and the spreads of
the impeller streams away from the impeller tip can therefore also be
different.
Figure 4.9 shows the profiles of the radial rms velocities obtained at a
radius of r = 70 mm. It indicates a non-linear increase of the rms velocities
with decreasing impeller thickness. Typically 25% higher rms velocities
have been measured with the t = 0.8 mm impeller in comparison with
those obtained with the other two impellers. The maximum measured rms
velocity changed from 0.47 m/s to 0.34 m/s with a change in impeller
thickness from 0.8 mm to 3.3 mm.
In order to investigate the effect of the impeller thickness on the
inclination of the impeller stream to the horizontal and also on the decay of
the radial velocity values in the impeller stream, measurements were made
at locations further away from the impeller tip in the impeller stream.
These measurements, which were carried out at a radius of 85 mm, are
presented in Figures 4.10 and 4.11 for the radial mean and nns velocities
respectively. The velocity profiles shown in these Figures were obtained
with only two impellers, one of 0.8 and one of 3.3 mm thickness.
In Figure 4.10 a slightly higher mean velocity (by about 0.08 m/s) is
evident at the impeller elevation region with the t = 0.8 mm impeller. A
small change in the inclination of the impeller stream can also be observed;
the impeller stream generated by the t = 3.3 mm impeller is more inclined
to the horizontal direction as indicated by the different elevation of the
peaks in the profiles (at approximately z = 103 mm, compared with z =
101 mm for the thinner impeller). By comparison of the velocity data
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shown in this Figure with those presented in Figures 4.6 (r = 51 mm) and
4.8 (r = 70 mm), it can be seen that the change in the radial mean velocity
as a result of the variation in the impeller thickness decays with increasing
distance from the impeller tip.
The effect of t on the centreline mean velocities in the vicinity of the
impeller and also on the decay of these velocities with increasmg radius as
reported by Mahmoudi and Yianneskis (1993) require a modification in
the correlation proposed by van der Molen and van Maanen, (1978) as it is
evident that the impeller thickness must be taken into consideration in that
correlation.
Differences between rms profiles obtained with different impeller
thicknesses are present at r = 85 mm (Figure 4.11); comparison between
these results with those shown in Figure 4.7 (r = 51 mm) indicates that the
difference between the rms velocities, measured with the t = 0.8 and t =
3.3 mm impellers, is slightly higher at r = 85 mm. This is probably due to
the presence of the trailing vortices and the associated more pronounced
periodicity of the flow in this region with the t = 0.8 mm impeller. The
periodicity of the flow results in a broadening of the ensemble-averaged
rms velocity measurements made over 360° of shalt rotation as confirmed
recently by Yianneskis and Whitelaw (1993).
Employing a t = 3 mm and d = T/3 impeller, Yianneskis et al (1987) found
that the trailmg vortices behind the impeller blades persist up to a radius of
69 nun. They also suggested that the trailing vortices brake up at r = 98
mm. Therefore it is likely that the rms velocities measured with t = 3.3
mm (present work) at r = 70 and 85 mm are comparatively less affected
by the periodicity of the flow. It can be expected that the trailing vortices
generated by t = 0.8 rmn impeller maintain their identity for a longer
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distance away from the impeller tip as van der Molen and van Maanen
(1978) measured higher peak-to-peak values of axial periodic velocity
component in the vicinity of an impeller with thinner blades.
However, the results of radial rrns velocities in the impeller stream
(Figures 4.7, 4.9 and 4.11) suggest the need for a more detailed
investigation of the effect of impeller thickness on the trailing vortices
behind the blades. This is particularly significant as these vortices have an
important role on gas dispersion or coalescence, (Renrne and Valentine -
1968, van't Riet and Smith - 1973) and on power consumption (Nienow
and Wisdom - 1974).
In order to investigate the effect of the impeller thickness on the flow in
the impeller 'suction' regions above and below the blades, axial mean and
rms velocity measurements were carried out. The measurements were
made at two elevations: 5 mm below the lower edge and 5 mm above the
upper edge of the impeller blades. Measurements could not be obtained
closer to the impeller due to optical access limitations. The velocity
profiles measured along the upper and the lower edge of the impeller are
presented in Figures 4.12 and 4.13 respectively.
In both these Figures it is shown that, in general, the mean axial velocities
increase with decreasing impeller thickness (positive velocities indicate
motion in the upward direction). This trend is similar to that of the radial
mean velocities presented in Figure 4.6. The increase in the axial mean
velocities, as the impeller thickness decreases, is small but consistent along
most of the impeller blade length.
One exception to this trend is indicated in Figure 4.12 at radii above 46
mm. In this region the trend is reversed (the velocities are higher with
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thicker impellers). This is probably due to the measurements being
associated with the strength of the trailing vortices as mentioned
previously, i.e. the trailing vortices may extend further into the
measurement locations with the t = 0.8 mm impeller. Elsewhere above the
impeller blades, at locations with radii smaller than 45 mm and bigger
than 30 mm (Figure 4.12), higher velocities were measured with thinner
impellers.
Below the impeller at the same radii (Figure 4.13) the velocities do not
vary with impeller thickness as much. The different variation of the mean
velocities with impeller thickness above and below the impeller might be
expected as the streams generated by all the impellerLare mclined slightly
upward and the flow into the impeller from above is not the same to that
from below. In addition, the stronger flows generated by thrnner impeller
may not affect the bottom ring vortex to the same degree as the top one.
This cannot be determined from the present results and merits further
investigation.
The rms velocity profiles corresponding to the mean velocities shown in
Figures, 4.12 and 4.13, are presented in Figures 4.14 and 4.15
respectively. In these Figures the variations of the rms velocities with
impeller thickness are shown to be negligible except that at the locations
with radii greater than 25 mm and above the impeller the rms velocities
are noticeably higher with the t = 0.8 mm impeller. Again, this increase
might be attributable to the change in the strength or the direction of the
axis of the trailing vortices as a result of change in the impeller thickness.
The variation of the axial mean and rms velocities in the impeller stream
with impeller thickness was also investigated. The measurements were
carried out at two elevations: 2 mm above the upper edge and 2 mm below
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the lower edge of the impeller in the impeller stream. Figures 4.16 and
4.17 show these measurements at the upper and lower side of the impeller
stream respectively. Again in these Figures positive velocities indicate
motion in the upward direction. At the upper edge of the impeller stream,
(Figure 4.16), the results in all locations show flow entrainment to the
impeller streams generated by the t = 2 and 3.3 mm impellers. The
entrainment is comparatively less for the t = 2 mm impeller. With the t =
0.8 nm impeller the results show flow away from the impeller stream at
radii between 49 and 53 mm.
At z = 86 mm, i.e. on the lower side of the impeller, (Figure 4.17) flow
entrainment into the stream is evident in all measurement locations and
with all impellers. At radii between 49 and 53 mm, the axial mean
velocities with the t = 0.8 mm impeller are small indicating that
comparatively less flow entrainment to the impeller stream is generated by
this impeller. The rms velocities correspondmg to the mean values shown
in Figure 4.16 and 4.17 are presented in Figures 4.18 and 4.19
respectively. In both Figures 4.18 and 4.19, it is shown that, in general,
the rms velocities measured with thinner impellers are higher. In addition,
in the locations closer to the impeller tip higher rms velocities have been
recorded. These higher rrns velocities might be expected to be caused
primarily by the more intensive periodicity of the flow in the vicinity of
the impeller. However, all the measurements in Figures 4.12 - 4.19 are
influenced by the periodicity of the flow caused by the trailing vortices
behind the blades. Therefore, as noted above the changes in the intensity
and in the location of the axes of the trailing vortices as a result of a
change in the impeller thickness require further investigation before
making a definite and detailed conclusion on the effect of impeller
thickness on the velocities in the vicinity of the impeller.
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4 2.4 Combined effect of impeller size and thickness with a single impeller
Radial mean and rms velocity measurements were performed in the
impeller stream of the Rushton impeller with the larger diameter (d =
0.4T, t = 2 mm). The impeller rotational speed in these measurements was
206 rpm. The change in the impeller speed was made in order to maintain
the impeller tip speed the same as that of the small impeller (d = T/3 t =
1.65 mm) for comparison purposes.
The point r = 0 mm z = T/3 was taken as the origin of coordmates and the
r-z coordinates of the measurement locations were normalised with the
radius and the half-blade height of the impeller respectively. This
normahsation was employed in accordance with the recommendations of
Noun et al (1987) to allow appropriate comparisons between impellers of





The mean velocities measured in the impeller streams of both impellers
with the same t/d and at a radius of r* = 1.04 are presented in Figure
4.20. Slightly higher values were obtained with the larger impeller
coupled with a slight increase in the inclination of the impeller stream
generated by the larger impeller. The increase in the angle of inclination
is indicated by the higher velocities in the upper half of the profiles where
a difference of around 0.07V was measured.
The rrns velocity profiles correspondmg to those of the mean velocities
shown in Figure 4.20 are presented in Figure 4.21. As this Figure
indicates the differences between the rms velocities measured with the two
impellers are small and within the experimental error.
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Velocity measurements were also made at locations away from the
impellers at r* = 1.428 in the impeller streams. Comparisons of these
measurements are given in Figures 4.22 and 4.23 for the mean and rms
velocities respectively. Figure 4.22 shows almost identical maximum
velocities in both impeller streams indicating that the slight difference
between the maximum mean velocities in the vicinity of the impellers, (see
Figure 4.20), has decayed at r* = 1.428. However, it must be noted that in
Figure 4.22 the upward shift of the mean velocity profile obtained with
the larger impeller does not necessarily indicate a greater inclination of
the impeller stream generated by this impeller: the measurement locations
are closer to the vessel wall in the case of the larger impellers as r* instead
of r was kept constant for these profiles.
Figure 4.23 shows the radial rms velocities corresponding to the mean
values presented in Figure 4.22. This Figure suggests negligible variations
in the rms velocities with impeller size at a radius of r* = 1.428.
In order to study the effect of the impeller diameter on the flow induced
by the impeller, the mean and rrns velocities measured in the vicinity of
the large impeller (d = 0.4T and t = 2 mm) at r* = 1.04 were compared
with those measured with the small impeller but the same thickness (d =
T/3 and t = 2 mm). These comparisons are given in Figures 4.24 and 4.25
for the mean and the rms velocities respectively. The slight increase of the
mean velocities obtained in the upper-half of the profile for the larger
impeller can be seen from Figure 4.24 which is similar to the case when
the thickness-to-diameter ratio was the same (Figure 4.20). The
differences between the rms velocities measured with these two impellers
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(with the same t) are small and in general within the expenmental error as
was the case in Figure 4.21.
4.2.5 Mean and rms velocities in the impeller streams of two-impeller
system
The significance of the impeller thickness, t, for the mean and rms
velocity profiles in the impeller streams of the two-impeller system was
examined. The investigation was carried out with the parallel and the
merging flow patterns in the vessel. The impeller spacings used to obtain
the stable parallel and the merging flow patterns were Ci = T/4, C2 = T/2
and Ci = C2 = T/3 respectively. In every experiment the two impellers
were of the same thickness which was either 0.8 mm or 3.3 mm. Radial
velocity measurements were carried out at three radii (r = 51, 70 and 85
mm) in the impeller stream with an impeller rotational speed of 250 rpm.
The results are presented in Figures 4.26 to 4.31 for the parallel flow
pattern and in Figures 4.32 to 4.35 for the merging flow pattern. In all of
these Figures the velocity profiles in the upper impeller stream are shown
above the profiles obtained in the lower impeller stream.
Parallel flow pattern
Figure 4.26 shows the mean velocities in the upper and lower impeller
streams and in the vicinity of the impellers (r = 51 mm). In the locations
around both the upper and lower impeller elevations the velocities
decrease (by up to 20%) as the thickness of impellers increase from 0.8 to
3.3 mm. This maximum reduction in the velocities is similar to that
recorded in the elevation of the impellers with the same thicknesses in the
single-impeller system (see Figure 4.6).
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With the t = 3.3 mm impellers in the vessel the profiles of the mean
velocities shown in Figure 4.26 indicate that the upper impeller stream is
inclined slightly downward and the lower impeller stream is inclined
slightly upward. However, Figure 4.26 does not show any inclination of
the t = 0.8 mm impeller streams.
The radial rms velocities corresponding to the mean values shown in
Figure 4.26, are presented in Figure 4.27. In this Figure it is shown that at
locations around the impeller elevations relatively higher rms velocities
were measured with thinner impellers. However, the increase of the rms
velocities recorded in the lower impeller elevation (as a result of the
decrease in the impeller thickness) is comparative1yhigher than that
obtained in the upper impeller elevation.
The effect of impeller thickness on the variations of the radial mean and
rms velocities in the impeller streams at a radius of 70 mm is shown in
Figure 4.28. The results indicate that the variation in the mean velocities is
similar to that shown in Figure 4.26 (r = 51 mm), i.e. higher velocities
with thinner impellers around the impeller elevations. The results also
confirm the slight downward and upward inclination of the upper and
lower impeller streams generated by t = 3.3 impellers respectively, as
mentioned earlier.
Profiles of the rms velocities corresponding to those of the mean values
shown in Figure 4.28 are presented in Figure 4.29. A comparison between
these profiles and those obtained at r = 51 mm (Figure 4.27) suggests that
the increase of the rms velocities as a result of a decrease in the impeller
thickness has not decayed with distance from the impeller tip. In fact, the
regions where the rms velocities are different have extended in the z-
direction which is probably due to the spread of the impeller streams with
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distance from the tip of the impellers as mentioned earlier. Figure 4.29
also shows that the velocity differences in the lower impeller stream are
slightly higher than those recorded in the upper impeller stream.
Velocity measurements were carried out at locations further away from
the impeller, at r = 85 mm, in order to investigate the decay of the
velocity differences with increasing radius due to the change in impeller
thickness. These measurements are presented in Figure 4.30 for the mean
and Figure 4.31 for the rms velocities respectively. At this radius there
are only small differences between the mean velocities as the thickness of
impellers change. This was expected as the impeller streams spread with
distance from the impeller tip. In contrast, the comparisons of the rms
velocities at r = 51, 70 and 85 mm (Figures 4.27, 4.29 and 4.31) suggest a
more consistent influence of impeller thickness on the rms velocities at
measurement locations further away from the impeller tip. This consistent
influence was also found in the single-impeller system (Figures 4.7, 4.9
and 4.11). As mentioned before, it is likely that the rms velocities
produced by thinner impellers are affected relatively more by a more
pronounced periodicity of the flow.
Merging flow pattern
Employing the t = 0.8 and 3.3 mm impellers, radial mean and rms
velocities were measured in both impeller streams at radii of 51 and 70
mm with the merging flow pattern in the vessel. Profiles of the mean
velocities at a radius of r = 51 mm are shown in Figure 4.32. At the peaks
of the profiles the mean velocities increase (by around 20%) as the
thickness of impellers decreases.
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Figure 4.33 shows the profiles of the rms velocities corresponding to
those of mean values shown in Figure 4.32. Again, the influence of the
impeller thickness is exhibited in this Figure as the profiles show higher
rms values with thinner impellers. This Figure also indicates that there is
no appreciable change in the inclination of the impeller streams due to the
change in impeller thickness.
Measurements of the radial mean velocities at a radius of 70 mm are
presented in Figure 4.34. Once again, the increase of the mean velocities
due to the decrease in impeller thickness is evident from this Figure. The
rms velocities correspondmg to the mean values presented m Figure 4.34
are. shown in Figure 4.35. It indicates the same trend of rms velocity
variations with impeller thickness as that of Figure 4.33 except that the
differences at r = 70 mm exist in the majority of the measurement
locations, presumably due to the spread of the impeller streams.
426 Flow number
A more appropriate assessment of the flows in the impeller streams,
generated by impellers with different geometry, can be made by
employing the flow number (equation 3.1). Figure 4.36 shows the flow
numbers obtained with impellers with different thicknesses and diameters
employed in single- (C = T/3) and two-Rushton (C1 = T/4, C2 = T/2)
impeller systems. In this Figure comparatively higher flow numbers are
shown for the single-impeller systems with every impeller thickness. In
both single- and two-impeller systems the flow number increases as the
impeller thickness decreases. The highest flow number was obtained with
the d = 0.4T impeller in the single-impeller system (Fi = 0.88) and the
lowest value (Fi = 0.68) was obtained for the upper impeller in the two-
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impeller system. The flow number of the lower impeller in two-impeller
system was found to be slightly higher than that of the upper impeller.
This is in agreement with that reported by Crozier (1989). The flow
numbers obtained with the t = 3.3 mm impellers in the present work are
nearly identical to those reported by Crozier in a tall tank (H = 2T) with
an impeller separation of C2 = T.
The effect of the geometry of Rushton impeller on the discharge
performance can be determined from the correlation between the flow and
power number. An efficient impeller for liquid homogenisation is one
with higher discharge flow rate and lower power consumption as a higher
discharge flow rate will result in a better circulation of the flow in the
vessel and consequently a higher rate of macro-mixing will be achieved.
With a single-impeller system Sano and Usui (1985) correlated the flow
and power numbers of Rushton impellers with diameters larger than 0.4T.
The correlation was:
N = 6.6 F1 134	 (4.2)
In the present work the N and Fi obtained with the d = 0.4T impeller are
well correlated by the above equation. With the d = T/3 impellers the Np
obtained from the above equation (for the measured F1) is smaller than the
measured one. This difference increases with decreasing impeller
thickness. However, the Np of the d = T/3 impellers with different t was
found to be nearly proportional to the square of F1 which is in agreement
with that reported by Hiroka and Ito (1975). The ratio Fi I Np can be
compared for the impellers studied in the present investigation. For the d
= T/3 impellers these ratios were 0.136, 0.146 and 0.156 for impeller
thicknesses of 0.8, 2 and 3.3 mm respectively. For the d = 0.4T impeller
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this ratio was 0.172. Considering both the significant decrease of mixing
time and the comparatively higher value of F1 I Np for the larger
impeller, this impeller is the most efficient one among those studied from
the point of view of both energy and time saving.
The above comparison can not be easily applied to the two-Rushton
impeller system as in such systems the impeller spacings play an important
role and affect the flow interchange between the field of action of the two
impellers.
4.3 Effect of impeller hub shape
The velocity and power characteristics of the Rushton impeller with an
asymmetrical hub were investigated and the results were compared to
those obtained for the impeller with symmetrical hub. This comparative
study was undertaken as these two types of impellers were used by
Yianneskis et al (1987) and Calabrese and Stoots (1989) and differences in
the turbulence levels near the shaft were found with different hub designs.
Both impellers (shown in Chapter 2, Figure 2.4) had a diameter of T13
and a thickness of 1.65 mm. The investigation was camed out in a single-
impeller system with the impeller located at C = T13. The impeller speeds
used were 100, 150, 200, 250, 300 and 350 rpm for the torque
measurements and 250 rpm for the velocity measurements.
The comparison of the power numbers obtained for these two impellers is
given in Figure 4.37. This Figure suggests nearly identical power numbers
for the two impellers at all Reynolds numbers.
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4.3.1 Radial mean and rms velocities
Figure 4.38 shows nearly identical mean velocity profiles for the two
impellers at a radius of 51 mm. The rms velocities corresponding to the
mean values shown in this Figure are presented in Figure 4.39. Although
the rms velocities in the impeller elevation are indicated to be the same for
both impellers, they differ by around 0.04 m/s at the locations half way
between the impeller elevation and the upper and lower edges of the
impeller. However, the differences are small and in most locations within
the experimental error.
Radial velocity measurements were also made in locations away from the
impeller, at r = 70 mm in the impeller stream. These measurements are
shown in Figures 4.40 and 4.41 for the mean and rms velocities
respectively. The comparison between the mean velocity profiles shows a
slight upward shift of the profile generated by the impeller with
symmetrical hub. In the corresponding rms velocities shown in Figure
4.41 there are no clear trends and the differences between the rms
velocities are within the experimental error.
4.3 2 Axial mean and rms velocities
Axial mean and rms velocity measurements were performed at locations 5
mm above the upper edge and 5 mm below the lower edge of the impeller
blades for both impellers. Figures 4.42 and 4.43 show the mean velocities
obtained from these measurements above and below the impellers
respectively (again positive velocities indicate motion in the upward
direction). In both Figures it is shown that at radii smaller than r = 40 mm
the mean velocities differ slightly with the type of impeller.
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Above the impeller blades, as Figure 4.42 shows, at a radius of 32 mm the
mean velocity is slightly higher with the impeller with asymmetrical hub
while at radii smaller than 25 mm the velocities are higher with the
impeller with symmetrical hub. Below the impeller (Figure 4.43) and at
radii between 40 mm and 20 mm the velocities are higher with the
impeller with symmetrical hub while at radii smaller than 20 mm the
velocities are higher with the impeller with asymmetrical hub. Therefore,
the variation of the axial mean velocities with the shape of the impeller
hub below the impeller is in contrast to that above the impeller. However,
it must be noted that in most of the locations the differences are small.
The rms velocities corresponding to the mean values shown in Figures
4.42 and 4.43 are presented in Figures 4.44 and 4.45 respectively. In
general, at the locations above the impeller (Figure 4.44) the rms
velocities are slightly higher (by around 0.05 mIs) with the impeller with
the asymmetrical hub. The differences are almost negligible at radii
smaller than r = 30 mm. Below the impeller (Figure 4.45) the differences
in the mis velocities are also very small. However, at these locations and
at radii greater than 35 mm the impeller with symmetrical hub has
generated slightly higher rms velocities while at radii smaller than 25 mm
the corresponding rms velocities are slightly lower.
Axial velocity measurements were also carried out in the impeller stream
of these two impellers. The measurements were performed at elevations 2
mm above the upper edge and 2 mm below the lower edge of the
impellers blades in the impeller stream. The mean velocities above and
below the impeller streams are presented in Figures 4.46 and 4.47
respectively. There is little difference between the axial mean velocities
obtamed with these two impellers. However, the velocities obtained by the
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impeller with the symmetrical hub are smaller in locations above the
impeller and higher in locations below the impeller.
Figures 4.48 and 4.49 show the profiles of the rms velocities
corresponding to those of the mean values presented in Figures 4.46 and
4.47 respectively. At every location above the impeller stream there is
virtually no difference between the mis velocities produced by the two
impellers (Figure 4.48). At the lower part of the impeller stream (Figure
4.49) the rms velocities do not change with the position of the impeller hub
at radii greater than 53 mm while at radii smaller than r =52 mm the rms
velocities are slightly higher (by around 0.07 m/s) with the impeller with
symmetrical hub. As there is no hub below the disk of the asymmQtrical
impeller, less turbulence might be expected to be generated there.
4.4 Effect of impeller speed
4.4.1 Flow visualisation
In the flow visualisation observations described in section 3.2.2 the
significance of the variation of impeller speed (or, equivalently, the
Reynolds number) on the flow patterns induced by two Rushton impellers
at an impeller spacing of C2 = 0.375T, was discussed by comparing
Figures 3.5 and 3.8. It was shown that the 'flow pattern regions' in these
Figures were affected as the impeller speed decreased from 260 to 100
rpm. For example at a liquid height of H = T and Ci > 0.2T, the stable
merging flow pattern changed to the unstable parallel-merging flow
pattern with the above reduction in the impeller speed.
Further flow visualisation experiments (in the turbulent regime) showed
that the effect of Reynolds number on the overall flow pattern is almost
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negligible when the impeller spacings Ci and C2 are well away from the
critical values which result in flow instabilities.
4.4.2 Mixing time
The mixing time experiments were performed at various impeller
rotational speeds for the parallel and merging flow patterns with several
tracer insertion times. Each experiment was repeated at least 2-3 times.
Figure 4.50 shows the effect of the impeller rotational speed on the local
mixing time for five different insertion times. These results were obtained
with a stable parallel flow pattern. The mixing time m general decreases
with increasing impeller speed as might be.expected. However, an increase
of the gradients can be noticed at the lower impeller speeds. Some scatter
of the measured values can be seen in this graph. This might be expected
due to the fact that the mixing time measured is a local one and the
measurements have been repeated only three times.
Similar results were obtained for the mixing times in the merging flow
pattern for three different insertion times and they are shown in Figure
4.51. The variation of mixing time with impeller rotational speed is
similar to that of Figure 4.50. A comparison of Figures 4.51 and 4.50
shows that the merging flow pattern results in shorter mixing times. This
was also the case for the average mixing time over the whole vessel
(Figure 3.34, Chapter 3) and is probably due to the more rapid transport
and subsequent dispersion of the tracer in the impeller regions in the case
of the merging flow pattern. The higher k values in the middle of the
vessel with the merging flow pattern, in comparison to those with the
parallel flow pattern, as discussed in Chapter 3 (Figures 3.69 and 3.70),
confirms the above argument. A comparison of Figures 4.50 and 4.51 also
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indicates that the values obtained with the merging flow pattern show less
scatter. A possible explanation for this effect may lie in the number of
main ring vortices present in the flow, which is higher in the parallel flow
pattern: the higher the number of ring vortices, the more likely it is for
the tracer to get entrapped in a vortex and as a result there may be an
increased chance of mixing time vanations and this will be reflected in a
poorer repeatability of the experiment.
Figure 4.52 shows the results of the effect of the impeller speed on the
average mixing time in the parallel flow pattern. These results have been
obtained from recordings at four locations (1, 2, 3 and 4 in Figure 3.26b)
in the vessel and show an almost linear variation of the mixing time with
impeller speed; also, significantly less scatter is evident in the results when
they are compared with those of Figure 4.50. This Figure also indicates
that the results obtained with the mixing time calculated as an average
(with 92% to 98% degree of mixing) show less scatter than those
calculated from a 95% degree of mixing and provide further justification
for the use of the mixing time averaging defmition employed in this work
(see Section 2.4.4).
4.4.3 Mean velocity and rms profiles
In the present quantitative study of the effect of speed, extreme care was
taken to avoid a change in the flow pattern due to the variation of the
Reynolds number during the experiments. The impeller spacings were the
same as those in the quantitative study described in Chapter 3 for the three
different stable flow patterns.
Measurements were obtained for speeds of 100, 150, 200, 250 rpm and the
radial mean and rms velocity results were normalised with the impeller tip
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speed (V 1 ). For ease of interpretation of the results, those obtained with
the maximum and the minimum impeller speeds are presented below with
symbols and solid lines while the rest of the results are shown with
symbols only.
Parallel flow pattern
Figures 4.53 and 4.54 show the profiles of the normahsed mean velocities
obtained at the upper and lower impeller streams respectively. These
measurements were carried out at a radius of r = 51 mm for four different
impeller rotational speeds, or correspondingly, Reynolds numbers. The
impeller spacings for the above measurements were Ci = T/4 and C2 =
T/2, which result in a parallel flow pattern in the vessel.
An effect of the Reynolds number on the mean velocities is evident from
the results presented in these Figures, albeit of small magnitude: higher
impeller speeds resulted in higher normalised velocities. This is more
evident at the impeller elevations: for example at z = 222 mm and z = 74
mm, the difference between the velocities measured at the maximum and
mimmum impeller speed is around O.13V 1. This is significantly higher
than the experimental error which is of the order of 0.01 to O.O5V1
(Yiarineskis 1982a).
Figures 4.55 and 4.56 show the normalised nns velocities corresponding to
the mean velocities presented in Figures 4.53 and 4.54 respectively. In
general, higher impeller speeds resulted in higher normalised mis
velocities but the maximum magnitude of the difference between the mis
velocities at different speeds does not exceed 0.O7V 1 . This is within the
experimental error which is around 0.03 to 0.10V 1 for the rms velocity
measurements Yianneskis (1982a). Therefore the variation of the rms
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velocities with Reynolds number, is small and can not be resolved
adequately with the present optical arrangement. A smaller control volume
would improve the anemometer resolution, but the magnitude of the rms
velocity differences is small and is not expected to affect process design to
any significant extent.
Merging flow pattern
The normalised radial mean velocity profiles with the merging flow
pattern are presented in Figures 4.57 and 4.58 for the upper and lower
impeller streams respectively. These measurements were made around the
maxima of the radial mean velocity profiles in the vicinity of the impeller
and at a radius of r = 51 mm. The results show an almost identical angle of
impeller stream inclination at the different impeller speeds. The variation
of the velocities with impeller speed is practically the same as that for the
parallel flow pattern.
The results of the normahsed rms velocities corresponding to the mean
velocities of Figures 4.57 and 4.58 are presented in Figures 4.59 and 4.60
respectively. These Figures indicate a lot of scatter particularly in the
values obtained in the upper impeller stream. Although the maximum rms
velocities in these profiles show slightly higher values at the higher
impeller rotational speeds, the differences are in general small and withm
the experimental error.
In order to investigate the effect of the Reynolds number on the bulk flow
and impeller stream directions, some LDA measurements were carried out
in the locations away from the impellers at a radius of r = 85 mm. The
results of the normalised radial mean and rms velocities obtained from
these measurements are presented in Figures 4.61 and 4.62 respectively.
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Figure 4.61 shows little difference between the values obtained at the
impeller speeds of 200 and 250 rpm. However, in the lower impeller
speeds the normalised velocity values decrease as the impeller speed
decreases. The maximum difference occurs at the peak of the profiles and
is around 0.12V1.
Again the normalised rms velocities (Figure 4.62) are scattered and the
differences are within the experimental error. Only the velocity profile
measured at 100 rpm has a shape somewhat different from the others: the
values are greater than those at the higher speeds near the middle of
the impeller streams and around z = 145 nmi.
Diverging flow pattern
The results of the effect of the Reynolds number on the normalised mean
velocity profiles measured at a radius of r = 51 mm m the upper and lower
impeller streams with the diverging pattern are presented m Figures 4.63
and 4.64 respectively. Once again the same trend as those with the parallel
and the merging flow patterns is evident from these graphs. The
normalised velocities are greater at the higher speeds in most locations.
However, the increase in the normalised mean velocities due to the increase
in impeller speed is small. This is an effect which may be partly due to the
more extensive turbulent flow regime in the vessel at higher speeds. The
corresponding normalised radial rms velocities of Figures 4.63 and 4.64
are presented in Figures 4.65 and 4.66 respectively. The profiles do not
show any particular trend of rms velocity variation with impeller speed.
With the diverging flow pattern in the vessel the variations of radial mean
velocities with impeller speed at the vicinity of the upper and lower
impellers (r = 51 mm) are shown in Figure 4.67 and 4.68 respectively.
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These measurements are the same as those in the lower part of the velocity
profiles shown in Figures 4.63 and 4.64. Both Figures 4.67 and 4.68 show
that the effect of impeller speed is not very significant. In addition, these
Figures suggest that the velocity gradients are greater in measurement
locations in high velocity regions.
In general, the variation of the mean and rms velocities with impeller
speed are in agreement with the findings of Noun et al (1987) in single
impeller system. Noun et al found similar normalised mean velocities at N
= 150 and 300 rpm and somewhat smaller normalised mean velocities with
a lower impeller speed (N = 50 rpm). However, in the measurements
reported by Noun et al the normalised mean.velocities are slightly higher
with N = 300 rpm in most of the locations; the small scale of the plots of
Noun et al does not allow differences to be distinguished very clearly.
The small effect of the impeller speed on the normalised rms velocities
reported above is also in agreement with that reported by Noun et al.
4.5 Closure
The measurements presented in this Chapter quantified the effect of
impeller blade thickness, diameter, speed and hub shape on the flows
produced by single- and double- Rushton impeller configurations.
It is clear from the results presented in this Chapter, the differences
obtained in some cases, as for example, the effect of t on Np and Fl,
are important. It was revealed that the discharge efficiency (Fi / Np) of the
thicker impellers is slightly better than that of thinner impellers and from
the point of view of energy and time saving large impellers are the most
efficient ones. It was also revealed that the thinner impellers produce
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higher rms velocities, in agreement with van der Molen and van Maanen
(1978).
The increase of the mean velocity in the impeller stream by around 20%
when the impeller thickness is decreased from 3.3 mm to 0.8 mm may be
beneficial, but is accompanied by increased power consumption. Impeller
selection must be made therefore by considering both circulation time I
mixing time and power input requirements. In this respect, a Fl - Np
correlation might be appropriate for impeller selection for specific mixing
tasks. Although the existing correlations can provide reasonable estimates,
the present results indicate that a novel correlation allowmg better for the
effect of impeller thickness is required.
In other cases, e.g. in the variation of the normalised velocities with
Reynolds number, the differences are small but not negligible. The effect
of hub geometry also appeared to be very small. A number of consistent
trends, however small have been revealed. These merit further
investigation: a small improvement in impeller performance and
consequently, in process efficiency, may provide significant benefits in
terms of yield and selectivity as well as the associated fmancial savings.
The scale of process operations is such that even a 1 % improvement in
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Figure 4.1. Effect of Reynolds number on power number of
single Rushton impeller with different impeller
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Figure 4.2. Effect of impeller size on the power number,
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Figure 4:3. Comparison of power numbers between single and two








•	 Nj,, Present work
Nj,, Bujaiski et al prediction (1986)
•	 Np, present work, N = 300 rpm
o	 Np, Yianneskis (1982a), N = 300 rpm
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Figure 4.4. Effect of impeller blade thickness on the power number and





a	 b	 c	 d.	 e
a: Pitched blade impeller, t = 1.65 mm, d = T/3
b: Rushton impeller, t = 0.8 mm, d = T/3
C: Rushton impeller, t = 1.65 mm, d = T/3
d: Rushton impeller, t = 3.3 mm, d = T/3
e: Rushton impeller, t = 2 mm, tJd same as for 'c'
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Figure 4.6. Effect of impeller blade thickness on he radial mean
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Figure 4.7. Effect of impeller blade thickness on the radial rms
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Figure 4.8. Effect of impeller blade thickness on the radial mean
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Figure 4.9. Effect of impeller blade thickness on the radial rms
velocities in the impeller stream: Single Rushton impeller,
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Figure 4.10. Effect of impeller thickness on the radial mean velocities
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Figure 4.11. Effect of impeller thickness on the radial rms velocities
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Figure 4.12. Effect of the impeller thickness on the axial
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Figure 4.13. Effect of impeller thickness on the axial
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Figure 4.14. Effect of impeller thickness on the axial
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Figure 4.15. Effect of impeller thickness on the axial
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Figure 4.16. Effect of the impeller thickness oii the the axial
mean velocities in the impeller vicinity:
C = T/3, N = 250 rpm, z = 110 mm, theta = 00.
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Figure 4.17. Effect of impeller thickness on the axial
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Figure 4.18. Effect of impeller thickness on the axial
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Figure 4.19. Effect of impeller thickness on the axial
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Figure 4.20. Effect of impeller size on the radial mean
velocities at constant Reynolds number;
C = T/3, t/d = constant, r* = 1.04, theta = 00.
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Figure 4.21. Effect of impeller size on the radial rms
velocities at constant Reynolds number;
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Figure 4.22. Effect of impeller size on the radial mean
velocities at constant Reynolds number;
C = T/3, t/d = constant, r* = 1.428, theta =
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Figure 4.23. Effect of impeller size on the radial rms
velocities at constant Reynolds number;
C = T/3, t/d = constant, r* = 1.428, theta = 00.
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Figure 4.24. Effect of impeller diameter on the radial







Figure 4.25. Effect of impeller diameter on the radial
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Figure 4.26. Effect of impeller thickness on the radial mean velocities
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Figure 4.27. Effect of the impeller thickness on the radial rms velocities
in the impeller streams; Cl = T/4, C2 = T/2,
N=25Orpm,r=5lmm,theta=O°.
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Figure 4.28. Effect of impeller thickness on the radial mean velocities








































Figure 4.29. Effect of impeller thickness on the radial rms velocities


































Figure 4.30. Effect of impeller thickness on the radial mean velocities
in the impeller streams; Cl = T/4, C2 = T/2,
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Figure 4.31. Effect of impeller thickness on the radial rins velocities
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Figure 4.32. Effect of impeller thickness on the radial mean
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Figure 4.33. Effect of impeller thickness on the radial mis velocities
in the impeller streams; Cl = C2 = T13,
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Figure 4.34. Effect of impeller thickness on the radial mean velocities
in the impeller streams; Cl = C2 = T/3,
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Figure 4.35. Effect of impeller thickness on the radial rms velocities
in the impeller streams; Cl = C2 = T/3,
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Figure 4.36. Variation of flow number with impeller thickness
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Figure 4.37. Effect of impeller hub on the power number of
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Figure 4.38. Comparison of the radial mean velocity profiles generated
by single Rushton impeller with symmetrical and
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Figure 4.39. Comparison of the radial rms velocity profiles generated
by single Rushton impeller with symmetrical and
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Figure 4.40. Comparison of the radial mean velocity profiles generated
by single Rushton impeller with symmetrical and0




Figure 4.41. Comparison of the radial r.m.s. velocity profiles generated
by smgle Rushton impeller with symmetrical and
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Figure 4.42. Comparison of the axial mean velocity profiles generated.
by single Rushton impeller with symmetrical and

















Figure 4.43. Comparison of the axial mean velocity profiles generated
by single Rushton impeller with Symmetrical and
















Figure 4.44. Comparison of the axial rms velocity profiles generated
by single Rushton impeller with symmetrical and
















Figure 4.45. Comparison of the axial rms velocity profiles generated
by single Rushton impeller with symmetrical and
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Figure 4.46. Comparison of the axial mean velocity profiles generated
by single Rushton impeller with symmetrical and
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Figure 4.47. Comparison of the axial mean velocity profiles generated
by single Rushton impeller with symmetrical and


























Figure 4.48. Comparison of the axial rms velocity profiles generated
by single Rushton impeller with symmetrical and
asymmetrical hub; C = T/3, z = 110 mm, theta = 00.
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Figure 4.49. Comparison of the axial rms velocity profiles generated
by single Rushton impeller with symmetrical and0
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Figure 4.50. Effect of the impeller speed on local mixing time: Cl = 0.3 T,
C2 = 0.4 T; probe located at r = 60 mm, z = 0.7 T; theta = 0 °.
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Figure 4.51. Effect of impeller speed on local mixing time: Cl = C2 = T/3,
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Figure 4.52. Effect of impeller speed on average mixing time; Cl = 0.3 T,
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Figure 4.53. Effect of impeller speed on the normalized radial mean
velocities in the upper impeller stream: Cl = T/4,
C2=T/2, r=5lmm,theta=O°.
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Figure 4.54. Effect of impeller speed on the normalized radial mean
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Figure 4.55. Effect of impeller speed on the normalized radial rms
velocities in the impeller stream; Cl = T/4, C2 = T/2,
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Figure 4.56. Effect of impeller speed on the normalized radial rms
velocities in the impeller stream; Cl = T/4, C2 = T/2,
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Figure 4.57. Effect of impeller speed on the noimalized fadial mean
velocities in the impeller stream; Cl = C2 = T/3,
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Figure 4.58. Effect of impeller speed on the normalized radial mean
velocities in the impeller stream; Cl = C2 = T/3,
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Figure 4.59. Effect of impeller speed on the normalized radial rms
velocities in the impeller stream; Cl = C2 = T/3,
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Figure 4.60. Effect of impeller speed on the normalized rms
velocities in the impeller stream; Cl = C2 =T/3,
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Figure 4.61. Effect of impeller speed on the normalized radial mean
velocities in the impeller stream; Cl = C2 = T/3,
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Figure 4.62. Effect of impeller speed on the normalized radial r.m.s.
velocities in the impeller stream; Cl = C2 = T/3,
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Figure 4.63. Effect of impeller speed on the normalized radial mean
velocities in the impeller stream; Cl = O.15T, C2 = O.5T,
upper impeller, r = 51 mm, theta = 00.
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Figure 4.64. Effect of impeller speed on the normalized radial mean
velocities in the impeller stream; Cl = O.15T, C2 = O.5T,
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Figure 4.65. Effect of impeller speed on the normalized radial rms
velocities in the impeller stream; Cl = 0.15T, C2 = 0.5T,
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Figure 4.66. Effect of impeller speed on the normalized radial rms
velocities in the impeller stream; Cl = 0.15T, C2 = 0.5T,































Figure 4.67. Effect of impeller speed on the radial mean velocity
gradient in the impeller stream; Cl = O.15T, C2 = O.5T,
r = 51 mm, upper impeller, theta = (30•
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Figure 4.68. Effect of impeller speed on the radial mean velocity
gradients in the impeller stream; Cl = O.15T, C2 = O.5T,
r = 51 mm, lower impeller, theta = 00.
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CHAPTER 5
MIXING CHARACTERISTICS OF VESSELS STIRRED BY
DIFFERENT COMBINATIONS OF PITCHED BLADE AND
RUSHTON IMPELLERS
5.1 Introduction
The mixing characteristics of a vessel stirred by two Rushton impellers
were described and discussed in Chapter 3. In that investigation the
variation in the impeller spacings was found to be quite significant for the
performance of the stirred tank. This Chapter is concerned with an
investigation similar to that of Chapter 3, but employing combinations of
either pitched blade and Rushton impellers or two pitched blade impellers.
All the impellers used in the experiments described below had a diameter d
= T/3 and a blade/disk thickness t = 1.65 mm. Two types of pitched blade
impellers were used with a blade inclination of either 600 or - 60° (see
Figure 2.5). Flow visualisation was carried out with different combinations
of impellers. For every combination the impeller spacings and the liquid
height was varied. The results revealed that the flow patterns induced by all
the combinations were unstable, the sole exemption being when two
pitched blade impellers pumping towards each other were employed. The
flow pattern in the latter case with a liquid height H = T and impeller
spacings Ci = C2 = T/3 showed many similarities with the merging flow
identified in Chapter 3. This stable flow pattern was quantified by detailed
LDA measurements of all three velocity components and the distribution
of turbulence kinetic energy was determined and compared with that
obtained in the merging flow pattern generated by two Rushton impellers.
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With a liquid height of H = T the effect of C2 on the mixing time was
investigated employing different combinations of Rushton and pitched
blade impellers. Also the power numbers of all impeller combinations with
impeller spacings Ci = C2 = T/3 were measured and compared with each
other. All the power measurements were carried out with the flywheel
attached to the shaft and only the mean values of power numbers are
presented.
5.2 Flow visualisation
The flow patterns were observed at the 8 = r-z plane for every
combination of impellers for at least twenty minutes by the flow
visualisation technique described in Chapter 2. The combinations of
impellers with various impeller spacmgs and liquid heights examined in
the vessel are shown in Table 5.1 in the following page. In this table
different impellers have been named as explained in the caption. Hereafter
in the text when referring to a combination of impellers the first acronym
indicates the type of the lower impeller and the second acronym indicates
the type of the upper impeller. The general features of the flow patterns
observed are shown schematically in Figures 5.1 to 5.7.
5.2.1 Combination DT I PBD
Effect of impeller separation C2 with H = 1.5 T
The effect of the spacing between the two impellers (C2) was investigated
with the lower impeller located at C 1 = T/4. The impeller generated flows
did not interact significantly when the impellers were located at a distance
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Case Lower Upper	 H	 C1	 C2	 N








4	 DT	 PBD	 1.3T 025T 080T	 250
	5	 1.1T	 055T	 250
	
6	 T	 050T	 250
	
7	 033T 033T 80to250
	
8	 DT	 PBU	 T 025 T 0.50 T	 250
	9	 0.33 T 0.33 T	 250
	
10	 025T	 T	 250
	
11	 1.5T 0.33T 0.84T	 250
	






14	 T	 025T 050T	 250
	
15	 025T 033T	 250
	
16	 PBU	 PBU	 1.5 T 025 T	 T	 250
	
17	 0.33T 084T	 250
	18	 15T	 0.50T 200,250
	
19	 PBU	 PBD	 0.25 T 0.50 T 200, 250
	
20	 T	 0.33T 200,250
	
21	 0.33 T 0.33 T 200,250
Table 5.1. Combinations of impellers investigated
DT: disk turbine (Rushton impeller)
PBU: upward pumpmg pitched blade impeller
PBD: downward pumping pitched blade impeller
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of C2 = T. With this spacing the lower impeller formed two ring vortices as
a result of the radial impeller stream, which was inclined slightly upwards
(Figure 5.1(a)). The upper ring vortex of the Rushton impeller extended up
to a height of around H = O.6T. The upper impeller formed only one ring
vortex as it was pumping downwards. The flow in the region between the
upper vortex of the lower impeller and the vortex generated by the upper
impeller was unstable, with a ring vortex formed occasionally with the
same rotational direction as that of the ring vortex produced by the pitched
blade impeller.
More interaction of the impeller streams was observed as C2 was
decreased to O.8T (Figure 5.1(b)). The upper impeller stream. was unstable
flapping from the dominant direction (at around 45° to the vessel axis) to
the axial direction. This axial flow was entrained by the lower impeller. A
region of strong shear was formed by two counter flowing streams near the
middle of the vessel when the upper impeller stream was inclined to the
horizontal.
As the impeller spacing between two impellers was decreased further to
C2 = O.55T, Figure 5.1(c), the flow was unstable everywhere in the vessel
except below the lower impeller where a stable ring vortex could be
observed. The upper ring vortex of the lower impeller was being formed
continually and destroyed by the flapping upper impeller stream. The
dominant direction of the upper impeller stream was axial. Occasionally
the lower impeller stream was redirected upward, reaching above the upper
(PBD) impeller and being entrained into the flow of that impeller.
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Effect of liquid height
With C2 = O.8T, the flow pattern shown in Figure 5.1 (b) did not vary
significantly when the liquid level was reduced from H = 1.5T to H 1.3T.
However, the dominant direction of the upper impeller stream changed to
axial as the liquid level decreased. A similar change was also noticed in the
flow pattern shown in Figure 5.1(c) (C2 = O.55T) as the liquid height was
reduced from 1.5T to 1.1T.
With H = 2T the observations were almost the same as that with H = 1 .5T.
Recent time-resolved LDA measurements have shown that with H = 2T the
mean velocity in a location between the two impellers changed
significantly with time (Rutherford et al, 1994).
Effect of C2 with H =T
The influence of C2 on the flow pattern was investigated with the impellers
located symmetrically in the vessel (Ci = C3). The flow visualisation
observations for two cases C2 = T/2 and C2 = T/3 are shown schematically
in Figures 5.2 (a) and 5.2 (b) respectively. In both cases the flow below the
Rushton impeller was stable, forming a ring vortex as usual.
With C2 = T/2 (Figure 5.2(a)) the upper impeller stream was unstable
flapping from a vertical direction to an inclined one. When the stream was
inclined it was mixed with the lower impeller stream before reaching the
vessel wall at a height slightly above the elevation of the lower impeller.
When the upper impeller stream was vertical, it was being entrained by the
flow of the lower impeller. At times, the flow between the two impellers
formed a ring vortex as a result of the interaction of the redirected lower
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impeller stream and the upper impeller stream. This ring vortex was not
stable. Occasionally the re-directed lower impeller stream was being
entrained into the flow of the upper impeller in the same way as in the flow
pattern shown in Figure 5.1(c).
With C2 = T/3 (Figure 5.2(b)) the entrainment of the flow from one
impeller stream into the flow of the other impeller was more evident in
comparison with the C2 = T/2 case. The ring vortex above the lower
impeller was not well defined and the centre of this unstable vortex was
moving around in the region above and below the upper impeller elevation
and close to the vessel wall.
The effect of speed was also studied for this flow pattern. At the lower
impeller speeds (around N = 80 rpm) the upper impeller stream could be
distinguished in the region above the lower impeller. At impeller speeds
higher than 150 rpm the upper impeller stream merged with Rushton
impeller stream.
It is interesting to note that with this combination but using a 450 PBD
instead of 60° PBD impeller, Nienow and Kuboi (1984) reported that the
induced flow pattern was almost stable. However, in that investigation the
high viscosity fluids and larger impellers (d = T/2) were employed. In view
of the report by Nienow and Kuboi and the observations made in this work
further investigations are clearly required in order to establish the variation
of the flow pattern as the viscosity of the working fluid and/or impeller
geometry changes.
It has been previously found that in general DT / PBD impeller
combinations provide poor gas dispersion, as reported by Kuboi and
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Nienow (1982), and also show some instabilities at impeller speeds which
are just sufficient to overcome the upward movement of the gas (Chapman,
1981). Taken together with the present findings, these previous
observations indicate that flow instabilities may have predominantly
undesirable effects on fluid mixing and gas dispersion. Similar detailed
investigations are therefore required in gassed vessels in order to provide
more appropriate guidelines for aerated mixing processes.
5.2.2 Combination PBD / PBD
Effect of impeller separation C2 with H = 1.5 T
The impellers were located symmetrically in the vessel (Ci = C3), and the
influence of C2 on the flow pattern induced by the above combination of
impellers was investigated. The observations are shown schematically in
Figures 5.3(a) and (b). With C2 = T or C2 = 0.83T (Figure 5.3(a)) the flow
between the two impellers was unstable, constantly forming a ring vortex.
This vortex was being deformed by either the re-directed lower impeller
stream or the upper impeller stream. The top vortex was stable and its
centre was roughly at r = 100 mm and just below the upper impeller.
A more pronounced instability of the flow between the two impellers was
observed when C2 was reduced to 0.7T. With this spacing a pronounced
flow stream from the upper impeller to the lower one could be observed
occasionally as shown in Figure 5.3(b).
Effect of C2 with H = T
The lower impeller was located at a spacing Ci = T/4 and the spacing
between the impellers was varied from T/2 to T/3. Figure 5.4 shows the
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flow pattern with a spacing of T/2 between the two impellers. The flow
was completely unstable. The lower impeller stream was re-directed either
toward the top of the lower impeller (forming a large ring vortex) or to the
top of the upper impeller. The upper impeller stream was sometimes
vertical and sometimes inclined, while at other times it was split into two,
one stream directed in each of the two directions. In the inclined case the
upper stream was mixed with the re-directed lower impeller stream and
subsequently flowed towards the top of the lower impeller. However, in all
cases some part of the upper impeller stream was directed towards the top
of the lower impeller and entrained into the flow of that impeller. This flow
entrainment was occasionally being interrupted by the re-directed lower
impeller stream. Frequently the upper impeller stream and the redirected
lower impeller stream were moving towards each other and formed an
unstable ring vortex which rotated in the same direction as either the upper
or the lower unstable ring vortex.
The instability of the flow pattern became more intensive as the spacing
between the two impellers was reduced, as might be expected.
5.2.3 Combination PBU I PBD
In this combination with a liquid height H = T and spacings C 1 = C2
 = T/3
the impellers were pumping towards each other and formed two stable ring
vortices, as shown in Figure 5.5. The centres of the lower and the upper
ring vortices were roughly at a radius r = 100 mm and around the lower
and upper impeller elevations respectively. The meeting point of the two
impeller streams was located half way between the two impellers. This
point was moved slightly upwards when the lower impeller elevation was
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reduced to C 1
 T/4 and the separation between the two impellers was kept
the same (C2 = T/3).
With this combination of impellers and C1 = C2
 = T/3, the flow pattern
was very similar to the merging flow pattern produced by two Rushton
impellers. However, the flow in the region confined by the impellers was
not as rotational as observed with the merging flow pattern (see Figure
3.53). It has been reported that the combination 45° PBU I 45° PBD
disperses gas in a power and speed considerably lower than that required
with DT I DT and/or DT / PBU impeller combinations (Kuboi and Nienow,
1982). As the DT I PBD and DT /DT combinations produce unstable flows
for all or many impeller spacings respectively, the PBU I PBD combination
appears to offer an attractive alternative for the generation of stable and
predictable flow patterns. Hereafter in the text the merging flow pattern
induced by this combination of impellers will be referred to as 'PBTs
merging flow pattern'.
5.2.4 Combination PBU I PBU. H = 1 .5TCi = C
With this combination and C2 = 0.83T three ring vortices were observed in
the vessel as shown schematically in Figure 5.6. The upper ring vortex was
stable and its centre was roughly at r = 100 mm and just above the upper
impeller. The lowest ring vortex was also stable and its centre was roughly
at r = 100 mm just above the lower impeller. The flow in between the two
impellers formed a ring vortex but not as strong as the other two vortices.
The discharge flow from the lower impeller was partly returned back to the
suction region of the impeller (by the lower ring vortex) and partly formed
the weak middle ring vortex. Occasionally the lower impeller stream was
entrained into the flow of the upper impeller via the middle vortex. The
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induced flow pattern did not change significantly when the separation
between the impellers was increased to C2 = T.
The PBU / PBU combination as well as the DT / PBU combination
described in section 5.2.5 below, are rarely used in practice. They were
studied however for two reasons. First for completeness in order to
determine whether any interesting and/or useful flow patterns were
produced by such combinations. It has been reported that in gassed systems
upward pumping impellers do not show instabilities (Chapman, 1981) but
their ability to disperse gas is poor at lower impeller speeds (Kuboi and
Nienow, 1982). The combination DT / 450 PBU was reported to be an
effective configuration for mixing of aerated high viscosity fluids
(Solomon et a! 1981) and to show a complex variation of the flow pattern
and of individual impeller power consumption in gassed units (Kuboi and
Nienow, 1982).
Second, it has been found in gassed systems that dual impeller
combinations with an upward-pumping impeller above may be beneficial.
The power versus gas flow rate curves in systems with a downward-
pumping impeller above show a step-like variation, with the power
dropping considerably at the higher gas rates, probably due to the flow
instabilities. In contrast, the corresponding curves in dual impeller systems
with an upward-pumping impeller above are almost flat (Middleton, 1993).
Although gas bubbles may be expected to escape to the free surface more
easily with an upward-pumping impeller above, the power-gas flow rate
curve may be preferable for both new reactor design as well as for
retrofitting existing vessels.
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5.2.5 Combination DT I PBU. H T. C1 = Ci
The flow pattern generated by this combination and C2 = T/2 is shown
schematically in Figure 5.7 (a). The lower impeller stream was flapping at
an angle of up to ± iO° to the horizontal and formed two ring vortices, one
above and one below the impeller. The upper impeller stream was also
flapping at an angle of 0 - 30° to the horizontal and formed one large ring
vortex. The boundary between the upper and the middle ring vortices was
not stationary. Occasionally the flow from the re-directed upper impeller
stream was dispersing the middle vortex and was entrained into the flow of
the Rushton impeller as shown by the thinner line in Figure 5.7(a).
The flow pattern was also observed with C2 = T/3. With this spacing flow
entrainment occurred from the stream of one impeller into the flow of the
other impeller most of the time as shown in Figure 5.7(b). A small part of
the upper impeller stream generated a small and less defined ring vortex
above the upper impeller.
The observations with C1 = C2 = T/3 were similar to those reported by
Nienow and Kuboi (1984) although they used larger impellers (d = T/2), a
45° PBU and high viscosity fluids.
5.3 Mixing time measurements
With a liquid height of H = T in the vessel, the effect of impeller spacing
C2 on the average mixing time (obtained from measurements at eight
locations, see Figure 3.26 (b))was investigated for three combinations of
Rushton and pitched blade impellers and the results are shown in Figure
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5.8. For the purpose of comparison the mixing time results obtained by two
Rushton impellers (presented in Chapter 3) are also shown in this Figure.
The variation of mixing time with C2 in the combinations PBU / PBD, DT
I PBD and PBD / PBD is insignificant in contrast to that obtained with the
two Rushton impellers. The lowest mixing time was obtained by the
combinations of (PBD / PBD) and/or (DT / PBD). The combination
forming the PBTs merging flow pattern resulted in an average mixing time
slightly shorter than that obtained with the merging flow pattern generated
by two Rushton impellers and varied only slightly with C2.
The results of Figure 5.8 are very informative for design purposes: They
indicate that some unstable flows can result in lower mixing times. The
mixing times with PBD / PBD and DT / PBD are around 20% lower than
with the stable PBU / PBD and around 25 - 50% lower than with the DT /
DT combinations.
In the DT / DT investigations presented in Chapter 3 (Figures 3.31 - 3.34)
unstable flows (for C2 around O.385T) resulted in higher mixing times.
This can be clearly seen from the results for DT I DT reproduced in Figure
5.8, and may appear to contradict the above findings for the other impeller
combinations where, in general, unstable flow patterns resulted in smaller
mixing times. The DT I DT mixing results show as well that the stable
merging flow pattern yields considerably lower mixing times than the
stable parallel flow pattern.
From the above, it may be concluded that in dual impeller combinations:
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1.Flow patterns induced by mixed, i.e. inclined to both the axial and radial
direction, impeller streams result in lower mixing times than radial
direction flows.
2. Unstable mixed flow patterns result in considerably lower mixing times
than both stable mixed flow and stable radial flow patterns.
Therefore, from mixing time criteria alone, unstable mixed flow patterns
are preferable for mixing process operations where minimisation of the
blending time is a process requirement.
5.4 Power measurements
With the PBU / PBD and DT I PBD combinations and a liquid height H =
T the power numbers of the impellers, spaced at Ci = C2 = T13, were
measured at different impeller speeds using the technique outlined in
Chapter 2. These measurements are presented in Figures 5.9(a) and 5.9(b)
for both impellers and for the lower impeller respectively. In addition the
measurements of the impeller power numbers with the Rushton merging
flow in the vessel (presented in Chapter 3) are shown in these Figures for
the purpose of comparison.
At impeller speeds of 200 - 250 rpm the power numbers are almost the
same. The lowest total power number was measured with the impeller
combination PBU / PBD and valued at Np = 6.4. In this combination the
power numbers of the upper and lower impeller were almost identical,
whereas with the DT / PBD combination the upper (PBD) impeller power
number was about 50% that of the lower (DT) impeller, as might be
expected.
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The highest total power number Np = 8.4 was obtained with the two
Rushton impellers. The highest and the lowest individual impeller power
numbers were obtained in the combination DT I PBD and valued at Np =
5.3 and Np = 2.7 for the Rushton and pitched blade impellers respectively.
The above results reveal a number of interesting variations:
1.The total power number is clearly affected by the power number of each
impeller in the combination: it is the highest for two DTs followed by that
for one DT and one PBT and that for two PBTs. The higher-total power
number measured with the DT / DT combination is expected, as a DT has a
higher power number than a PBT. With the DT / DT combination the total
power number is smaller than the sum of the two single-impeller power
number. With the DT I PBD combination the total Np is nearly equal to the
sum of the single impeller NpS and with the PBU I PBD combination the
total Np is higher (by around 20%) than the sum of the single impeller Nps.
2. The power number of a DT when in the lower position may vary by as
much as 20%, being around 5.3 for the DT I PBD and around 4.2 for the
DT / DT combination (Figure 5.9 (b)). This may be related to more
efficient pumping of the lower DT in the DT I PBD case, where the PBD
stream is fed directly in to that of the DT (Figure 5.2(b)).
3. The power number of the PBD impeller in the PBU / PBD combination
was higher by around 20%, than the power number of the same impeller in
the DT / PBD combination. This power number in the latter combination
was almost identical to a single PBD impeller, in agreement with the
fmdings of Machon et al (1985) for H = 2T and C2 = T system.
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The above provide useful guidelines for process design. The power
numbers of the various impeller combinations can be predicted, as a first
approximation, from those of the individual impellers, but an 'efficiency'
factor must be applied to predict the total and individual impeller power
numbers. This factor will depend on the impeller combination and impeller
spacing and therefore the flow stability and flow pattern in the vessel.
However, due to the complexity of the flow processes, extremely extensive
power measurements are necessary with various Ci, C2, H and N for all
impeller combinations in order to determine a practical correlation for
power number prediction.
5.5 Mean and rms velocity with the PBTs merging flow pattern
The PBTs merging flow pattern was quantified by LDA measurements at
an impeller rotational speed of 230 rpm. Measurements at higher impeller
speeds were not possible due to the air entrainment into the liquid in the
vessel which took place at speeds above 230 rpm. The three components of
the mean and rms velocities were measured at radii of r = 0.0, 10, 20, 40,
51, 60, 75, 90, 115, 130 and 140mm in the impeller and bulk flow region
at the 0 = 0° r-z plane. More attention was paid to the region confined
between the impellers, i.e. to the discharge side of the impellers.
5.5.1 Axial velocity profiles
Axial mean velocity profiles of the flow with this pattern are presented in
Figure 5.10. The measured velocities at a height of 147 mm are almost
zero. This confirms the division of the flow in the vessel into the two ring
vortices observed in flow visualisation experiments. The highest mean
velocity was measured at the discharge of the upper impeller and valued at
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V = 0.6 V1ip. The velocities in the bulk flow change direction at a radius of
around 115 mm in the upper-half of the vessel and at a radius of around
105 mm in the lower-half of the vessel.
Figure 5.11 shows the nns velocity profiles corresponding to the mean
values presented in Figure 5.10. Tn general, the rms velocities measured in
the region above the lower impeller and below the upper impeller are
higher than those measured in the rest of the tank. These higher rms
velocities are more pronounced at radii between 30 and 115 mm being
maximum (u = 0.32 V 1 ) at r =51 mm and z = 147 mm where the cores of
the two impeller streams join. The high rms velocities in the region with
radii between 85 and 130 mm and at mid-way between two impellers
(where the mean velocities are near zero (Figure 5.10)) may indicate that a
flow interchange takes place from one ring vortex into another. Generally
in the region above the upper impeller and in the region below the lower
impeller the rms velocities measured in the vicinity of the vessel wall are
slightly higher than those measured at the same height close to the shaft.
Comparison between Figures 5.11 and 3.50 (showing the axial nns profiles
of the Rushton merging flow pattern) shows that the axial mis velocities at
z = 147 mm are relatively higher with the PBTs merging flow pattern in
the vessel albeit they were measured with a lower impeller rotational
speed. These higher rrns velocities may indicate relatively better mixing
between the upper and lower ring vortices with the PBTs merging flow
pattern in the vessel.
5.5.2 Radial velocity profiles
Figure 5.12 shows the distribution of the radial mean velocities in the
vessel with the PBTs merging flow pattern. The unification of the impeller
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streams can easily be seen from the velocity profiles obtained at the mid-
section of the vessel. The highest radial mean velocities (around 0.42 Vt1)
were measured at the locations z = 147 mm, r = 75 and 90 mm where the
impeller streams are joined. In general, the radial velocities below the
lower impeller are comparatively higher than those measured above the
upper impeller at the same radius. However, a similar companson for the
mean axial velocities (Figure 5.10) shows lower values below the lower
impeller. Therefore, the flow above the upper impeller is more axial and
that below the lower impeller is more radial. The radial mean velocities
measured at radii of r = 20 mm or less were almost zero.
Figure 5.13 shows the radial rms.velocities corresponding to the mean
values presented in Figure 5.12. Little variation of the rms velocities with
elevation can be seen at radii smaller than 20 mm. This is also the case in
the region below the lower impeller for all the measurement locations in
every radius. In the vicinity of each impeller (in the upper and lower
impeller streams) the maximum rms velocities were measured around 0.42
at r = 51 mm. The locations of these two rms velocity maxima moved
towards each other as the radius of the measurement locations increased.
At a radius of r = 75 mm the two peaks have almost vanished and the
profile of the rms velocities in the merged impeller streams is practically
flat. The rms velocities in these locations were typically 0.22 Vt.
5.5.3 Tangential velocity profiles
Figure 5.14 shows the profiles of the tangential mean velocities
corresponding to the other two components presented in Figures 5.10 and
5.12. Near zero mean velocities were measured at the locations below the
lower impeller and above the upper impeller at radii smaller than 60 mm.
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The mean velocities are also nearly zero in the region between the
impellers and at radii r = 10 and 20 mm. This is one of the major
differences between the PBTs merging flow pattern and the merging flow
pattern produced by two Rushton impellers: the flow with the latter
combination was highly rotational in the region between the impellers.
As shown in Figure 5.14, the highest mean velocities (W = 0.48 V) were
measured in the vicinity of each impeller at r = 45 mm (in the impeller
stream). At this radius the mean velocities at the locations between the
impellers changed significantly along the axial direction, and a minimum
value W = 0.13 Vt1 was measured at a height z = 147 mm. At a radius of
60 mm-and in the region between the two impellers,the mean velocities
did not vary significantly with the height of measurement locations. These
velocities were valued typically at W = 0.25 Vt1p. In addition the mean
velocities measured at radii greater than 115 mm did not change
significantly with elevation except those obtained at a height z = 11 mm,
which were nearly zero.
Comparison of the mean tangential velocity profiles shown in Figure 5.14
with those obtained with Rushton merging flow pattern (Chapter 3, Figure
3.53) indicates that, in addition to the major difference mentioned above,
the tangential mean velocities in the impeller streams are generally higher
with the Rushton merging flow pattern while in general in the bulk flow
the velocities are higher with the PBTs merging flow pattern at radii larger
than 75 mm.
Figure 5.15 shows the profiles of rms velocities corresponding to the mean
velocities presented in Figure 5.14. At each radius, the rms velocities did
not vary much along the axial direction, except for the impeller stream
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regions. Even in the impeller stream regions the rms velocities do not show
as significant variation as with the radial components.
5.5.4 Velocity vectors in r-z plane
The velocity vectors (U + V) with this flow pattern in the e =0° r-z plane
are presented in Figure 5.16. The two ring vortices formed, the direction of
discharge flow from the impellers and also the merging of the impeller
streams can clearly be seen from this Figure. The centre of the lower and
upper vortices are roughly at the points r = z = 105 mm and r = 115 mm, z
= 200 mm respectively. Comparing this Figure with that obtained with the
merging flow pattern generated by two Rushton impellers (Figure 3.62,
Chapter 3) the following differences can be deduced:
a) The impeller streams with the Rushton merging flow pattern are directed
towards each other in almost straight-line paths and the radius of the
meeting point is around r 100 mm. With the PBTs merging flow pattern
the streams follow curved paths and merge in a region comparatively
closer to the shaft as it is clearly shown in Figure 5.16.
b) In general mean velocities in the bulk flow of the vessel (m each
location) are relatively higher with the PBTs merging flow pattern in spite
of being measured with a smaller impeller speed.
c) In terms of the axial and radial flow, better circulation is obtained with
PBTs merging flow pattern, which is desirable for better mixing. This is in
agreement with the lower mixing times recorded with the PBTs, as
discussed earlier.
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5.55 Rms velocity contours
For clarity of presentation the rms velocities presented in Figures 5.11,
5.13 and 5.15 are shown in the form of contour plots in Figures 5.17 (a),
(b) and (c) respectively. In general the patterns are symmetrical with
respect to the mid-height of the vessel. In the region where the impeller
streams are interacting the axial nns velocities are significantly higher than
those measured in the rest of the tank (Figure 5.17(a)). Comparison of
Figures 5.17(a), (b) and (c) show that in the impeller streams the axial rms
velocities are higher than the radial ones and radial rms velocities are
higher than the tangential ones. Therefore, the turbulence in the impeller
streams is not isotropic. These comparisons also indicate that in the region
above the upper impeller and below the lower impeller and at radii smaller
than 70 mm, the axial rms velocities are smaller than the other two
components. In the vicinity of the impellers the highest rms velocities (in
all the three directions) were measured at the lower tip of the upper
impeller and at the upper tip of the lower impeller.
For ease of comparison between the distribution of rms velocities with the
PBTs and the Rushton merging flow patterns, in the legend of the former
pattern the value denoted for each colour is smaller than that denoted for
the same colour in the legend of the Rushton merging flow pattern. These
reductions were made in proportion to the reduction in the impeller tip (or
rotational) speed, i.e. the values in the legend of the Rushton merging flow
pattern (Figure 3.67) were multiplied by the ratio of the impeller speeds
(230 / 250) and the new values were denoted for the legend of the PBTs
merging flow pattern (Figure 5.17). In this way a colour-based comparison
is the same as if the rms velocities normalised by Vt were compared.
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Comparisons of the rms velocities measured with the two merging flow
patterns (Figure 3.67 and 5.17) show that, in general, in the impeller
streams and away from the impellers the axial and radial rms velocities are
relatively higher with the PBTs merging flow pattern. This is not the case
for the tangential components particularly in the locations close to the
impellers and at a radius of around r = 51 mm. These comparisons also
indicate that in the bulk flow, there is little variation in the axial rms
velocities from one pattern to another and at radii roughly greater than 70
mm the radial and tangential rms velocities are relatively higher with the
PBTs merging flow pattern.
An interesting feature is the high w region near the shaft and the free
surface obtained with the DTs which is not found m the w distribution with
the PBTs. This may be related to the free surface vortex (Yianneskis et al,
1987) which is not as prominent with the PBTs.
5.5.6 Turbulence kinetic energy contours
The distribution of the turbulence kinetic energy (Eq. 3.3) in the vessel
with the PBTs merging flow pattern is shown in Figure 5.18. As expected
from the rms velocity contours presented in Figure 5.17 the turbulence
kinetic energy is maximum in the impeller streams. The lowest turbulence
kinetic energy levels are around 0.017 (m/s) 2 and are found in the region
near to the free surface and near the bottom corner of the vessel. The k
values in the legend of this Figure are different to those of Figure 3.70
which shows the distribution of the k values in Rushton merging flow
pattern. Similarly to the rms contour values, the various contour bands for
the k values were arranged by changing the band range by the ratio (230 /
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250)2
 to enable direct comparison of the colour bands as if the k values
were normalised by Vtip2.
Comparison of the distribution of k in the vessel with the two merging flow
patterns, (Figures 3.70 and 5.18), shows that:
1. On average the turbulence kinetic energies above the upper impeller are
higher with the Rushton merging flow pattern in the bulk flow region.
2. In the region between the two impellers higher values were obtained
with the PBTs merging flow pattern.
3. In the impeller streams away from the impellers, the k values are higher
with the PBTs merging flow pattern, while close to the impellers the
Rushton impellers produce higher levels of turbulence kinetic energies.
4. In the region below the lower impeller and at radii smaller than 60 mm
the turbulence levels are relatively higher with Rushton impellers while at
radii greater than 60 mm relatively higher k values can be found with the
pitched blade impellers.
With the PBTs merging flow pattern the area-weighted average value of
the kinetic energy, over the whole of the vessel, was determined and
valued at kavr = 3.453 x 10 -2• This value was normalised with the Vtp2
and compared with the normalised kavr obtained for the Rushton merging
flow pattern. The comparison indicates that around 4% higher k is obtained
with the Rushton merging flow pattern.
The efficiencies of the mixing tank with the two merging flow patterns can
be compared from the measurements of power consumption, mixing time
and velocity characteristics presented in this Chapter and in Chapter 3. As
the mixing time and the total power number are smaller (around 10% and
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30% respectively) with the PBTs merging flow pattern, more efficient
blending of liquids takes place with this flow pattern. However, it is
interesting to note that the PBTs merging flow pattern may provide a
higher macro-mixing rate as the mean velocities in the bulk of tank are
comparatively higher with this flow pattern. Micro-mixing may be
expected to take place with a slightly lower rate with the PBTs merging
flow pattern since the trailing vortices behind the blades of pitched blade
impellers are relatively weak (Tatterson et al, 1980 and Hockey, 1988b).
This suggestion is supported by the lower average value of k obtained with
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Figure 5.8. Effect of impeller spacing on mixing time averaged
at 8 points; different two-impeller combinations,
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Figure 5.9 (a). Comparison of the power number for both impellers for different
impeller combinations, Cl = C2 = T/3, t = 1.65 mm.
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Figure 5.9 (b). Comparison of the power number for the lower impeller with
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Figure 5.16. Velocity vectors in 0= dr-z plane; Cl = C2 = T/3.
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This chapter is divided into three sections. In the first a very brief account
of the research carried out is given. In the second the main findings and
achievements of the thesis are outlined and in the third areas in which
further investigation is needed are identified.
6.1 The present contribution
The object of the research in this thesis was to investigate the mixing
characteristics of a stirred tank agitated by two impellers. A considerable
amount of time was devoted to the design and construction of the mixing
tank and of the Rushton and pitched blade impellers of different shapes.
For different impeller configurations, flow visualisation was carried out
prior to quantitative study of the flow for which a LDA system was
developed and used as a measuring tool.
Flow visualisation was performed in order to obtain qualitative information
about the structure of the flow and also to identify the regions where
quantitative studies were mostly needed. In all the quantitative studies the
liquid height was equal to the tank diameter. The overall mixing
performance of single- and/or two-impeller systems was determined by
performing power and mixing time measurements. For the former
measurements a telemetric strain gauge torque measuring system was
developed and used. This system was suitable for dual-impeller mixing
systems as the power drawn by each impeller could be determined. A
conductivity method was employed for mixing time measurements. With
S
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each impeller configuration the overall mixing time was obtained by
repeating the measurements in different parts of the vessel in order to
overcome the shortcomings of this technique.
A parametric study was also carried out for both single- and two-Rushton
impeller systems and the effects of impeller geometry and speed on the
mixing characteristics of the stirred tank were investigated.
6.2 Achievements and conclusions
Flow visualisation with three impeller combinations were performed, these
were: two Rushton, two pitched blade, and Rushton and pitched blade
impellers. The observations clearly demonstrated a complex variation of
flow pattern as the impeller combination, impeller spacings, liquid height
and impeller speed were varied.
More attention was paid to the two Rushton impeller combination with
which a small change in the impeller spacings resulted in a significant
variation in the direction of the impeller streams and consequently in the
generated flow pattern. With this combination three stable and four
unstable flow patterns were identified. With the stable flow patterns either
both the impellers were pumping in a horizontal direction and generating
four main ring vortices (parallel flow pattern) or the two impeller streams
were merging and forming two main ring vortices (merging flow pattern)
or the upper impeller was pumping horizontally and generating two main
ring vortices while the lower impeller was pumping towards the vessel
bottom and generating one main ring vortex (diverging flow pattern).
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Although the variations in the liquid height and in the impeller speed
affected the kind of flow pattern in the vessel to some extent, the presence
of the two former stable flow patterns was strongly dependent on the
spacing between the two impellers while the presence of the third stable
flow pattern was strongly dependent on the clearance of the lower impeller
from the bottom of the vessel. Each of the unstable flow patterns observed
with the two Rushton impellers was a combination of either two or three of
the above mentioned stable flow patterns depending on the impeller
spacings, liquid height and impeller speed.
Extensive power measurements revealed a fluctuating torque exerted on
the shaft by the impellers in two-impeller systems. These fluctuations
intensified as the impeller speed was made more stable by mounting a
flywheel on the shaft. The maximum fluctuation of the power number was
typically 25% of the mean values when the flow pattern was stable. With
an unstable flow pattern the fluctuation was even higher. Comparatively
the maximum fluctuation of the power number measured for a single
Rushton impeller was very small (around 3.7%).
Among the different combinations of Rushton and/or pitched blade
impellers studied, the highest combined power number for two impellers
(Np = 10) was obtained for two Rushton impellers generating the parallel
flow pattern (Ci T/4, C2 = T/2), and the lowest (Np = 6.5) was obtained
with the two pitched blade impellers (Ci = C2 = T13) pumping towards
each other. With the combination DT / DT the total Np was always less
than the sum of the single impeller power numbers while with the PBU /
PBD combination the total Np was greater (by around 20%) than the sum
of the single impeller power numbers.
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Mixing time measurements revealed useful information for mixing process
design and the results showed that the mixing time could be increased by
up to 100% by using different combinations of impellers. With the two
Rushton impellers there were significant variations of mixing time with the
spacing between the two impellers. With these two impellers, the shortest
mixing time was obtained with the merging flow pattern (Ci = C2 = T/3)
and the longest was obtained when the flow was unstable, changing
between the parallel and merging flow patterns.
With every impeller combination studied other than the two Rushton
impellers the mixing time was almost independent of the clearance
between two impellers as a variation in this spacing did not cause a
significant change in the induced flow pattern. Among all the impeller
combinations examined, the shortest mixing time was obtained with the
combinations DT / PBD and/or PBD / PBD and the longest mixing time
was obtained with two Rushton impellers producing an unstable parallel /
merging flow pattern.
The flow pattern induced by two pitched blade impellers pumping towards
each other, was found to be stable and showed a lot of similarities with the
merging flow pattern generated by two Rushton impellers. Measurements
were made of the three mean and rms velocity components with every
stable flow pattern in the vessel. The measurements with the flow patterns
induced by two Rushton and two pitched blade impellers were presented
and discussed in Chapters 3 and 5 respectively. These LDA results
confirmed the flow visualisation observations and provided distribution of
the flow characteristics in the vessel with every stable flow pattern. The
flow with all the four flow patterns was highly vortical and three
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dimensional and the most important features of these flows were as
follows.
With every pattern the flow around the axis and along the wall of the
vessel was predominantly in the axial direction. With the parallel flow
pattern, each (horizontal) impeller stream generated two ring vortices, one
on each side of the stream. With this pattern flow entrainment to each of
the impeller streams occurred from both sides of the stream. The flow
number of the lower impeller was slightly higher than that of the upper
impeller and both these flow numbers were smaller than that of an identical
single impeller.
With the Rushton merging flow pattern the impeller streams merged in
almost straight line paths and the flow was predominantly tangential in
most of the regions in the middle of the vessel and particularly in the
region confmed between the two impellers where the flow exhibited a solid
body rotation around the shaft. In terms of radial velocity magnitudes in
the bulk flow this flow pattern was the poorest among all the others. Most
of the flow entrainment from the bulk flow to the impeller streams
occurred from the upper side of the upper impeller stream and from the
lower side of the lower impeller stream.
With the diverging flow pattern the radial discharge flow rate from the
upper impeller was slightly higher than those obtained for the impellers
generatmg the parallel flow pattern. The lower impeller stream was
directed towards the vessel base at an average angle of 30° to the horizontal
in the impeller vicinity and 60° to the horizontal close to the vessel bottom.
The flow beneath the lower impeller formed a weak ring vortex. In the
vicinity of the lower impeller and along the upper half of the impeller blade
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the mean radial velocities were small and directed towards the impeller
axis. However, the inclination of the lower impeller stream is convenient
for particle suspension in the stirred tanks due to the sweeping action of the
lower impeller stream. A detailed account of the effect of impeller spacing
on the flow patterns, mixing time and velocity profiles in double Rushton
impeller systems has been given by Mahmoudi and Yianneskis (1991,
1992) and Lee, Mahmoudi and Yianneskis (1993).
The similarities and differences between the Rushton and PBTs merging
flow patterns were discussed in detail in Chapter 5. Although the average
level of k in the vessel is slightly higher with the Rushton merging flow
pattern, the values of k in the region between the two impellers and in most
regions near the walls are higher with the PBTs. Consequently better local
and probably overall mixing could be achieved with the PBTs if feed pipes
in stirred reactors are positioned in regions of high k.
The turbulence quantities measured over 360° of impeller rotation decayed
with distance from the impellers with all the flow patterns. With the three
stable flow patterns generated by two Rushton impellers the turbulence can
be considered only approximately as being isotropic in some locations in
the impeller stream and anisotropic in the bulk flow. With the PBTs
merging flow pattern the turbulence was anisotropic everywhere in the
vessel. The area-weighted average turbulence kinetic energy was found to
be the highest with the parallel flow pattern and the lowest with the
diverging flow pattern.
The effects of Rushton impeller rotational speed and geometry on the flow
in the impeller region were presented and discussed in Chapter 4. It was
shown that the radial mean and rms velocities (normalised by the impeller
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tip speed) do not vary significantly with impeller speed. However, in
general, with lower impeller speeds the normalised mean velocities were
slightly smaller. A higher flow number and power number was obtained
with a thinner impeller. An increase in the size and thickness of a Rushton
impeller resulted in a slightly higher discharge efficiency (FiINp) of the
impeller.
6.3 Recommendations for future work
In this work a change in the separation between two Rushton impellers was
found to have a significant effect on the induced flow pattern and it would
be interesting and useful to extend the research by variation in the sizes of
the impellers and the mixing tank in order to predict the variations in the
flow pattern as the impeller spacings, liquid height and impeller speed
change.
The working fluid used in the experiments described in this thesis was
water. However, it would be useful to carry out similar investigations with
fluids of different viscosities in order to establish stability criteria with
different spacings and impeller combinations. This is particularly important
in view of the related fmdings of other researchers who studied different
fluids, as mentioned in section 5.2.1.
Similar investigations in gassed flows are also required, especially in view
of the frequent use of double impeller (DT / PBD) combinations for gas
dispersion. Finally, combinations of axial (hydrofoil) and hollow-blade
impellers with Rushton and pitched blade turbines are also used for a large
number of mixing processes and they should be investigated in similar
detail to the ones studied here to establish accurate mixing criteria.
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The flow with Rushton merging flow pattern was highly rotational in the
middle part of the vessel and an increase of the number or width of the
baffles might be useful to improve the vertical circulation of the flow in the
tank as the baffles influence the mean flow in the tank extensively (Bissel
et al, 1947 and Reed et al, 1977).
Time-resolved measurements and angle-resolved measurements over 10
interval of impeller rotation in the impeller region would be useful to
quantify the changes in the trailmg vortices as a result of a variation in the
impeller spacing (or correspondmgly in the flow pattern) or variation in the
impeller geometry. It is known that the nns velocities measured over 3600
of impeller rotation (which include "pseudo-turbulence" - van't Riet et al,
1976) can be overestimated by 400% in comparison to angle-resolved
measurements (Yianneskis et al, 1987). Comparisons of angle-resolved
measurements with the results obtained in this work could help establish
the effects of flow penodicity on the measured velocities in the impeller
region. The ensemble-averaged measurements are however very useful for
computational predictions of the flows as these results can be used as
boundary conditions.
The Rushton and PBTs merging flow patterns showed a lot of similarities
and differences. In particular with the former flow pattern the total Np was
significantly lower than the sum of the power numbers of the single
impellers while in the latter flow pattern this variation was reversed. With
both flow patterns the power numbers varied with time, resulting in an
almost identical fluctuation intensity of the total power number,
[rmslNplNp, (Mahmoudi et a!, 1994). Further investigation is clearly
needed particularly with different impeller spacings for the PBU / PBD
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combination. In addition time- and/or angle-resolved measurements are
needed in the impeller region of both combinations and especially with the
DT / DT combination in order to identify any possible changes in the
structure and extent of the trailing vortex region behind the blades. This is
important as these vortices may affect the torque exerted by the impellers
(Nienow and Wisdom, 1974). Such work is in progress at King's College
London and will be reported shortly.
In this work the impeller blade and disk were of the same thickness.
Further work is needed to investigate whether the effects of these two
thicknesses on the power and velocity characteristics can be separated.
The conductivity technique used in the present work, although accurate,
suffers from the disadvantage that it only provides a measurement at a
single point and is not representative of the conditions in the vessel as a
whole. A novel technique is urgently required to allow the accurate
determination of mixing time across the whole vessel. It would be
interesting and useful to perform mixing time measurements using a liquid
crystal tracer as a passive scalar and image processing techniques to
determine the overall mixing time. This will also be beneficial for the
accurate detennination of stagnant regions in the vessel with different flow
patterns. Preliminary investigations prompted by the above
recommendations have shown very promising results for determination of
the mixing time throughout the vessel (Lee and Yianneskis, 1994)
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